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Abstract
The following exploration of National Alcohol Prohibition in the United States employs an
interdisciplinary approach to understand the impetus of the large-scale defiance of liquor laws and to
identify the physical manifestations of the social process of mass resistance in the archaeological record.
Historical documentation, newspaper publications, oral histories, landscape analysis of road development
in Montana, and an archaeological survey of a mountain homestead site where manufacturer of illicit
alcohol took place are used to contextualize the Prohibition Era from the perspective of the offender. The
research goals of this work are varied and include documentation of the archaeological footprint of
prolonged alcohol production and transport as well as highlighting the social pressures driving the
lawlessness that characterized the era, including a case study on female offenders. The results of this
investigation determined that liquor law infractions were primarily driven by socio-economic and
environmental factors rather than a wave of immorality.
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Foreward
The dissertation that follows is the culmination of eight years of research dedicated to one
singular purpose: to disprove by example, one aspect in one theory of social change. I was sitting in a
sociology of poverty class during the final year of my undergraduate studies. The lecture of the day was
on human, social, and economic capital. The premise of the lecture being that due to their low position on
the socioeconomic ladder and severely limited access to better education, jobs, social networks, and
formal political processes the lower and poor classes, along with marginalized or disenfranchised groups
have little to no power to affect meaningful social change. The entire class was based around this aspect
of sociological theory, and I vehemently disagreed with the premise. I found the line of thinking flawed as
it assumes that meaningful change comes only through official channels, but this is far from the truth.
Just because a portion of the population is shut out of the official mechanisms of a society, does
not mean they lack power; they just wield the power differently, usually through mass direct action that is
not acknowledged by current human, social, or economic capital criteria. Revolutions, labor strikes of the
1800s, and riots helmed by the powerless, oppressed, or marginalized would not work if the theory held
true. However, whether or not these types of actions are ultimately successful, they do change society.
Not only do these types of events alter the perceptions of a broad swath of a population, but the deviant
behaviors, or those that go against norms, are much more socially and culturally formative as they force
society to constantly redefine or solidify normative and acceptable behaviors. This idea that meaningful
social change can only come from the top down bothered me so much so that it turned out to be my
intellectual break with sociology and turn towards anthropology in order to ask much broader questions
about the process and mechanisms involved in bringing about social change.
The intellectual drive behind this report is not explicitly stated just as there are no outlined
theories or detailed methodologies given. I instead decided to go in a non-traditional direction and
attempted to outline a real-world example of how the supposed powerless initiated social change during
the Prohibition Era using multiple theories, concepts, and perspectives learned throughout ten years of
higher education. Evolutionary adaptation and biological theories frame the long relationship between
humans and alcohol. The overarching psychological concepts of self-preservation, free will, and cognitive
dissonance are used to explain the individual choice to consciously break alcohol laws. Sociological
perspectives of spontaneous group formation and the strengthening of group cohesion through conflict
and a shared common goal frame the discussion of the socioeconomic forces that drove group dissension
and touch upon the effect of mass media that informed those actions. The economic perspective of
informal and illicit economies as a natural byproduct of formal financial systems and necessary for the
correct functioning of the entire system inform much of the economic discussion throughout the report.
2

Anthropological concepts of cultural distinction are used to explore the differences between similar
groups of offenders as well as the environmental and geographical factors that shaped those distinctions.
Archaeological methodologies allowed for the identification and contextualization of land alterations
made by offenders during the era and helped position those features into historical context. Lastly, I have
taken enough history classes to realize that the interpretation of historical events is less about the official
narrative than it is about the perspective of those events.
Ultimately, the prohibition of alcohol in the United States is a story of the power of certain
economic classes to initiate social change, however, it is not the type I was attempting to document. In the
end, liquor laws were championed by the middle class, pushed into law by the wealthy, and focused upon
changing the drinking habits of the lower classes in direct opposition to American cultural, societal, and
economic norms. The liquor laws themselves were an attempt to initiate a rapid change that unequivocally
failed. The power of the lower classes in this historic event lay not in initiating change but in resistance to
those changes and the ability to sway the opinion of the middle class who eventually forced the repeal of
the Eighteenth Amendment.
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Who Wants a Drink? (aka Introduction)
The consumption of alcohol by warm-blooded creatures in the animal kingdom is more a standard
rule rather than the exception. Sure, humans have learned to ferment alcohol on demand, distill grain to
increase potency levels, contain the liquid in a bottle, smack a price tag on it, and sell it to others of their
species, but Homo sapiens did not invent the substance. Nature did. Long before the first bipedal walked
upon the earth, fruit hung from the trees and gathered in bunches on vines. As the planet’s Cenozoic
climate fluctuated from spring to autumn in seasonal sync with the natural order of growth and decay,
untouched fruit began to overripen. The sugar and bacteria within the meat of the fruit began to break
down, ferment, and convert into ethanol, nature’s own 100% organic, additive and preservative free-alcohol bomb. The very first day, that the very first fruit eating animal cautiously sniffed and nibbled at
the intoxicating produce, was most likely the very first day of overindulgence and drunkenness, a
consumption pattern that continues in the modern era.
In Sweden, after feasting on fermenting apples the local population of elk wander drunkenly
through the streets and often find themselves stuck in trees after a failed attempt to pick the branches
clean of fruit.1 Australian parrots bypass hanging fruit, preferring the fallen bits of intoxicating pulp
littering the ground and take drunkenly to the skies in an annual event dubbed “Drunken Parrot Season”
by locals.2 During the height of rum production in the Caribbean islands the vervet monkeys of St. Kitts
devoured the decaying sugar cane in the fields and proceeded to wreak havoc on nearby communities.3
Deer, shrew, boar, butterflies, moths, hedgehogs, bats, hamsters, and countless others in the animal
kingdom regularly belly up to natures open bar.4 If the cupboards run bare in the wild, animals are happy
to adapt to the “good stuff” produced by human beings. Elephants blitzed on local rice wine rampage
through towns in India.5 In 2020 the vervet monkeys of St. Kitts prefer to pilfer the high alcohol content
drinks of unsuspecting tourist rather than the fermenting sugar cane provided by nature.
Humanity’s evolutionary companions’ exploration of mind-altering substances is not restricted to
alcohol. Wallabies get high on opium. Jaguars feast on the Yage vine for its catnip like ‘trippy’ effects.

“Drunk Swedish Elk Found in Apple Tree Near Gothenburg,” BBC News, accessed June 25,2019,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-14842999.
2
“Strange Planet: Drunken Australian Parrots,” National Geographic, accessed June 22, 2019,
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/article/strange_planet_drunken_austral.
3
Gemma Handy, “Monkey Problems: St. Kitts Great Attraction Becomes Great Headache.” BBC News, accessed
June 21, 2019, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-49125580
4
Sarah Zielinski, “The Alcoholics of the Animal World.” Smithsonian Magazine, September 16,2011.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/the-alcoholics-of-the-animal-world-81007700/.
5
Meredith Bennet-Smith, “Herd of Drunken Elephants Ransack Indian Village After Drinking Purloined Liquor.”
Huffington Post, November 7, 2012. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/drunken-elephants-ransack-indianvillage_n_2089483.
1
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Reindeer battle fiercely to lay claim to hallucinogenic mushrooms. Big horn sheep navigate the sheerest
mountain faces to secure a hit of acid like lichen, and juvenile dolphins play a game of puff, puff, pass the
pufferfish to get a high off the creature’s excreted toxin.6 Whether the quest for inebriation throughout the
animal kingdom and in the various ways the high is achieved is driven by biological design, enjoyment,
or mere circumstance is widely debated. Human motivations are much less mysterious--we enjoy it.
Human beings may be the apex predator sitting atop the food chain, have higher functioning
brains, build complex societies, and claim dominion over the earth, but that does not negate the fact that
we are nothing more than the highest order of animal on the planet and captive to the evolutionary
instincts of our own past. No scientific knowledge exists that can pinpoint the exact time in which the
lineage of early man and alcohol first crossed paths. The thought by researchers is divided into two
camps. A million years ago our human ancestors either witnessed and mimicked the animals, or we
randomly stumbled across the substance on our own. What differentiates Homo sapiens from the rest of
the animal kingdom in the consumption of intoxicating substances is our ability to manufacture alcohol
and maintain varying degrees of inebriation at any given time.
Regardless of how mankind adapted alcohol into our dietary habits the knowledge to gather,
manufacture, and use the resource has since been passed on to successive generations. More importantly,
the increased complexity of the human brain from which language and culture emerged allowed humans
to attach symbolic and cultural meaning to consumption and diversify alcohol’s uses. The substance
considered so important, that in the ten to fifteen thousand generations of modern man alcohol has
become entrenched into medicine, religion, as well as cultural tradition and social bonding rituals.
Embedded into almost every aspect of the human social experience liquor has consistently
remained an economic powerhouse in world-wide financial markets while its recreational use has become
a source of never-ending social commentary and governmental restriction. The idea that 200,000 years of
biological encoding, cultural and religious adaptations, and behavioral and societal conditioning can be
easily dismissed by the simple act of legislation is not only fundamentally flawed but arrogant as well.
Enter the year 1920 and the dawn of the Prohibition Era in the United States.
One day, liquor was plentiful. Twenty-four short hours later, people awoke to a world with no
recreational alcohol--ever again. That is the extreme stance the United States government took with liquor
on January 16th, 1920, when the Eighteenth Amendment banning the manufacture, transportation, sale,
import, and export of intoxicating beverages became the law of the land. U.S. citizens overwhelmingly
voted in support of the new liquor laws. Yet, many more considered legislation that shifted Grandma’s

Rachel Nuwer. “Dolphins Seem to Use Toxic Pufferfish to Get High,” Smithsonian Magazine, December
30,2013.; “Five Animals That Consume Drugs,” Wildnet, accessed June 19, 2019, http://wildnest.in/5-animalsconsume-drugs/.
6
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wildly popular Christmas rum balls from celebratory tradition to criminal behavior untenable; moreover a
life without light beers or wines was utterly inconceivable. Still, others saw opportunities to make a
killing in black market sales. Resistance to the Eighteenth Amendment was immediate. The universal law
of supply and demand kicked into high gear. For the next fourteen years the U.S. government waged an
unsuccessful war against an influx of foreign and domestic liquor and a general population that continued
to imbibe.
Expanding upon previous undergraduate and master’s thesis research on women moonshiners in
the Prohibition Era the following doctoral dissertation explores anti-liquor laws in the United States and
employs an interdisciplinary approach to understand the impetus of defiance to authority and the social
and terrestrial transformative properties of mass resistance. The general topic of restrictive alcohol laws
around the globe and across time has been analyzed extensively by historians from the perspective of
gender7, ethnicity8, and social status.9 Type United States Alcohol Prohibition into the library database of

7

C.E. Eber, Women and Alcohol in a Highland Maya Town: Water of Hope, Water of Sorrow, (Austin: University
Texas Press, 2000).; D.N. Suggs, “Mosadi Tshwene: The Construction of Gender and the Consumption of Alcohol
in Botswana,” American Ethnology 23 (1996):597-610.; Jon Holtzman, “The Food of Elders, the "Ration" of
Women: Brewing, Gender, and Domestic Processes among the Samburu of Northern Kenya,” American
Anthropologist 103, no.4 (2001):1041-1058.; Judith Bennett, Ale, Beer, and Brewsters in England: Women’s Work
in a Changing World 1300-1600. (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1996).; M. Bahati Kuumba, “African Women,
Resistance Cultures, and Cultural Resistances,” Agenda Empowering Women for Gender Equality (2006):112-121.;
Mary Murphy, “Bootlegging Mothers and Drinking Daughters: Gender and Prohibition in Butte, Montana,”
American Quarterly 6, no.2 (1994): 174-194.; Sandra McCoy, with Lauren J. Ralph and Wema Wilson and Nancy J.
Padian, “Alcohol Production as an Adaptive Livelihood Strategy for Women Farmers in Tanzania and its Potential
for Unintended Consequences on Women’s Reproductive Health,” Plos One (2013).; Sarah Meacham, They Will Be
Adjudged by Their Drink, What Kinde of Housewives They Are: Gender, Technology, and Household Cidering in
England and the Chesapeake, 1690 to 1760. The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 111, no.2 (2003):117150., Every Home a Distillery: Alcohol, Gender, and Technology in the Colonial Chesapeake, (Maryland:John
Hopkins University Press, 2009).; Stephen Haggblade, Sorghum Beer: The Impact of Factory Brews on a Cottage
Industry, (Gaborone, Botswana: Ministry Commerce, 1983)., “The Shebeen Queen and the Evolution of Botswana's
Sorghum Beer Industry,” Crush & Ambler, 1992 :395-412.
8
F. Spier, San Nicolas de Zurite: Religion and Daily Life of a Peruvian Andean Village in a Changing World.
(Amsterdam: VU Amsterdam University Press, 1995).; Patrick J. Abbott, “American Indian and Alaskan Native
Aboriginal Use of Alcohol in the United States,” American Indian and Alaskan Native Mental Health Research 7,
no.2, (1996):1-13.; Weston LaBarre, The Peyote Cult, (Oklahoma, University of Oklahoma Press, 1938).
9
Brian Louis Hayden, The Power of Feasts, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2014).; F. Hartman and Leo
Oppenheim, On Beer and Brewing Techniques in Ancient Mesopotamia. American Oriental Society, 1950.; M.E.
Mosely, “Burning Down the Brewery: Establishing and Evacuating an Ancient Imperial Colony at Cerro Baul,
Peru,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 102, no.48 (2005): 17264-71.; S. Luning, “To Drink or Not
to Drink: Beer Brewing, Rituals, and Religious Conversion Maane, Burkina Faso,” In Alcohol in Africa: Mixing
Alcohol with Business, Pleasure and Politics Deborah Fahey Bryson ed., (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood
Publishing Group, 2002):231-248.; Gay Robins, “The Economic and Legal Position of Women,” In Women in
Ancient Egypt, (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1993).
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the University of Montana one will find over 58,000 sources related to the subject. Due to the popularity
of liquor as a literary and research topic gathering the facts of law and official policy, health and financial
statistics, crime rates and dates of events associated with the Prohibition Era is a relatively straightforward
task with the number of historic narratives in books or academic journals10 and government documents
available.11 More nuanced narratives highlight the regional differences in attitude and resistance to liquor
laws from the high end speakeasies of New York12 and the saloons of Montana13, to the bootleggers of
Washington State14 and the moonshiners of West Virginia.15 Archaeologists have also weighed in on the
subject and contributed books and articles documenting alcohol’s place in the settlement of prehistoric
groups16, as an impetus for slave revolts17, as well as the repurposing of mining sites and caves for the
manufacture of illicit liquor18.
The abundance of source material seems to be a research blessing. However, reading through the
stacks of books, articles, and studies reveals that although the facts of alcohol prohibition in the U.S.
Catherine Holder Spude, “Brothels and Saloons: An Archaeology of Gender in the American West,” Historical
Archaeology 39, no.1 (2005):89-106; Gina Hames, Alcohol in World History,(New York, Routledge, 2012).; Ian
Hornsey, “A History of Beer and Brewing, (Royal Society of Chemistry Publishing, 2003).; James G. Gibb and Julia
A. King, “Gender Activity Areas, and Homelots in Seventeenth Century Chesapeake Region,” Historical
Archaeology 24, no.4 (1991): 109-31.; Patrick E. McGovern, Uncorking the Past, (Berkley California, University Of
California Press, 2009).; Stanley Baron, Brewed in America: A History of Beer and Ale in the United States, (Boston,
Little Brown and Company, 1962).; William Hogeland, The Whiskey Rebellion: George Washington, Alexander
Hamilton, and the Frontier Rebels Who Challenged America’s Newfound Sovereignty, (New York, Schribner
Publishing, 2006).
11
Ernest H. Cherrington, 1915, 1924, 1926 Anti-Saloon League Yearbook, Westerville Ohio: The American Issue
Press.; Wickersham Commission, 1930 Official Records of the National Commission of Law Observance and
Enforcement 71st Congress, 3rd session Senate 1.
12
Michael Lerner, Dry Manhattan: Prohibition in New York City, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 2007).
13
Gary Wilson, “Honky-Tonk Town: Havre's Bootlegging Days,” (Helena, Montana, Montana Magazine,
Inc.,1985).
14
Edmund B. Fahey, Rum Road to Spokane, (Missoula: University of Montana Press, 1975).
15
Jess Carr, The Second Oldest Profession: An Informal History of Moonshining in America, (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972).
16
Richard Braidwood and Johnathon D Sauer, Hans Helbaek, Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Hugh C. Cutler, Carleton S.
Coon, Julian Steward, and Leo Oppenheim, “Symposium: Did Man Once Live By Beer Alone?” American
Anthropologist 55, no.4 (1953):515-526.
17
Frederick, H. Smith, The Archaeology of Alcohol and Drinking, (University Press of Florida, Gainsville, 2008).;
Kathleen Deagen, “Eliciting Contraband through Archaeology: Illicit Trade in Eighteenth Century St. Augustine,”
Historical Archaeology 41, no.4 (2007): 98-116.
18
Chris Merritt and Katie Baumler and Kassandra Marjerrison, Poacher's Gulch Excavation 24SA122 Report on
Summer 2007 Findings, Report on file, Lolo National Forest, Supervisor's Office, Missoula.; Joseph C. Douglas,
“Miners and Moonshiners: Historic Industrial Uses of Tennessee Caves,” Midcontinential Journal of Archaeology
26, no.2 (2001):251-267.; Margaret C. Nelson and Michelle Hegemon, “Abandonment is Not as it Seems: An
Approach to the Relationship between Site and Regional Abandonment,” American Antiquity 66, no.2 (2001):213235.
10
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remain consistent the lived reality surrounding the unfolding of events are perceived differently and are
relative to one’s geographic location and socio-economic position. In short, the historical context of a
moonshine still in the urban jungles of Chicago differs markedly from a still found in rural West Virginia.
To realize the research goals of this dissertation the investigation of source materials was expanded to
include inquiry into international law19, formal global and regional economies as well as informal and
illicit economies20, the role of alcohol in the development of the United States21, regional environmental

C. Perkins, “Prohibition in Foreign Countries.” Editorial Research Reports. Washington D.C., 1926.
http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1926042100, accessed 15 April 2019.; H.S.K. Kent, “The Historical
Origins of the Three-Mile Limit.” American Journal of International Law 48, no. 4 (1954):537-553.; Kenneth M.
Murchison, “Prohibition and the Fourth Amendment: A New Look at Some Old Cases,” Journal of Criminal Law
and Criminology, 73, no.2 (1982): 471-532.; Wesley A. Sturges, “National Prohibition and International Law,” The
Yale Law Journal, 32, no. 3 (January 1923), 259-266, accessed September 12, 2019, JSTOR.; William D. Dennis,
“The Sinking of the I’m Alone,” The American Journal of International Law, 23, no. 2 (April 1929), 351-362.;
William Lyon and Mackenzie King, “Canada and the War: Temperance and a Total War Effort,” Presented at the
National Selective Service Broadcast, December 11, 1942.
20
Alexandra Harnett and Shannon Lee Dawdy, “The Archaeology of Illegal and Illicit Economies,” Annual Review
of Anthropology 42 (2013):37-51.; Barbara Denton and Pat O’Malley, “Gender, Trust and Business: Women Drug
Dealers in the Illicit Economy,” The British Journal of Criminology. Theme Issue, Drugs at the End of the Century
39, no. 4,(1999):513-530.; C. Goldin, Understanding the Gender Gap: An Economic History of American Women
1890 to 1987, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990).; Carlos Lozada, “The Economics of World War 1,”
National Bureau of Economic Research, Cambridge, Massachusetts, http://www.nber.org/papers./, accessed
September 2, 2015.; Chris Gerry, “Developing Economies and the Informal Sector in Historical Perspective,”
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 493 (1987):100-119.; Justin W. Webb and Laszlo
Tihanyi, R. Duane Ireland, David G. Sirmon, “You Say Illegal, I Say Legitimate: Entrepreneurship in the Informal
Economy,” The Academy of Management Review 34, no.3 (2009):492-510.; Kevin B. Bales, “The Dual Labor
Market of the Criminal Economy,” Sociological Theory, no.2 (1984):140-164.; Linda Weiss, “Explaining the
Underground Economy: State and Social Structure,” British Journal of Sociology 38, no.2 (1987):216-234.;
Michele Hoyman, “Female Participation in the Informal Economy: A Neglected Issue,” Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science 493 (1987):64-82.; Patricia R. Ferman, and Louis A. Ferman, “The
Structural Underpinning of the Irregular Economy,” Poverty and Human Resources Abstracts 8, (1973): 3-17.;
Stuart Henry, “Can the Hidden Economy Be Revolutionary? Toward a Dialectical Analysis of the Relations
Between Formal and Informal Economies,” Social Justice 15, no.3 (1989):29-60.; Vanda Felbab-Brown, “The
Political Economy of Illegal Domains in India and China,” The International Lawyer 43, no.4, (2009):1411-1428.
21
Brian Roach, “History of Taxation in the United States,” http://www.eoearth.org/view/article/153529/, accessed
October 5, 2015.; David D. Hall, The Puritans: A Transatlantic History, (Pennsylvania: Princeton University Press,
2019).; Glenn Alan Cheney, Thanksgiving: The Pilgrims' First Year in America. (New London, New London
Librarium, 2007).; Jack P. Greene, Pursuits of Happiness: The Social Development of Early Modern British
Colonies and the Formation of American Culture, (North Carolina: Chapel Hill, 1988).; P. Clark, The English
Alehouse: A Social History, 1200-1830. (New York: Longman, New York, 2009).; Tim Omarzu, “Whiskey and the
War: Alcohol Played a Role in the Civil War,” http://timesfreepress.com/news/life/entertainment/story/2012/oct/21,
accessed October 1, 2015.; W.J. Rorabaugh, The Alcohol Republic: An American Tradition, (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1979).; John J. McCusker, Rum and the American Revolution: The Rum Trade and the Balance of
Payments of the Thirteen Continental Colonies, (New York: Garland, 1989).
19
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and sociocultural conditions22, the national development of transportation networks23, and the creation of
border crossings along the nation’s land boundaries24. These new investigative avenues allowed the
lawlessness of the era and the archeological features and artifacts presented in this dissertation to be
analyzed within global, national, regional, and local historical contexts. Several hundred newspaper
articles documenting the arrests of liquor law violators and enforcement protocol, as reported by thirty-six
publications between the years of 1918 to 1931, landscape analysis, and an archaeological investigation
are then used to contextualize the Prohibition Era from the perspective of the offender.
The investigation moves incrementally from a macro global view of U.S alcohol prohibition to a
micro view case study of a well-known female moonshiner in Montana. To provide broad context,
Chapter 1 outlines global alcohol economics, international law, and liquor smugglers adaptations to U.S.
enforcement procedures. Chapter 2 explores the social pushback to national enforcement policies and a
landscape analysis of the smuggling routes that were created as a result. Chapter 3 focuses on the state of
Montana and investigates the origins of anti-liquor laws, identifies the historic smuggling routes in the
state, and exposes three Montana communities’ monetization of prohibition penalties. Chapter 4 explores
the topic of female liquor law violators and highlights an archaeological investigation of the Doody
homestead in Glacier National Park. This homestead was the domicile of Josephine Doody, a well-known
Montana moonshiner and represents an archaeological ‘type site’ associated with bootlegging behavior—
and in turn, represents the archaeological vestiges of mass resistance. Chapter 5 concludes this study, with
the observation that the impetus of resistance to anti-liquor laws has a long and storied past in American
culture that is deep rooted in economic necessity. A habitual financial behavior that has continuously
repeated in the U.S. from the seventeenth century to the modern era and left physical traces in the
archaeological record in the form of roads. In analyzing the infrastructural transportation developments of

22

David M Emmons, The Butte Irish: Class and Ethnicity in an American Mining Town 1875-1925, (Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1989).; Isaac F. Marcosson, Anaconda, (New York: Dodd Meade & Co., 1957).; Janet
L. Finn and Ellen Crain (editors), Motherlode: Legacies of Women’s Lives and Labors in Butte, Montana.
(Livingston Montana, Clark Press, 2009).; Jerry W. Calvert, “Making Good: Socialist Government in Butte, 19111915,” In Vernacular Architecture Forum: Butte and Southwest Montana, edited by Richard I. Gibson, (Butte,
Montana,2009).; Laurie Mercier, Anaconda: Labor, Community, and Culture in Montana’s Smelter City, (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 2001).; Michael P. Malone and Richard B. Roeder, Montana: A History of Two
Centuries, (Washington: University of Washington 1979).; Patrick F. Morris, Anaconda Montana: Copper Smelting
Boom Town on the Western Frontier, (Bethesda, MD: Swan Publishing, 1997), Anaconda Montana: In Changing
Times. (Bethesda, MD: Swan Publishing, 2010).
23
Richard F. Weingroff, “From Name to Numbers; The Origin of the Numbered Highway System, Highway
History,” Federal Highway Administration, www.fhwa.dot.gov, accessed April 4, 2017., “Federal Aid Road Act of
1916: Building the Foundation,” Federal Highway Administration, www.fhwa.dot.gov, accessed August 2015.;
U.S. Department of Transportation. “National Old Trails Road, Part 1, The Quest for a National Road,” U.S.
Department of Transportation. Accessed April 14, 2017, www.fhwa.dot.gov.
24
Stephen T. Moore, Bootleggers and Borders: The Paradox of Prohibition on a Canada-U.S. Borderland,
(Nebraska, University of Nebraska Press, 2014).
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the 1920s archaeologists can simultaneously document the physical manifestations of social resistance
while building upon our historical understanding of the era as lived by the lawless.
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One If By Land, Two If By Sea (aka International Alcohol Distribution)
In the early days of February 1917, Russian industrial workers, in the capital city of Petrograd,
threw down their tools, picked up protest signs and demanded an airing of their grievances about the
living and working conditions in the city. By March of the same year the entire industrialized workforce
of Petrograd, along with women, artists, and teachers joined in and shut down the capital city, sparking
the collapse of Tsarist Russia, and the ascension of the Soviet Union.25 Between the fall and rise, a
provisional government with the same capitalistic appetite of the Tsar, absent the autocratic attitude,
remained in power. Russian Countess Matilda Witte, a fallen Tsarist and proclaimed, “scandalous
woman”, had only seven short months to make a mad dash for quick cash to solidify her financial
situation before the Soviets officially took power. What was her get rich quick scheme? Black market
alcohol.26
Strict alcohol prohibition laws were imposed upon the Russian people in 1914 at the dawn of
World War I and remained in effect until 1925. The countess bore witness to the occasional-violent
collective pushback of the Russian populace to anti-liquor laws. The citizens incited reoccurring wine
riots, destroyed 230 taverns that refused to sell liquor upon demand, partook in mass robberies of
government-held alcohol storage houses, and produced dangerous liquor substitutes extracted from
varnish or polish, all in the attempt to quench a never-ending thirst.27 The countess understood the want
and need for alcohol as well as its market value in a dry country. She was restricted by law and wary of
automatic sentences of hard labor if caught manufacturing alcohol for, or selling to, the Russian masses.
However, there were no restrictions in Russian liquor statutes blocking her from producing alcohol for
export. She needed only to look to the United States to find her target market.
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Figure 1. Russian Countess Matilda Witte 1900s (Borisovich, 1993).

The world was at war in 1917 and the importance of the trade in alcohol became pronounced,
altering global marketplaces while shaping both international law and U.S. anti-liquor enforcement
procedures. Nearly all of the thirty-two countries involved in the conflict, including the United States,
were under self-imposed war-time measures restricting the manufacture of spirits. Alcohol prohibition
during times of protracted warfare was common in the early twentieth century and employed by
governments to strictly control and funnel food resources towards the more pressing needs of feeding the
troops and the populace.28 Due to the economic value of alcohol the trade in intoxicating liquors during
times of war never actually stops, rather the product moves through an underground exchange network at
a slower pace and comes at a much higher cost.
An international cooperative smuggling and distribution effort emerged to skirt the technicalities
of U.S. state and upcoming federal liquor laws. As a poignant example, the Russian Countess did not act
alone in her U.S. smuggling operation in 1917. The British government financially backed the endeavor,
Russians manufactured the alcohol, and Germans (the enemy at the time) bottled the product and shipped
it to the eastern seaboard of the United States.29 The enterprise allowed governments, in concert with
powerful individuals, to reap the benefits of continued exploitation of liquor during a time of conflict and
to reap enormous profits on a black-market commodity.
War-time prohibition was meant to be temporary and usually rescinded upon a conflict’s
resolution for two reasons: 1) to immediately infuse enormous amounts of income into war-torn countries
through alcohol production and taxation, an economic necessity for rebuilding; and 2) to appease the
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parched and war-weary masses. By the end of WWI, the political and moral landscape of Europe and
North America had significantly altered. Religiously charged social reformists had successfully lobbied
for liquor laws to be extended at war’s end rather than rescinded in much of Europe and those territories
under British influence such as Canada and the West Indies.30 International anti-liquor measures varied in
harshness by nation, from mandating closure time of liquor peddling enterprises favored in Great Britain,
to complete government control over the manufacture and sale of alcohol, as adopted by Nordic countries.
No matter the law, the intent was the same; to stamp out the social ills of violent crime, sickness, abuse,
and general moral decay attributed to the lower classes by regulating the suspected energy source of such
plights—liquor.31 In that regard, each nation had its own ideas on how to navigate innumerable alcohol
related problems to reach particular social goals.
The war-ravaged countries of Europe still needed large sums of capital generated by potable
alcohol. Thus, European leaders perched themselves precariously upon a socio-political razor’s edge and
juggled the cries for social reform, the economic needs of their respective countries, and the finite
goodwill of the people. Liquor laws, in the majority of European nations, were not designed to stop the
flow of alcohol as much as they were intended to regulate its availability in varying degrees to the public
and rarely to restrict export.32 Iceland, Norway, and Finland digressed from the geopolitical norms of
Europe and opted to forbid the consumption of alcohol and to restrict import/export of all intoxicating
liquors over 2.0% alcohol by volume.33
Andrew Volstead, the author of the Volstead Act, closely modeled U.S. law on Finnish
Prohibition with one exception. The Volstead Act limited the amount of alcohol content to 0.05%. This
was a much more severe restriction than Finland but less stringent than Iceland’s 0% policies. The
limitation effectively and automatically pushed European post-war alcohol export to the U.S. into the
economic domain of the black market.34
The idea and implementation of prohibitive laws to incite rapid social change have long been
applied quickly by desperate leaders or civic-minded reformists eager to cure social or economic ills.
However, cultural and social adaptation to “new world order(s)” move at a glacial pace; even slower
when there is a massive financial incentive involved if citizens behave in ways contrary to legislation.
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Well intentioned world leaders and social reformists of the 1920s severely underestimated
alcohol’s hold on Americans. The faithful consumed wine in churches and synagogues as a part of their
religious beliefs. Physicians prescribed whiskey to their ailing patients. Businessmen brokered deals over
a glass of bourbon and boys became men with their first stiff drink. Champagne flowed freely to celebrate
new unions and new life just as whiskey drowned the sorrows of death. Housewives prepared beer or
cider for meals and scrubbed their homes clean with gin. Beer provided an affordable option for working
class people to relax and wash away the dust of the workday and offered a temporary, albeit inebriated,
respite from their demanding and exhausting lives.
Alcohol was and remains embedded in the very fabric of the human experience. Due to its
utilitarian nature in American culture monies from liquor sales alone accounted for 25% to 75% of all
U.S. government revenue until 1911 and the establishment of the federal income tax.35 After January 16,
1920, the profits from black market alcohol were up for grabs and established North America as an
enticing destination for cash-strapped nations seeking lucrative financial returns in the alcohol
import/export business. At the height of U.S. Prohibition as many as twenty-two countries were engaged
in co-operative smuggling by sea and land that increased the flow of imported liquor into the U.S. by
400%.36
U.S. officials were ill-prepared to deal with the amount of alcohol coming into the country. A
mere 943 active field agents and several hundred customs/border agents were in service to enforce liquor
laws along a combined 94,553 miles of ocean and International land borders as well as policing the 106
million people living throughout the 2.9 million square miles that lay between them.37 The first day of
U.S. National Alcohol Prohibition, federal agents were immediately outnumbered and faced a deluge of
alcohol flowing over the borders, uncooperative state authorities, as well as an American public with a
serious case of voter’s remorse and harboring a collective willingness to break liquor statutes.
The absence of a solid institutional infrastructure to deal with the logistics of large-scale
violations forced U.S. officials to employ reactionary policing tactics, rather than proactive approaches to
enforcement. The result was an often brutal and ineffective prohibition force that relied heavily upon a
volatile concoction of intimidation, violence, and luck to perform their duties. International scheming and
inadequate enforcement led to game of cat and mouse with smugglers.
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Distribution by Sea
In 1920 and the dawn of restrictive liquor laws, there was little immediate need for replenishment
of foreign alcohol thanks to people like Countess Witte. Forward-thinking citizens and entrepreneurial
businessmen in coastal urban centers hoarded their own spirituous supplies a year in advance of the
statute’s enactment.38 Unlike the state and wartime liquor restrictions of 1917 allowing foreign ships to
deliver alcohol to U.S. ports without legal repercussions, federal laws of 1920 forbid alcohol transport to
all U.S. territories including the waters surrounding her land mass. The transition from state to federal law
posed a distribution logistics problem for incoming shipments from overseas for the next year.39
Maritime International laws dictated that nations with coastlines had jurisdiction extending three
nautical miles out from their shores into the surrounding ocean. The statutes authorized countries to
lawfully control, restrict, or fire upon unwanted traffic encroaching into their territories.40 Locations
beyond that point lay in free international waters. All crews operating vessels, foreign or domestic,
suspected of having contraband or cargos of legal alcohol above the quantity permissible in their holds in
the buffer zone after January 16, 1920, became vulnerable to the search and seizure of their liquor stores
and ships as well as individually subject to arrest. For rumrunners, the three-mile limit was a barricade to
be worked around. Foreign governments, adhering to their own maritime laws to supply liquor to a ship's
crew on mail carriers, military ships, and cruise liners, viewed the limit as an attack on their sovereignty
that resulted in several international complications.
Securing the maritime border against inbound contraband was not a top priority for the U.S.
Government in the early days of Prohibition. Authorities believed the threat of search, seizure, and arrest
sufficient enough deterrents to potential smugglers and naively trusted the goodwill of former war allies
to abide by U.S. law. The task of patrolling the coastlines fell to largely landbound Federal agents until
1921 when the U.S. Coast Guard assumed the responsibility of alcohol containment along the ocean
perimeters.41 Coast Guard forces, having only twenty-eight ocean-going cruisers and twenty-two harbor
tugs based on the Eastern seaboard, were hard-pressed to prioritize securing the coastal boundaries along
approximately 88,633 miles of shoreline.42 Rumrunners carrying contraband liquor continued to dock at
U.S. ports unmolested by officials in the early 1920s despite the new agents of enforcement. However,
captains hauling enormous illegal liquor stocks in the bellies of their schooners worth hundreds of
thousands of dollars became increasingly wary and hesitant to risk the loss of their cargo, ship, and
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freedom to a lucky Coast Guard cutter. The shipping of contraband alcohol by way of the Atlantic slowed
to a trickle until a feasible workaround to the oceanic border materialized in May of 1921.43
William McCoy, owner and operator of the sailing vessel Tomaka, ran unadulterated rye and
whiskey from the Bahamas and Newfoundland to the Atlantic Coast between 1920 and 1923. McCoy
circumvented Prohibition laws in 1921 by not technically breaking them. The four-step process was
deceptively simple and remarkably effective: 1) register an American ship under the flag and protection
of a foreign country to negate the U.S.’s jurisdiction over the vessel; 2) obtain a permit to ship alcohol
from a foreign port and load the boat with booze; 3) set sail for the U.S. and anchor in International
waters just outside the three-mile limit; and 4) wait, and let the thirsty throngs come to you. Rumrunners
working the high seas emulated this four-step process which soon became the industry standard.44 Beyond
setting a procedural precedent, McCoy’s legal loophole initiated the establishment of the first “rum row”
off the shore of New Jersey, sparking a deluge of foreign liquor into the United States.45

Figure 2. William McCoy on the deck of the Tomaka in 1924 (Van De Water, 2007).

Norway, France, Italy, Great Britain, and Germany offloaded cargos of vodka, scotch, and fine
wines in the waters adjacent to the Eastern seaboard.46 The islands of the West Indies offered rum and
whiskey to Georgians and Floridians.47 Chinese, Japanese, Australian, and Canadian schooners sailed
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with loads of scotch and whiskey to the waters off the coast of California.48 By 1923 five rum rows had
become embedded in the waters surrounding the U.S. including the largest along the Atlantic seaboard, a
lesser version in the Gulf of Mexico, two along the Pacific coast stretching from Canada to Mexico, and a
smaller fleet of ships servicing the Great Lakes (Figure 3).49 The liquor carried in the holds of ships
anchored on rum row had foreign origins, but an estimated 75% of the schooners sailing under a foreign
flag were American owned and operated, compelling U.S. officials to sanction the search and seizure of
foreign vessels outside the three-mile limit in 1922.50 The favored foreign flag of choice among runners
was the Union Jack.

Figure 3. Map depicting countries supplying alcohol and location of rum rows. 51

British subjects did not view the enforcement of U.S. liquor laws as either their duty or their
particular problem. On the flip side of the coin, the U.S. government bolstered by a fifty-million-dollar
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pledge to the dry cause in Great Britain from the Anti-Saloon League in 1920, begged to differ.52 The
pledge alone, provoked British liquor interests to aggressively promote the wet cause. Alcohol bottlers
produced five million beer bottles emblazoned with a caricature of a long-nosed Uncle Sam. Propaganda
accompanied the bottles describing the unwanted prying into English drinking habits as nothing less than
a dry American invasion by puritanical dictators and dry Lenins.53
The British government, although sympathetic to the U.S. cause, had to reevaluate their
cooperative stance on America's meddling into British affairs in October of 1922 with the seizures of two
watercraft: the Grace and Ruby, and the Emerald.54 The capture of the Grace and Ruby, a tender
anchored in free waters, accused of transferring liquor to a small skiff headed for the American shoreline,
established a precedent in U.S. territorial law. Officials seized both the tender, anchored outside the buffer
zone and the smaller craft. Authorities justified the seizure by arguing that a tender outside the limit is
part of the smuggling boat’s equipment and when the smaller craft crossed the limit with contraband, the
supply ship itself was subject to seizure.55 The incident raised no public or international hackles since the
vessels flying the Union Jack, were actually American owned and operated.
Building upon the new enforcement protocol U.S. authorities added mere suspicion of
wrongdoing to their list of seizable offenses a couple of days later. The Emerald, a Canadian schooner
also sailed under the British flag. The craft was a well-known contraband supply vessel that officials
suspected, but could not prove, was in radio contact with the shore and controlling the boats running
liquor in the buffer zone.56 U.S. officials captured and detained the Emerald eight miles off the coast of
Florida.57 The British government who had increased export of liquor into the U.S. four-fold between
1920 and 1922 was unimpressed with the United States’ liberal interpretation of maritime law and filed a
formal protest.58
In a hindsight induced pivot, Secretary of State Charles Hughes drafted an after the fact proposal
for British consideration that extended the three-mile limit to twelve.59 Great Britain summarily dismissed
the pact and an international debate raged for a year and a half as U.S. officials continued to board and
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detain British vessels outside of the limit.60 At the heart of the debate were two issues, British officials
contended that the United States had no jurisdiction over liquor brought into U.S. waters as part of the
regular supplies of foreign vessels (mandated crew rations). Nor did a singular country’s alcohol statutes
negate the right of free international trade and cited U.S. actions as case in point.61 In a dispatch to
Spanish authorities’ years earlier the U.S. government sought entrance into Spanish waters to continue
trading alcohol during war time. The communique agreed to a stipulation in International maritime law
that protected the legal right of every nation to dictate the conditions in which foreign ships be permitted
to port. In the same dispatch, the United States requested an amendment, later adopted, stating that the
conditions must not conflict with well-known and long-established uses regulating commercial
intercourse between civilized nations.62 The Italian and French governments joined Great Britain in
pointing out that U.S. liquor laws, did, indeed interfere with international trade as well as arrogantly
dictating alcohol mandates aboard foreign ships.63 The United States Supreme Court, taking only U.S. law
into consideration, upheld the seizures of both vessels but summarily ruled that wine allocations to crew
members on foreign ships were permissible as medicinal liquor.64
In November of 1923, the United States and the governments of Canada and Great Britain
reached a tentative agreement. The pre-treaty stated that all nations would honor the three-mile principle,
and the British government would make no objection to visit and search within twelve nautical miles of
U.S. soil when appearances warranted. The agreement also allowed British ships to carry limited
quantities of government sealed and bonded liquor in their holds. The U.S. retained the right to seize any
liquor above the permissible amounts set out in the document.65 The tentative agreement proved to be less
than agreeable to British subjects as U.S. authorities continued to seize British schooners outside the
twelve-mile limit and imprison their captains and crew. However, there was little Great Britain could do
to stop the U.S. from overstepping its maritime authority and soon acquiesced to the demands of the
United States government begrudgingly signing the treaty into permanence in 1924.
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Great Britain also benefited from a deal that seemingly favored the U.S. One stipulation in the
signed treaty allowed British ships hassle-free passage through the Panama Canal that connected the
Pacific and Atlantic oceans. The Americans got their new limit, the British, and anyone sailing under the
Union Jack got a legitimate alternate shipping lane to the black market on the U.S. west coast.66 An
advantage that was about to come in handy for rum runners.
The treaty negotiations signaled a new sense of urgency on the part of the U.S. government and
enforcement officials to deal with smugglers. In four years of liquor enforcement at the maritime limit,
the fleet of fifty Coast Guard vessels had a negligible effect in stemming the alcohol tide offloaded from
some 385 mother ships, capturing only one of every hundred craft darting for the beach.67 Officials were
quickly losing control of the situation and if they could not attain compliance through voluntary
observance of the law, they were willing to force adherence through violence.
In 1923 the federal government authorized the Coast Guard to use “all necessary force” to
enforce liquor laws at sea.68 Guard commanders quickly pointed out that the use of force was only
relevant if offenders could be kept pace with in the first place. What they needed were more vessels and
men to level the playing field. As early as 1920 military officials sought Congressional approval to secure
the use of outdated naval vessels, confiscated yachts, and military airplanes, as well as the services of
military personnel to fight the war on alcohol.69 Congress denied all requests until 1924 when they
approved appropriations of $14,000,000 on top of the nine million already in hand for prohibition
enforcement.70 Coast Guard officials earmarked the monies to purchase, overhaul, repair, and arm twenty
naval destroyers, construct 280 smaller fully armed craft capable of speeds up to eighteen knots and to
increase the Guard’s personnel by 5,000 men.71 Coast Guard commanders bolstered by new equipment,
armed with shoot to kill orders, and infused with increased manpower readied their troops for a rum row
war never comprehending they were still two steps behind.
The bulk of customers acquiring contraband from the schooners on the east coast in the first three
years of Prohibition consisted of individuals seeking one or two cases for personal use, or small business
owners adding alcohol sales to their list of services. Both types of customers were unfazed by launching
rowboats and small motorized craft from the hidden nooks and crannies of the shoreline and traversing
the three-mile expanse in the dead of night. To navigate the buffer zone successfully required expeditious
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adaptability and ingenuity on the part of the runners. To counter aggressive official tactics zone runners
engaged in ever-changing concealment ploys and collective sabotage to land their cargos. The boldest of
the bunch opened up the throttles on their powerful boat engines and raced to the shallows, a safe haven
for the runners, but a grounding nightmare for the heavier Coast Guard cutters in hot pursuit. The more
conflict-averse made for the shores of secluded beaches far from prying eyes. The pragmatic bundled
their liquor stashes in buoyed burlap sacks and dropped the bags over the sides of the craft near the
shoreline for land crews to pull ashore later.72 The work harder contingent sank cargos near cliffs and
undertook the laborious task of hauling booze up the face of the precipice using a series of ropes and
pulleys.73 The downright reckless sent Canadian booze to Detroit via torpedo.74 The more community
oriented radioed fake return to port orders to nearby Rum Chasers providing a worry-free landing zone for
rumrunners working the entire area.75 Alternatively, in heavily patrolled areas, small swarms of running
craft gathered in several groups outside the limit and simultaneously took off hell bound for the shore
overwhelming authorities with sheer numbers.76
As the debate swirled around the extension of the maritime limit and monies for the arming of the
prohibition navy materialized, the cat and mouse game played in the buffer zone undertook a sinister
metamorphosis. Rumrunners took the initiative and altered their equipment and landing strategies a full
year before the new limit became solidified in law. Two major reasons for extending the three-mile limit
to twelve was the assurance by military officials that large schooners would not be able to sufficiently
anchor in deep water and that the small watercraft utilized by the thirsty throngs could not hold up in high
or rough seas.77 The experts were working with outdated information. Shoreline runners opting to brave
running the gauntlet, avoiding the quicker and fully armed patrol boats traded in their antiquated rowboats
and small motorized craft for larger, heavier, and faster boats. Watercraft with mounted machine guns
adorning their hulls were specifically engineered to outrun patrol boats and capable of speeds up to 20 to
30 knots.78 The crews of mother ships conceived of heavier and more steadfast anchors capable of holding
a large craft stable in the deeper and rougher waters of the open ocean; they also began to arm themselves
with four-pound canons and long-range sniper rifles.79 Those not having the financial resources or nerve
to take on the Coast Guard cutters in open water opted for more inventive approaches by avoiding being
on the water at all. In Michigan, crafty shoreline runners submerged and stretched a thick cable across the
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Detroit River from a partially sunken shack in Canada to a boathouse in Detroit. The vehicle of alcohol
delivery took the form of a sled attached to the cable by a sliding ring and tied with two additional lengths
of rope stretching to each side of the shore. Men on the Canadian side loaded the sled with whiskey and
submerged the craft while crews in Detroit pulled the liquor across the riverbed.80
The maritime limit extension had reduced the number of boat owners seeking contraband liquor
from mother ships, just not in the way authorities had calculated. Accompanying the change in equipment
used and tactics employed by smugglers was a dramatic shift in the personnel makeup of buffer zone
runners. The expense of the faster craft needed to outrun authorities and withstand rough waters was cost
prohibitive and pushed the small-time runner out of the water. However, those with the financial means to
do so often parlayed one rowboat in 1920 into a “mosquito fleet” of 10 to100 fully armed speedboats in
four short years transforming several mild-mannered business owners into full-fledged crime bosses
controlling gangs of thugs predisposed to violence to run booze from ship to shore.81 Organized crime
syndicates also began contracting with the owners of large schooners or purchased their own mother ships
with the stores of alcohol in the boat’s hold already sold before leaving its home port.82 Crime bosses
hired airplane pilots to cruise the skies and scan the oceans for patrol boats. Pilots then radioed cutter
locations to zone runners who altered their operations accordingly.83 By 1925 and the beginning of the
first of many Rum Row battles organized crime syndicates dominated the twelve-mile expanse and were
ready, willing, and able to defend their illegal cargos. The show of force displayed by runners on the
Atlantic seaboard was however more of a defensive move than an offensive one.
In the spring of 1925, the Guard sent much of its manpower and resources to the Atlantic Coast.
A fleet of fifty war ready destroyers and cutters equipped with cannons and mounted machine guns
established a physical blockade between eighty anchored mother ships and their dry land customers,
intending to starve out the mother ships by severing the food supply to the schooners and the alcohol
supply to the shore.84 The tactic seemingly worked. In fifteen days, the liquor armada disappeared.85
Newspapers of the times touted the victory as a knockout blow to Atlantic rumrunners.86 Unfortunately
for officials, the blockade proved to be only a stop-gap measure. Liquor ships originally anchored in the
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Atlantic set sail to the unguarded waters in the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific coast via the Panama
Canal. The much anticipated and highly publicized first rum row war drew to a close without a fatal shot
from either side ever being fired and was a complete bust for U.S. authorities.
Rerouting mother ships proved to be much less volatile and problematic to officials than the
hundreds of speedboats and skiffs piloted by dealers shuttling liquor from ship to shore. The relative
safety of international waters in which the mother ships operated was not shared by the shoreline runner
or the hundreds of pleasure boaters interspersed among them in the buffer zone. As the war on alcohol on
the high seas stretched into the late 1920s the confrontations between ocean enforcers and suspected
runners began to take a deadly toll and stoked the fires of an increasingly fed-up nation.
On May 14, 1927, Michigan resident James Lee, a reputed smuggler, took his eleven-year-old
daughter out for a day of speedboating fun on the heavily policed Detroit River. The captain of a
prohibition patrol cruising in the same vicinity spied a suspected smuggling craft. Having only small
firearms at his disposal due to a Canadian treaty that limited armaments on patrol boats near the shared
border, the captain ordered his men to engage the engines at full speed and to set a direct course to
intercept the offending vessel. Wanting to ambush the smugglers the captain gave no audible warning of
his actions or intentions to other boaters in the area. At the same time, James slowed the speed of his
pleasure craft unaware that his position sat directly between the speeding patrol boat and the anchored
smuggling skiff. Never veering from the intended target or slowing his speed the captain barreled forward
and rammed his bow into the speedboat, cutting the craft in half, instantly killing both James and
Mildred.87 The public outcry that arose over the death of an innocent child met with official silence for
over two years--and then only given a curt explanation after that period. Authorities found no evidence of
wrongdoing aboard the suspected smuggling vessel. The captain of the patrol boat had faced federal
manslaughter charges, was found innocent and released, end of story.88
When asked if he condoned the murders of a reported 150 innocent citizens by enforcement
agents one Senator replied "I am not aware of any murders…but there have been 150 or so mistakes
across the nation. Some of these were accidents, and in some cases, the people ought to have been
killed".89 The official stance of the U.S. Government to the deaths of innocent citizens at the hands of
overzealous authorities --the enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment trumped the deaths of the
innocent, the guilty, the resistant, the suspected, the fleeing, and anyone else that got in the way.
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The force used by the Coast Guard remained unchecked for another two years until the sinking of
the I’m Alone. The Canadian schooner sailing under the British flag was purposely scuttled by the Guard
220 miles off the coast of Louisiana after a two-day pursuit and resulted in the death of a French national.
The actions sparked an international incident. The situation ended with the U.S. offering an apology to the
Canadian government for the unlawful act and a $50,000 settlement.90

Figure 4. The I'm Alone schooner on the day of its sinking in 1929 (Ricci, 2013).

The hundreds of Prohibition era wrecks littering the ocean floor and the accounts of heavy arming
on both sides belie the reality of the battle for dominance along the coastlines. Violent and cold-hearted
tactics aside, Coast Guard responses inside and outside the twelve-mile limit were tempered with
restraint. The knowledge that any sinking or loss of life at U.S. hands came with the risk of an
international inquiry and military training kept the Guard somewhat in check.
By default, American citizens sailing vessels under foreign flags seized between three and twelve
miles of U.S. shores had legal recourse; and powerful nations fighting their cases on a very public
international stage, an advantage that the zone runner did not enjoy. However, the modicum of restraint
shown by the Guard in the open sea trickled down to dealing with the shoreline runner-- where disabling
rather than killing was the call of the day, despite any orders to the contrary. On the flip side, those
transporting contraband to the shore outnumbered enforcers and had at their disposal powerful engines
that easily outran their pursuers. There are exceptions to every rule and rouges on both sides of the fight
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existed and made for great newspaper fodder despite the fact that the loss of life on the coastline was
minimal compared to what transpired on land. According to the official record, only eighteen casualties
were attributed to violence on the seas, including twelve civilians and six Guardsmen.91
The extension of the maritime limit insisted upon by U.S. officials did little to halt the ocean
trafficking of alcohol. Instead, their actions/reactions inadvertently triggered embarrassing international
incidences, sparked engineering advancements in maritime vessels, assisted rising organized crime
syndicates in taking control of black-market liquor on the high seas, and initiated the heavy armament on
both sides of the conflict. The struggle of enforcement officers on the terrestrial landscape to cease the
flood of foreign liquor into the country would prove just as impotent.
International Distribution Across Land Borders
Prohibition agents, governmental bodies, and state officials declared that foreign liquor imports
coming into the country by way of water routes accounted for only one-third of alcohol entering the
United States. The remaining two-thirds arrived by land.92 The terrestrial activities of land runners
mimicked those of their water bound brethren where stealth and engine power were the name of the game.
Thus began the visible transformation of the American landscape.
In the heavily populated cities of the northeastern and southern states, automobile accessible
roads were as plentiful as the towns they connected. The copious amount of liquor floating offshore and
quick access to roads from the shoreline facilitated the establishment of liquor hubs on land. Hubs were
large alcohol distribution warehouses often controlled by ruthless and highly competitive organized
syndicates. New York and New Jersey became homes to major metropolitan liquor hubs on the east
coast.93 The largest alcohol smuggling ring in the nation worked from the New Jersey hub and had
connections to Al Capone, owned multiple mother ships and speedboats, partnered with an English liquor
syndicate and a local $25,000,000 bribery ring, and controlled satellite distribution warehouses in
seventeen cities including Ohio, Chicago, Detroit, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and San Diego.94 The
complex road systems, plentiful financial resources, and multiple lines of inland distribution present in
urban centers of the east were a few of the reasons why the eastern syndicates held such dominance
during the Prohibition Era.95 Identifying specific land alterations due to the illegal transportation of
alcohol in the eastern half of the country becomes difficult for the same reasons.
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The western half of the country, by contrast, was seventy-five years behind in infrastructure
development and received only a fraction of their European liquor by way of sea route. The two Rum
Rows established on the West Coast served as secondary lines of distribution for foreign alcohol as
opposed to the east coast’s dependence on them. The structural organization of liquor syndicates
controlling alcohol traffic in Pacific states differed considerably from their eastern counterparts in that
their numbers were fewer and highly co-operative, due in part to the expense and the complex logistics of
shipping European liquor to the western half of the United States. The tactics utilized by Pacific mother
ships and shoreline runners offloading strategies differed little from their Atlantic brothers. Smugglers
loaded contraband into awaiting cars and transported along existing roads to the nearest liquor hub. The
largest distribution hubs in the West were located in Seattle, Washington, Portland, Oregon and the
California cities of San Francisco and San Diego.
Given that only three states line the Pacific coast and considering the vastness of the western
region and its direct land connection to four Canadian provinces in the north and the entire width of
Mexico in the south, it is unsurprising that the largest quantities of liquor arrived in the region by land.
The least expensive and most direct alcohol distribution route available to European liquor suppliers and
Eastern syndicates itching to tap into the western markets was via Canada or Mexico.96
By 1923 eastern syndicates and foreign distributors began implementing plan B and actively
avoided U.S. waters when dealing with westbound distribution, choosing instead to move the bulk of their
product legally through the Europe/Canada or Europe/Mexico smuggling circuits. For example, wine
shipped from France bound for the American west through Canada made first landfall at Halifax, Nova
Scotia, the location of a bonded holding port intended for storing the legal liquor stocks of ships seeking
entrance into American waters.97 Under a forged Canadian liquor permit and clearance for shipment to
Mexico, the wine dropped in Halifax was transferred to a government bonded warehouse in New
Brunswick and moved again to a Quebec warehouse. The process continued through Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, and Alberta with the wine eventually reaching a bonded holding port in British
Columbia.98 Each Canadian warehouse, now functioning as a government-backed liquor hub, sold a
fraction of the alcohol to the Canadian export warehouses, pharmacies, and general stores strung along
the international border frequented by U.S. citizens. British Columbia authorities then cleared the
remaining wine for a Mexican port.99
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One of two scenarios played out for the rumrunners at this point: either pirates boarded the vessel
and the liquor was stolen near California and distributed to coastal states; or, alternatively the ship and
cargo arrived intact in Mexico and offloaded to land smugglers working the shared southern border.100
The piracy of alcohol loads was a common occurrence in all waters, but the authenticity of some incidents
is suspect as shipping lines experienced several hijackings, which inspires a question as to whether they
were victims or partners in landing the illegal cargo on U.S. shores.
Captains choosing the more southernly and less profitable Europe/Mexico circuit followed the
same process in reverse, introducing alcohol to eastern Mexico by way of the Bahamas and the West
Indies. As smugglers moved large stocks of liquor across Canadian provinces and Mexican states, land
runners smuggled the alcohol into every U.S state that shared a common border. If the Coast Guard and
the majority of dry agents found the number of rumrunners difficult to manage, the 135 dry agents spread
out along 5,920 miles of land borders never had a chance.
Rumrunners navigated a twelve-mile gauntlet to offload their cargos. Borderland smugglers
needed only to step a foot over a largely unobserved line to land theirs. In 1920, a smuggler working the
Mexico border needed to avoid nineteen U.S. border control stations to successfully introduce
intoxicating liquor to southwestern states.101 Northern smugglers working the International boundary at
Canada had to circumvent fifty-two checkpoints.102 The easily avoided official border crossings and
plentiful unguarded intrusion points into the U.S. were only one of several complex components that
determined the volume of alcohol flowing over land borders and to what extent the land was transformed.
The overriding factors of existing infrastructure, available resources, and governmental interference
proved to have a much more profound effect on terrestrial smuggling activities.

Mexico
The U.S./Mexico border is 1,933 miles in length, with the Rio Grande marking the full portion of
the boundary line shared with Texas, making the river a favored covert point of entry into the United
States. The ability of smugglers to easily bypass the few U.S. checkpoints would seemingly have put
them in an advantageous position to run massive amounts of liquor into southwestern states. The amount
of intoxicating product was not the restricting issue; Mexican breweries and homebrewers situated near
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the shared border produced surplus tequila specifically for the U.S. black market.103 The limited modes of
transportation utilized by southern land runners however considerably constrained delivery volumes.
A common vehicle for distribution was the horse and buggy. Customers obtaining a ride from a
local driver over the border simply reached under a seat cushion to retrieve a quart of booze.104 Dog
owners strapped small quantities of liquor to their pet’s back and trained them to smuggle the load over
the border to specified drop off points and return home.105 Armed Mexican bands, also known as
Tequileros mounted liquor loaded saddle horses to navigate mountainous terrain where enforcement
officials dare not go.106 Organized gangs working both sides of the border tied sacks of liquor to
innertubes and set them afloat on the Mexico side of the Rio Grande while their partners fished the tubes
out a few miles downriver on the U.S. side.107 Men and women swam or walked across the river with
tequila filled beef bladders tied to their waists, cutting the rope, and surrendering the load to the flow of
the river if observed by authorities.108 Local owners of cattle herds outfitted the animals with booze-filled
packs and led them over the border to the old cattle trails dotting the landscape of Texas.109 As small as
the quantities reported here were, the activities created enough volume to establish two Texas liquor hubs
in El Paso and Laredo, distributing to San Antonio and one in Nogales, Arizona delivering product to
Tucson.110 The little information gathered on the movement of illegal liquor into the southwest indicates
that these types of activities did not significantly impact the surrounding landscape. However, the
problem of liquor smuggling was severe enough to draw the intense interest of U.S. Prohibition officers,
the Texas Rangers, and the Mexican War Department.
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Figure 5. Mexican tequila smugglers "Tequileros"(Diaz, 2015).

The Mexican government was a trusted ally in America’s war on alcohol, devoting manpower
and national defense resources to liquor law enforcement at the International Boundary. Mexican officials
went so far as to propose a fifty-mile-wide alcohol-free zone throughout the length of the boundary and
dispatched the Mexican National Army to patrol the line.111 Eight dirigibles, purchased from the U.S.,
patrolled Mexico’s maritime and land borders. Airship captains in collaboration with U.S. authorities
radioed the location of potential smugglers and moonshiners to awaiting Texas Rangers and Federal Dry
Agents on the ground.112 Between 1920 and 1929 the U.S. government addressed problem points along
the boundary by erecting four additional border control stations.113
As innocuous as the above narrative seems, rural border towns on both sides of the line were
notoriously violent places before 1920; alcohol prohibition only intensified the bloodshed. The shoot-tokill policies adopted by the Coast Guard in 1923 had been in play on the first day of enforcement at the
southern border. However, the violence during the era cannot be solely attributed to contraband liquor. In
the state of Texas, no less than six counties were under martial law between 1919 and 1929 for various
reasons ranging from exploding populations in oil boom towns to natural disasters and labor strike
violence, so there was a heavy military presence already in the area increasing the odds of confrontations
between opposing forces.114 Violent clashes uncovered during doctoral research indicate that large scale
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liquor smuggling emanating from Mexico was often in conjunction within the commission of the larger
crimes of trafficking in guns, narcotics, tobacco, and illegal immigration that increased the chances of
gunplay.115
The collaborative efforts taken to stop the smuggling of tequila into the U.S. by the two
governments failed. One of the reasons for this may have been that the country of Mexico was in the
midst of an economic depression by 1920 and unbeknownst to the U.S., its governing bodies were playing
both sides of the fence. While the army attempted to secure the border, Mexico’s government-controlled
breweries located near the line increased their production capacities to continue to supply the U.S. black
market with tequila.116 The illegal trade in alcohol supplemented the country’s coffers by 7.5 million
dollars in 1921, (94 million in 2020) an amount that continued to climb each year of U.S. alcohol
prohibition.117
Smuggling activity at the Southern border left few landscape alterations that can be identified due
to an insufficient number of sources commenting on the subject in the newspapers examined. The
narrative is important to illustrate the commonalities of nations and world citizenry participating in the
illegal trade of liquor, and most notably, the stark contrast the historic account provides to the evolution
of smuggling activity in America’s northern neighbor, Canada.

Canada
The 3,987-mile U.S/ Canada boundary (excluding Alaska), the world’s longest undefended
border, runs the entire length of the United States, encompassing six Canadian provinces and twelve
mainland U.S. states along its line. Centuries-long trade between the two countries (both legal and illegal
goods) had resulted in the construction and maintenance of an extensive web of trade networks and routes
zigzagging across the boundary prior to 1920. American citizens needed only to cross over a line at one of
eighty-nine unguarded mapped roads or 200 to 300 unmapped local roads connecting the countries to
fulfill their alcohol needs.118
The movement of Atlantic Coast liquor across Canada through the Europe/Canada circuit had
altered the functionality of the government bonded warehouses, transitioning them into landlocked liquor
hubs and established the country as the largest importer of alcohol into the United States.119 As U.S
enforcers attempted to limit whiskey traffic passing through authorized border crossings, Canadian
Provinces, restricted by liquor laws themselves, extended liberal alcohol exportation laws year by year.
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U.S. Federal Prohibition trumped a state’s rights to control liquor laws. Canadian war-time
prohibition in 1917 differed by not directly prohibiting liquor. The U.S. essentially discarded the means
and modes of alcohol production and put them directly into the hands of black-market producers and
traders. Canada split the means and modes between the individual provinces and the central government,
with the provinces controlling sale and consumption of alcohol and the government responsible for the
manufacture and trade of alcohol.120 Canadian Prohibition, by comparison, was successful in many ways.
The government limited the manufacture of alcohol to light beers and wines and provinces restricted
drinking to the home. The result was a closure of two-thirds of Canadian breweries and the measures
dropped incarceration levels and alcohol-associated sicknesses to all-time lows for the country.121 Illegal
manufacturing, drinking, and bootlegging did occur but not to the extent that the activities spawned
powerful syndicates and mass resistance on the scale seen in the U.S.
On January 1, 1920, Canadian officials lifted war-time restrictions on all provinces and instituted
new anti-liquor laws. The government remained in control of the manufacturing process, initiated new
liquor licensing protocols, and farmed out alcohol production to permitted business and breweries.122 The
question of liquor sales and consumption were left to the provincial jurisdictions. Provincial laws varied,
in the strictest sense of compartmentalization; Nova Scotia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta
remained under similar laws of war-time prohibition.123 British Columbia voted wet restricting only the
amounts of beer and liquor sold and importation.124 Quebec also prohibited importation, restricted the sale
of spirits to one quart per customer, and allowed the sale of government licensed beer and light wines in
properly permitted businesses.125 The relaxing of Canadian liquor statutes was beneficial to the American
smuggler, but the unguarded historic trade routes, wide-open spaces along the border, and the rise of the
automobile were the game changers.
The trade routes and transportation networks connecting Canada and the U.S. in the 1920s were
initially the trails blazed by Aboriginal and Native American traders in the 1600s. British and French
traders expanded these paths in the 1700s.126 At the height of the fur trade in the nineteenth century, the
United States controlled, maintained, and improved upon these networks, constructing railroads, truck
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accessible roads, and shipping lanes in the Great Lakes that facilitated the efficient transport of mass
goods across the international boundary.127 Northern borderland alcohol smugglers of the early 20s,
seeing no need to create or alter existing distribution routes, hid contraband in railcars and truck beds,
stashing contraband among legal goods.128
As searches and seizures at commissioned U.S. points of entry intensified, smugglers took to the
skies. Airplane sales skyrocketed. For the sum of $2,500, an aircraft could be secured and begin turning a
profit in only two liquor-laden flights across the border.129 U.S. officials had no recourse, border patrol
and prohibition agents stationed at the international line were footbound and all available military
surveillance planes were in use along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and at the southern border.130 When
an aircraft became available in 1921, authorities focused the search pattern on eastern border states
leaving almost the entire western portion of the boundary unpatrolled from the air.131 For cash strapped
smugglers unable to incur the expense of a plane, the more affordable car, along with multiple points of
unguarded entries into Canada and ample space for the construction of new roads, provided viable
alternatives. The U.S. government failed to recognize the potential threat of alcohol smuggling from the
supposedly dry country of Canada. The oversight did not go unexploited.
Beginning in 1920 Canadian crime rings directly connected to U.S. syndicates rose to prominence
in British Columbia, Quebec, and Manitoba. The British Columbia ring delivered product by air,
unloading their cargo to Washington bootleggers in rural fields.132 There was a push by a Manitoba
syndicate to control the flow of liquor into North Dakota promising American smugglers the protection of
Canadian officials and guaranteed coverage of any legal expenses incurred by them if detained in the
United States.133 Joining the syndicates taking a leisurely stroll on the wild side, were enterprising
Canadian vendors peddling booze in newly constructed roadhouses straddling the international boundary
with the entrance located on the U.S. side and the purchasing counter on the Canadian side.134 Some went
so far as to motorize their saloons, driving across the line from country to country depending on whose
officials were in the vicinity.135 An employee working at a Quebec roadhouse got in on the nefarious fun
pouring liquor into a half-mile long underground pipe to a farmhouse functioning as a liquor cache site in
Maine.136 Borderland smugglers consistently broke Canadian laws by failing to pay duty fees on
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smuggled liquor, yet the alcohol itself was completely legal. Once liquor passed over the border and
instantly demoted to the status of illegal it was outside the jurisdiction of Canadian officials and strictly a
U.S. problem.
Land runners working the northern border were by and large American citizens either working
collectively as local smuggling/bootlegging operations moving large amounts of product or the more
ubiquitous solitary individual sneaking a couple of cases across the line. Minnesota rings ran liquor from
Ontario and Manitoba to a distribution hub in St. Paul, Minnesota.137 Montana smugglers set up shop in
Havre and established a three-pronged booze pipeline funneling booze into the town from British
Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan.138 North Dakota gangs moved alcohol through Manitoba and
Saskatchewan to the Minot hub.139 Runners working for themselves created alternative routes,
abandoning the roads and employing horse and sleigh in the open plains or re-engineering the wheels of
automobiles to ride the abandoned rail tracks that snaked across the boundary.140 However, the most
common tactic used by both organized rings and individuals was to simply drive over the border, procure
their alcohol legally at a Canadian pharmacy or general store, and head back home on an unguarded road.
By 1925 the income generated by alcohol sales to U.S. citizens wiped out Alberta’s debt.
Saskatchewan, on the brink of bankruptcy, saw an explosion in export house construction and permitted
businesses near the border, and Quebec profited over nine million dollars on government manufactured
liquor sold to “outsiders.”141 Meanwhile, the Canadian national government lost a reported $15,000,000
(129 million in 2020) in duties to the U.S. smuggler.142 In late 1925 all mainland Canadian provinces
sharing borders with the U.S. did away with their pretenses and voted wet.
One Canadian government official blamed the failure of alcohol prohibition in Canada in 1926 on
his government’s inability to suppress the rise of organized crime, widespread bribery, and general
lawlessness associated with the zero-tolerance policies of the United States and the unquenchable thirst of
the American populace.143 His statement was grounded in reality but failed to mention the fact that
Canada’s liquor manufacture and distribution structure adapted well to the needs of borderland smugglers.
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The Canadian government's bonded warehouses supplied liquor to border businesses that in turn
functioned as pick up points for smugglers and thirsty U.S. citizens.144
The proximity of port cities to major supply lines by water created coastal liquor hubs controlled
by syndicate run smuggling rings. Northern states proximity to Canadian liquor businesses followed a
similar model on land, establishing the towns of Estevan and Lethbridge on the north side of the border
and the U.S. states of Washington, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana as mainline liquor distribution
points that spawned small, untethered U.S. smuggling rings in the west.
Confrontations between enforcers and smugglers near the northern border were markedly
different than those at the southern line. Unlike Mexican smugglers that transported alcohol along with
weapons or narcotics, news accounts of runners in the north indicate that liquor was the contraband of
choice. Illegal Immigrants, wheat, sugar, farm equipment, and various other products were smuggled by
way of Canada. Only alcohol trafficking, suspected or validated, in any amount, was justifiable cause for
an officer to open fire near the Canadian border.
According to official statistics of nation-wide deaths, sixty-eight enforcers and 167 civilians were
causalities of the border war on alcohol between 1920 and 1929.145 The numbers do not reflect deaths
attributed to state and local law officials or volunteer enforcers nor do they account for the killings of
innocent bystanders.146 Unofficial conservative estimates put the number of civilian casualties at the
borders closer to 300.147 Needless to say, the rules of engagement on land were not as restrained as they
were on the sea.
Outnumbered by former war allies willing to grease the wheels of resistance for a price and out
strategized by American citizens trying to make a buck U.S. officials banked on a “take no prisoners”
enforcement strategy. The reactionary policies designed to force compliance of liquor laws had the
opposite effect. Crime became organized. Large illicit liquor distribution centers developed in the
perimeter states of the nation. The arming of both sides escalated prematurely. The next phase of inland
distribution necessarily followed with the American bootlegger and the tactics used to subdue wrong
doers were nothing less than brutal.
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Over the Rivers and Through the Woods (aka Borderland and National Distribution of Alcohol)
At 3 a.m. on the morning of October 7, 1920, Sheriff Hennesey of Bottineau County North
Dakota secreted himself away in a culvert on the edge of a long stretch of darkened road and lay in wait
for an oncoming car. Cruising straight towards the sheriff’s position was Tommy Rowan and an unnamed
driver, who according to Hennesey, were transporting twenty cases of Canadian whiskey. As the duo bore
down on his position, the Sheriff sprang from the ditch, aimed a shotgun at the oncoming car, and ordered
the driver to stop. The smugglers continued their speed and course. In response, Hennessey fired off two
successive shots. The first sprayed the roadster’s radiator and Rowan’s face. The second, the lawman
unleashed at close range directly at the side of Rowan’s head as the car passed him by. Miraculously, the
two men survived the attack and drove a further fourteen miles before taking refuge at a farmhouse whose
resident bandaged Rowan’s wounds and transported him to the hospital. His accomplice fled. The Sheriff
proudly proclaimed victory when he confiscated the Buick and the drink at the home a few days later.
When Federal authorities arrived in Bottineau County to retrieve the automobile and booze,
Hennesey, under threat of arrest, produced only thirty quarts of whiskey as evidence of the smuggler’s
wrongdoing. There was no need for an investigation surrounding the discrepancies in the amount of
whiskey or the shooting itself. Rowan was in possession of illegal contraband (the amount recovered was
irrelevant), therefore shooting him was legally justified. Authorities placed Rowan under arrest after the
removal of twenty-eight lead projectiles from his head and shoulders. The Sheriff went back to work.148
This was the perceived hard-core reality for the American bootlegger/smuggler during the Prohibition era.
No foreign flag for protection. No national outrage. No presumption of innocence. There was only rigid
enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment and only one reasonable course of action a booze runner
worth their salt could take; avoid federal and state authorities, at all costs. The overzealous anti-liquor
enforcement policies employed by authorities to police international smuggling of liquor led to a social
pushback resulting in numerous land transformations along U.S. borders.
International diplomacy and military discipline kept much of the violence at bay on the water
while U.S. officials smoothed over international faux pas and hammered out enforcement procedures over
the first few years of Volstead legislation. In the Coast Guard’s most lucrative recorded season of
enforcement activities, guardsmen confiscated 516 ships and arrested hundreds of violators.149 This was a
burdensome load of infractions-- but they were easily handled by Federal courts or international tribunals.
In contrast, when combined, federal and district courts adjudicated over 133,000 terrestrial prohibition
violations in 1929 alone, excluding plea bargains, dropped cases, or the number of defendants charged
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with violating state liquor laws.150 The lack of prior infrastructural planning on the part of lawmakers
concerning detention centers, judicial procedures, and standard enforcement operating protocols worked
out vastly different for those carting booze on U.S. soil. Judges, at all levels, overwhelmed by the
avalanche of offenders began to dole out lesser fines and sentences for the sake of expediency; or in the
case of some district and county courts to clear room for new residents in the overcrowded jails.151 This
provided a small advantage for liquor peddlers on land. However, the restraint of violence shown by the
Coast Guard did not trickle down to their terrestrial colleagues. Land agents were a different breed of
enforcer.
The Anti-Saloon League (ASL) and large manufacturing corporations such as Ford (ardent dry
supporters), wielded tremendous political power and directly influenced the appointments of prohibition
agents in the first seven years of the Volstead Act. Procuring an administrative or field agent position in
the Bureau of Internal Revenue required no civil service exam, experience, or vetting of personal
qualifications or characteristics of any kind. Only the applicant’s ability to "secure congressional
endorsements of the ASL and other endorsements that he may be able to obtain" mattered for such
positions.152 Politically appointed executive officers, in turn, hired endorsed field agents that reflected
their business or political leaders’ ideologies. Given no training in proper law enforcement techniques of
the time, agents in the service were handed a gun and tasked with a job assignment. As employees of the
Bureau, the officers were beholden only to the tax laws as they pertained to the Eighteenth Amendment,
as it turned out, to the exclusion of several other constitutionally guaranteed rights. In short, the political
appointment system ensured that prohibition officers were little more than hired henchmen used to protect
the political and monetary interest of corporate entities and religious leaders.
In fairness, there was never any intention for federal authorities to interfere with the general
public at all. At the outset of national prohibition, agents were meant to hold a similar position as they did
prior to 1920, collecting taxes, policing large producing manufacturers, and gathering evidence of
corporate tax evasion for federal prosecutors not dealing with individuals or small businesses.153 States
were expected to control their own communities while the government kept tabs on the borders and large
industrial alcohol manufacturers. When state authorities proved less than cooperative in enforcement the
sheer volume of violations taking place necessitated the unexpected addition of bootleggers, smugglers,
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and moonshiners into the federal sphere of policing duties. The consequence of unpreparedness had
profound effects for American civilians and jurisprudence when untrained and thuggish agents given the
directive to obtain strict compliance by any means necessary turned their attention to private citizens.
In the 1920s Americans did not have the same interpretation of civil liberties as they do today.
Federal and state authorities regularly violated an individual’s civil rights when dealing with issues such
as sedition, opposition to WWI, treatment of conscientious objectors, and the Red Scare. The American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) was only founded in 1920 so it is unsurprising that training for dry law
enforcers, other than instructions on the use of firearms, did not exist until the Bureau introduced a twoweek course on prohibition law in 1927 and basic education in criminal procedure and constitutional law
in 1930.154 Between 1920 and 1927 Federal and local officials often ad-libbed investigative and
interrogative processes when the need arose. Agents dealt ruthlessly with lawbreakers and upstanders
alike when it came to hooch and used techniques such as entrapment, coercion, fabrication of evidence,
the willful infliction of pain and suffering, deprivation of food and sleep during prolonged interrogations,
obtaining confessions by violence, refusals of bail and legal counsel, wiretaps, maiming, and murder to
enforce liquor statutes.155
Agent Henry Dierks clubbed twenty-year-old Milford Smith to death while attempting to obtain
three ounces of consumed wine as evidence.156 A Washington official gouged a man's eye out while
seeking to obtain information that might implicate others in a booze ring.157 An enforcer shot an elderly
Maryland farmer twice in the head, at point-blank range, after an exchange of gunfire between the two
left the farmer disarmed and injured.158 Henry Virkula, shot to death while driving his daughter home due
to his failure to stop his car at the behest of unknown and unmarked men dressed in black on the side of a
dark highway.159 As he surrendered to authorities at his place of business, Andrew L. Carnley, was fatally
wounded.160 All the above were actions of men who were supposedly the good guys in the scenario.
Not all agents were violent or corrupt. However, the number of appointments and separations
from federal service are quite telling. From January 16, 1920, to June 30, 1930, there were 17,972
appointments to the Prohibition Unit and 11,982 separations for reasons that ranged from writing bad
checks and collusion to bribery and homicide.161 The U.S government, aware of the sometimes fatal and
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illegal activities of overzealous agents, did little to curb the violence until public sentiment towards liquor
laws began to waiver. In 1925, the Civil Service Commission purged prohibition officers deemed
unqualified or corrupt resulting in a loss of personnel of up to 30% of forces in some districts.162 It was
not until 1927 that the Bureau required potential agents to pass Civil Service exams and to follow the
regulatory practices of the federal government.163 The test was given by the Civil Service Commission
and consisted of a series of practical questions applicable to the positions candidates applied for. In the
case of field agents, test questions included multiple-choice and essay. Respective example queries
included: "Why fingerprints are a means of identification of criminals?" (an evolving forensic science at
the time) and, “What would you do when finding a broken-down truck full of suspected illegal liquor
barrels on the side of a dark and desolate highway?” Twelve thousand new applicants sat for the first
exam in January of 1928; 6,500 of them failed. The 2,000 plus agents already serving in the field had a
75% failure rate.164 Dry politicians and Bureau leaders lodged a complaint on behalf of the flunked field
agents.165 Examiners allowed active officers to retake the test after simplifying the questions. Exam scores
improved, but not by much; the second time around 59% failed.166
Dry agents with little governmental oversight and inadequate training racked up quite the body
count during the decade as a result of lackluster regulations. A survey of fatalities at the hands of federal
agents, completed in 1929 by a militant group of anti-prohibitionists approximated that the federal war on
alcohol had claimed the lives of 1,000 souls.167 A figure far below the 2,100 calculated in 1931 by the
Wickersham Commission, a body of intellectuals given the task of reporting on the state of prohibition
enforcement by Herbert Hoover.168 Deaths unaccounted for: the estimated 10,000 people poisoned by the
government when lethal chemicals were introduced into the alcohol denaturing process between 1926 and
1933, as well as fatalities involving state, city, or county officials.169 However, when considering the
average of 100,000 federal arrests occurring each year of prohibition and averaging out the officially
recognized 2,100 lives lost directly to an agent’s involvement over fourteen years of liquor laws, the
mortality rate of a trafficker when encountering federal agents hovered around .2%. The chances of a
smuggler mortally wounding an agent was .039%. When smuggler and fed clashed violence was almost
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assured, but fatalities, on both sides of the conflict, were relatively rare, yet defined the era for many, then
and now.
In order to secure a tough no-nonsense reputation for upholding liquor laws, authorities engaged
in a powerful type of propaganda, coined the Illusory Truth Effect that has been successfully deployed by
politicians, advertisers, and news media to sell the public on certain points of view since the dawn of
recorded history.170 The premise of the effect exploits a cognitive bias in the human psyche that equates
repetition of information with truthfulness. In the case of deaths associated with prohibition enforcement,
agents repeatedly recounted their violent escapades to journalists, who in turn, flickered the aftermaths of
shoot outs across movie theater screens or inked all the gory details in daily newspaper reports that soon
filtered down to local papers and was eventually disseminated through word of mouth. In a nation
experiencing a 24% increase in overall crime unrelated to liquor and a murder rate of 50%, the public and
those engaging in smuggling activities were psychologically primed to take authorities at their word.171
False perceptions quickly became the reality when a disturbing judicial trend arose that protected
agents accused of homicide and supported the deadly narrative. When state courts indicted federal
officers on murder or manslaughter charges committed while enforcing Volstead laws, the automatic
response of U.S. attorneys was to have the case transferred to the federal courts and “give to the accused
the full influence, power, and resources of the government to assure their acquittal.172 In the above cases,
one death, the fatal beating of Milford Smith, merited prison time for an agent.173 The official stance of
the government on nonadherence to liquor laws was clear, if not overstated, possession of liquor, being in
close proximity to alcohol, or a mere suspicion of the possession of booze had the potential to be an
automatic death sentence.174
The fear-inducing tactics used by authorities focused national attention on the violence of the era
and drew attention away from the more pressing constitutional crisis occurring for the American citizen.
Federal authorities shot dead over 2,000 people while in the process of violating many of the victim's 4th
and 5th Amendment rights--the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
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effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, and due process respectively.175 Thousands, if not
tens of thousands of the 100,000 plus people arrested each year on liquor charges endured blatant
transgressions against their personal liberties that went unnoticed by the masses until well into the late1920s.
Agents, with impunity, routinely engaged in warrantless searches, altered names on warrants,
unlawfully seized and destroyed property, considered hunches probable cause, and doled out physical
abuse to enforce liquor laws, and doing so with the tacit permission of the U.S. Government and the U.S.
Supreme Court.176 The Wickersham Commission concluded:
The attempt to enforce the National Prohibition Act is something on another
plane from the law generally; an assumption that it was of paramount importance
and that constitutional guarantees and legal limitations on agencies of law
enforcement and on administration must yield to the exigencies or convenience of
enforcing it. Some advocates of the law have constantly urged and are still urging
disregard or abrogation of the guarantees of liberty and of the sanctity of the home
which had been deemed fundamental in our policy. 177
The advocates leading the charge to disregard the “guarantees of liberty” were the same entities who
fervently backed the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment; the Anti Saloon League (ASL), the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), the KKK, and dry politicians.178 Some religious leaders went so
far as to argue that enforcement of liquor statutes be governed by the rules of war to avoid any messy
constitutional complications that may arise.179 Until the abolishment of the appointment system in 1928
and until U.S. Justices reinterpreted the meaning and intention of the constitutional clauses, enforcement
of the National Prohibition Act trumped a citizen’s constitutionally guaranteed liberties. Between the
bully cops and endless debate among lawmakers the American citizen paid the price.
In a public address in 1924, Prohibition Commissioner R.A. Haynes citied liquor arrests and
seizure statistics as proof of the effectiveness of brutal enforcement practices. Between June of 1921 and
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September 1924, Haynes claimed, that federal forces had arrested more than 177,000 individuals,
resulting in 138,000 cases, with a total of 94,000 convictions. Out of the $18,000,000 (275 million in
2020) of fines imposed by the courts, $12,000,000 (183 million in 2020) had been collected. Federal
judges doled out 7,000 years of prison time, and abated 3,200 businesses, 2,650 of them permanently.
Agents had also seized over 11,000 automobiles and 444 boats.180 An impressive set of figures until the
third-degree policing tactics and trampling of personal liberty is factored in.
The government agent was not the only opposition facing the smuggler in this regard. A Federal
official did not spring from the ditch and shoot Tommy Rowan on that long dark road. Sheriff Hennessey
was a county official who, along with many other state or county authorities engaged in similar
investigative techniques as their agent brethren, sans the belated federal oversight. In reality, smugglers or
bootleggers had a greater likelihood of encountering a nasty local cop rather than a fed. The bold and
emphatically underlined warning scrawled on the wall for the public and liquor violators alike read
“Comply or Die.” Once again, the policing methods (real or exaggerated) engaged in by authorities
inadvertently directed the path of illegal liquor distribution and prematurely escalated violence levels.
And once again, smugglers adapted. Land runners armed themselves and initiated a tactical conceal,
evade, and bribe transport strategy using the nation's railways and road networks. A methodology the
lawless group proved to be extremely adept at. According to official statements in multiple years, at best,
all policing agencies combined arrested only a “small fraction” of all liquor law violators.181 Given an
extremely high percentage of separations from the Bureau for the receiving of graft or collusion, the $110
salary of state authorities ($1,411 in 2020), and the multitude of offenders who got away, it seems bribes
were one illegal activity to which many enforcement authorities were particularly amenable to.182 A far
more advantageous option than shooting at each other, and overall, a major component in the successful
distribution of illicit foreign booze by rail or auto. More importantly, the incessant public bravado of
officials and the national attention given to the violence during the era by newspapers intent on reporting
all the lurid details has left a valuable trail of investigative bread crumbs that lead to the identity of the
distribution paths established to move contraband alcohol across the nation.
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Distribution by Land

Rail
Transcontinental railroads formed the backbone of cross-country passenger and freight
transportation networks and unlocked the sparsely populated interior regions of the U.S. to exploration
and settlement in the nineteenth century. By 1920 steel tracks snaked their way into every major U.S. city
and linked to numerous regional lines that connected to hundreds of local lines. The locomotive was the
lifeblood of national distribution and a natural fit for use as land-bound mother ships for foreign liquor
interests and crime bosses itching to tap into the midland and western U.S. black markets. Coast to Coast
rail smuggling required the strategic use of eleven transcontinental rail lines, false bills of lading, forged
permits, and the bribing of train engineers, railroad employees, federal and local authorities at every
liquor drop point along the way. Similar to the land circuits established by ocean-going liquor, primary
and secondary stopping points along the tracks developed into liquor hubs or relay stations. Numerous, if
not all, rail lines inadvertently aided in the transport of liquor at some point during prohibition, whether it
be a pint nestled protectively in the coat pocket of a passenger or a securely stowed barrel in a freight car.
However, nationally publicized cases of transcontinental smuggling rings are easily set apart from minor
infractions and aid in identifying the large-scale distribution routes of foreign liquor from the shoreline
into America’s heartland and the west.
In 1922 San Francisco, a crime trust in cahoots with a bootlegging ring based in Seattle prearranged for large shipments of alcohol to arrive in California through British Columbia via the
Europe/Canada circuit.183 False bills of lading and forged bonded or medicinal permits often accompanied
the shipments allowing the smuggler to carry papered contraband openly. If the load had been pirated or
the necessary papers were missing or unable to withstand increasing scrutinization, concealment of the
cargo became necessary.184 In either case, the route of delivery and dissemination by rail remained the
same. California crews unloaded the booze from the decks of ships and drove the load directly to a San
Francisco warehouse. Workers, depending on the circumstances, either left the alcohol unmolested or
squirreled away paperless liquor in wooden barrels of salted fish, furniture crates, or trunks of clothing
before transferring the contraband to railyards for the journey north to Seattle.185 According to a 1920
map of principal transportation lines, only one possible route of rail transit was possible; the lines of the
Northern Pacific (NP) beginning in San Francisco, connecting to the South Pacific (SP) in Portland,
Oregon, and terminating in Seattle, Washington (Figure 6).
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At the Seattle warehouse, men doctored the liquor, cutting the product with water or honey
doubling their sellable inventory. The workers then rebottled the booze, affixed forged labels and seals,
sold a fraction of the stock to local bootleggers, and sent the remainder to Oregon, Kansas, and Illinois.186
Two rail lines departed from Seattle on a direct course to the east, neither of which passed through all
three states reported. If the liquor ring chose a direct route to the three destinations, the alcohol needed to
be sent south to Portland, Oregon on the NP before moving the product east. The conveyance of illegal
booze involved two transfers and three separate rail lines after reaching Portland: The Union Pacific line
leaving Portland, linking to the Chicago Burlington and Quincy line in Cheyenne, Wyoming and a final
connection with the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe line (ATSF) in Denver, Colorado that passed through
Kansas before reaching its terminus in Chicago, Illinois (Figure 6). The path traversed seven different
states and allowed syndicates and trusts the opportunity to expand their distribution webs into the
untapped markets in the western half of the United States. The cities of Cheyenne, Denver, and Kansas
City, home to rail car transfer points and service stations pre-prohibition, served as liquor drop off points
and unsurprisingly developed into mainline distribution hubs for European alcohol.187
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Figure 6. 1920 Principal transportation routes of the U.S. (Montana State Highway Commission).

The routes leaving New York hauling product west have a similar ambiguity. The
financial nerve center of the U.S in the 1920s was home to several national railroads, numerous
regional lines, and hundreds of local avenues from which to choose to transport illegal
contraband. The saving research grace is that eastern-based syndicates moving contraband west
were just as limited in their rail line selections as their western partners when shipping
contraband beyond the mid-line of the U.S.
Supplementary evidence suggests that the mix and match use of the nation’s railroads for
smuggling was a common practice and wholly dependent upon what regions of the U.S. were
scheduled for infiltration. A Federal Grand Jury indicted one hundred and twelve men from
several different states accused of transporting 375,000 gallons of European grain alcohol to the
Midwest, Pacific Northwest, and the Pacific Coast of the U.S. from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The ring allegedly constructed new liquor warehouses near rail lines in five different states to
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dispense their illicit goods.188 In 1925, a Grand Jury convened to investigate several eastern
brewing companies and five railroads alleged to have cooperated in moving nine million gallons
of beer into Chicago in the first five years of prohibition. Scooped up in the dragnet were
prominent railroad men, prohibition agents, state government officials, and fifty-five Chicago
policemen.189 Thirty-five people including high-status railroad officials and employees, and
several U.S. Deputy Marshalls working in states from Florida to Washington D.C. were alleged
to have run liquor into the Midwest by rail.190 In both the latter cases, liquor hubs were
previously established warehouses in close proximity to rail stations and developed more so out
of convenience and accessibility rather than a nefarious strategy cooked up by underworld
figures.
The reality of the illegal transit of booze by rail is that the avenues of distribution and the
strategies employed by foreign and domestic liquor interests diverged little from those that
shipped alcohol pre-prohibition. The distinctions being the use of falsified paperwork, the
concealment of the illegal nature of the cargo using deceptive packaging practices, and the
paying out of an inordinate amount of graft.
Confusing an already chaotic situation on the nation’s railroads for officials was the
copious amounts of medicinal and bonded whiskey traveling the same corridors as illegal stocks.
Authorities suspected that the supplies, although lawful, were in fact intended for the black
market, and rightly so. The diversion of medicinal and bonded liquor became the preferred and
legal method of procuring unadulterated alcohol.191 Despite the claims of the ASL, WCTU, and
dry politicians trumpeting a healthier teetotaling nation, the demand for bonded and medicinal
alcohol increased, significantly, for the first two years of prohibition. In 1920, physicians and
private citizens withdrew 5,484,125 gallons of government bonded whiskey from guarded
warehouses. The peak year of withdrawal proved to be 1921 with 8, 671,860 gallons removed,
decreasing to 2.5 million in 1922 and only 1.5 million in 1928.192 Doctor’s doled out 11,000,000
medicinal alcohol prescriptions annually.193 Out of work saloon owners changed business models
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and opened corner store pharmacies instead, 600 such establishments appearing in New York
between 1920 and 1921 and they all needed supplies.194 Authorities were, by and large,
powerless to halt trafficking by rail and lacked the manpower to adequately control the legal
stocks of booze pushed into the black market by prescription peddling doctors and profit-seeking
individuals in addition to their regular duties.
In a fervent bid to contain unlawful transport of liquor on the railroads of the nation
officials decided the best plan of action was to target everyone and all alcohol. Armed enforcers
delayed a passenger train newly arrived from Manitoba for two hours in order to search every
passenger and their belongings without warrants or just cause.195 Officers destroyed or seized
medicinal alcohol and bonded whiskey supplies without first checking for the load's
authenticity.196 Authorities searched boxcars of tomatoes, olive oil, potatoes, and steel on a daily
basis with little success.197 Lawmakers passed legislation that limited the amounts of medical
whiskey that could be requested by physicians to decrease the volume being shipped across the
nation. The Emergency Beer bill formerly known as the Willis-Campbell law passed in 1921
restricted physicians to writing one hundred medicinal alcohol prescriptions per month and
decreased the amount that could be prescribed to no more than a half-pint every ten days to one
individual.198 Officials integrated new technologies for tamper-resistant permits and new
protocols to assist in identifying permit forgeries.199 All to no avail. The money to be made in the
illegal alcohol trade was too enticing to lawman and citizen alike to be contained. Once
locomotives dropped box cars at relay stations and the booze fell into the domain of the auto
bound bootlegger, the problems for authorities amplified. At least for those officials on the
straight and narrow.
In and of themselves, railroads did little to impact physical landscape transformations
concerning alcohol dissemination. Although the distribution routes can be identified, the welldeveloped transportation networks, near railroad stations and liquor hubs, were traveled far more
often by those with legitimate purposes than those with criminal intentions and renders the
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footprint of bootleggers invisible. Compounding the issue is the passage of time. One hundred
years of urban sprawl has seamlessly enveloped the roads along with the trace evidence that
booze traffickers may have left behind. The rural regions of the western portion of the U.S.,
unconnected by webs of local, regional, and national railways and a heavy reliance upon the
automobile to move liquor across international, state, and county borders are a different story.
Unlike the 1800s where the wagon and railroads were the dominant modes of transportation
throughout the nation, the rise of the automobile era in the 1920s provided a new set of
vehicles—cars and trucks—that were ubiquitously used by smugglers. This context, when
examined with historical accounts and a careful comparison of published road maps of the
1920s, shines light on landscape changes in the American West influenced by the efficiency of
automobile travel and the value of that form of transportation for alcohol smuggling.
Roads
U.S. citizens eager to explore environments outside of their communities and on their
own terms quickly seized the freedom and ease of mobility promised by automobile ownership.
In a short time, the dominance of railroad transit succumbed to the lure of individualized
transport and quickly gained ground on America’s preferred way of travel. Unfortunately, for
motorists, many of the nation’s automobile routes were little more than a complex web of
heavily rutted and poorly maintained wagon trails of the past designated the Named Highway
System.200 The template for the modern highway and interstate structures that Americans enjoy
today first grew to prominence in 1910 and had little governmental oversight. Only two federally
recognized and semi-maintained transcontinental highways existed in 1920: the Lincoln
Highway (New York to San Francisco) and the National Old Trails Road, also known at the
Midland Trail that connected Baltimore to Los Angeles (Figure 7).201 Many of the remaining
avenues were under the jurisdiction of the small towns that littered the edges of thoroughfares,
who claimed ownership of short but important stretches of trail and provided for their
maintenance with the help of community volunteers.202 The system was chaotic by 2020
standards. Motorists happily cruising one of the 250 named roads soon became frustrated by
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conflicting road markers, overlapping routes, multiple uses of the same street moniker, and
varying conditions of the terrain that limited auto travel to regional areas until well into 1926.203

Figure 7. 1920 Official Railroad Map of U.S. and Southern Canada (Montana State Highway Commission).

During the First World War, Congress recognized the need to upgrade the nation’s
transportation infrastructure and to unite the named highways into a centralized network of wellmaintained interstate roads and passed the Federal Highway Act in 1916. World War I
interrupted roadway work and a similar act passed again in 1921.204 The provisions of the Act
established the Federal Aid Road Program, a fifty-fifty federal matching fund for the
improvement of 7% of a state’s existing roadways. The new program sparked an infrastructure
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development boom in 1921 and dispensed $75 million dollars ($2.3 billion in 2020) in aid to
states in its first year of operation.205
By 1924, the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) began to exert
influence over the nation’s highways and designated official east/west and north/south U.S.
Highway routes. Numerous stretches of named highways topped the lists for official recognition
as potential transcontinental or interstate routes and assigned an official number (See Figure
8).206 The direct lines to urban centers identified by the AASHO gained popularity amongst the
traveling public while states retained the undesirable stretches and absorbed them into their state
or county transportation networks. In 1926, the reconstruction, paving, and systematic
numbering of the nation’s highways in the eastern half of the U.S. began in earnest.207 The
remaining avenues left untapped for national, state, or county improvement fell into disuse and
became the cutoff roads favored by locals, and the unguarded, easily altered, and identifiable
backroads utilized by booze runners.
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Figure 8. 1926 Numbered System of Highways (Montana State Highway Commission).

In 1921, North Dakota patrolmen, on an undisclosed road, spied a high-powered sevenpassenger Buick speeding south. At the wheel of the souped-up auto was an Omaha, Nebraska
man. He had in his company, a partner in crime and $1,500 dollars’ worth of Canadian whiskey
rattling around in the back seat. The driver, with the local cops on his tail and an unwillingness to
give up the goods, pushed the limits of the cars’ engine, picked up speed, and led authorities on a
seventy-mile chase. The pursuit progressed in a southerly direction and sped through the central
North Dakota towns of Wing and Steele. Authorities eventually apprehended the two men
seizing the booze and the vehicle.208 According to a 1924 North Dakota Road map, traveling
between the two towns in a 70-mile distance was not possible by car (Figure 9).209
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Figure 9. Altered 1924 North Dakota Road map showing locations of Wing and Steele, North Dakota. (Rand
McNally, 1924).

The community of Wing lies northwest of the railroad town of Steele. Each municipality
is situated on parallel east/west running roads that are roughly twenty-five miles apart and
unconnected by roadway. A resident of Wing would need to travel twenty-five miles west, thirty
miles south, and a further thirty-five miles east on charted roads to reach their southernly
neighbors in Steele; twenty miles further than the reported seventy-mile chase distance. For the
Nebraska men to navigate through both towns, they had to have created the path themselves or
raced across an unmapped cutoff road.
Determining the probable genesis of an avenues between the two communities and the
reasoning behind their creation lies in the history of each town. In 1872, Steele functioned as a
railroad siding and supply depot for the Northern Pacific. By 1920, the National Parks
Transcontinental Highway ran alongside the tracks of the NP through the town that had become
a thriving urban center for the smaller surrounding communities.210 Homesteaders established the
town of Wing in 1898. The land remained largely undeveloped until 1911 when the NP
purchased the right of way for ninety-one miles of territory between Pingree and Wilton, North
Dakota, the origin and terminating points of a new branch respectively. Wing was situated
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directly between the two villages.211 A fair assumption can be made, based on the predilection of
human beings to find shortcuts to any given destination, that the residents of Wing and the
surrounding communities carved out cut-across roads to the better supplied urban center of
Steele, preferring a fifty-mile round trip over rough flat terrain as opposed to a 180-mile journey
on heavily rutted roads the roundabout way.
Five years after the initiation of the Federal Road Aid program of 1921, the state of North
Dakota began to upgrade the lesser-used local roads in the state and dedicated two state routes
connecting the two parallel roads: ND 14 from Wing to the southern parallel road town of
Sterling situated seventeen miles west of Steele, and ND 10 (currently ND 3) beginning at Tuttle,
thirteen miles east of Wing and leading directly south to Steele.212 The two avenues are first
charted on 1927 road maps, cementing their new status into the North Dakota transportation
infrastructure as an improved road and poor dirt road, respectively (Figure 10).213

Figure 10. Altered 1927 North Dakota Road Map showing locations of Wing and Steele, North Dakota (Rand
McNally, 1927).
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All analyzed evidence suggests that ND 14 and ND 10 existed pre-prohibition as
shortcuts to the town of Steele and traveled by enough residents (and the occasional bootlegger)
for the state to commence the upgrade of the thoroughfares from 1926 onward. Which of the
avenues the Nebraska men traveled cannot be definitively ascertained, nor can it be stated with
any certainty that hooch smugglers were the main traffic on the shortcuts. The Nebraska men
were, in fact, fleeing from authorities. Their choice to brave off-roading over the North Dakota
plains in the dead of night may not have been indicative of their original travel plans. The newly
emerging auto accessible roads cutting across the Montana/Canada border are much less
subjective in terms of their initial emergence and use.
Montana Border Roads
In order to quell the swell of foreign liquor flowing across the borders, the U.S.
government established thirty new inspection stations at the northern and southern boundaries
between 1920 and 1933; a construction feat matched only in the 30 years preceding prohibition
and in a forty-year span after repeal.214 Almost half (12) of the newly erected stations graced the
borders of Montana and North Dakota; an 855-mile expanse guarded by thirteen pre-Volstead
crossings that nearly doubled to twenty-five by the closing of 1933. The vast plains and remote
landscapes on both sides of the border were an insurmountable logistical issue for the sixty
agents assigned to control smuggling activities in Montana, North and South Dakota, Iowa, and
Nebraska. For the smuggler the wide-open expanses were a godsend with a choice of four
Canadian provinces from which to procure liquor and endless options in where to cross the two
states borders.215
Montana merited far less federal attention than did her neighbor to the east, having only
five of the twelve new ports dedicated to its borders. The state was the least developed along the
international boundary and had only four rail lines. Three served the southern portion of the
region. The Great Northern (GN) traversed the mountainous terrain of the northwest and the
northeastern plains near the Canadian border.216 The GN covered territory from Vancouver, B.C.
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to Duluth, Minnesota, crossed almost the entire 545-mile length of Montana’s Hi-Line and
served as the primary supplier of goods and transport for hamlets situated along its path. The
GN, as well as the other rail lines, undoubtedly helped smugglers deliver immense volumes of
intoxicating beverages to wanting Americans. However, Hi-line residents engaged in smuggling
activities did not have the luxury of multiple regional or local rail lines to move contraband
across the state much less the international boundary. What borderland inhabitants did have was
proximity to Canadian roadhouses, ample room and freedom to create new roads, and a hearty
can-do attitude that saw to it that the lion’s share of foreign liquor in Montana was transported by
car.
At the opening of the 1920s four border stations dotted the line between Montana and the
Canadian provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan. Inspectors manned two
stations in the northwestern region; Roosville (est.1898) near the Idaho border and Sweetgrass
(est.1890) located east of the Blackfeet Indian Reservation. The remaining two points of entry
were situated close to the North Dakota state line across from the towns of Scobey (est.1914) and
Opheim (est.1917). Data compiled from 1913 and 1920 road maps reveals that at the dawn of
Prohibition there were at least eleven unguarded auto accessible roads leading into Canada in
addition to the four official crossings (See Figure 11). In short, when it came to establishing
smuggling corridors, Montanans were well ahead of the game.

Figure 11. Altered 1920 map of border crossings into Canada from Montana using these sources (Montana State
highway Commission).
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By 1927 the U.S. Government dedicated three additional stations in Montana; the Piegan
crossing (est. 1925), between Roosville and Sweetgrass; and the Wildhorse (est. 1925) caddy
corner to the north-central town of Havre, Montana. Both points of entry having been previously
recorded as unguarded crossings in 1920. The third station, Turner (est. 1927) with an associated
road appearing in 1925 is positioned between Wildhorse and the eastern station of Opheim.
Combining the data from the altered 1920 road chart with a 1925 Montana highway map exposes
twenty-four unguarded entry points into Canada doubling the 1920 count (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Altered 1925 map showing crossings into Canada from Montana using these sources. (Rand McNally, 1925).

The last two official points of entry erected during the Prohibition Era were at Whitlash
in 1929, a previously recorded unguarded crossing in 1920 between Wildhorse and Sweetgrass in
the western portion of Montana, and Raymond in 1931 at the eastern extent of the state with an
associated road appearing first in 1925. Merging the 1927 information with a 1935 Montana road
map reveals thirty-four unguarded crossings with twelve having been newly created avenues
(Figure 13). The trend of road construction at the border stalled in 1935 and reversed in 1940
when once charted roads cutting across the boundary began to disappear from maps.
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Figure 13. Altered 1935 map showing crossing into Canada from Montana using these sources. (Montana
Department of Transportation).

The rapid appearance of unauthorized entry points into Canada between 1920 and 1933 is
also associated with an explosion in infrastructure development at or near the northeastern
portion of the border. Normally growth is considered a logical evolution of population or
industrial expansion. However, the economic status of the state of Montana during the era is at
odds with an upsurge in structural development. Timber and mining industries dominated the
western third of the state. Conservative farmers sowed the fertile plains in the east. The
population was sparse, ethnically diverse, and in financial ruin at the dawn of 1920.
The costs associated with World War I and the slow repayment of war-time loans by
foreign governments sent the once stable U.S. economy into a downward spiral.217 The bulk of
the country recovered in one year’s time, Montana did not. The cessation of the war and a
dwindling need for resources overseas dropped mineral prices in 1918 which never fully
rebounded until 1926. Underground man hours in Butte mines dropped from 150,000 hours in
1918 to only 36,000 hours in 1921.218 The state also faced three successive droughts that
financially crippled agricultural communities. By 1925 two million acres of land had stopped
producing wheat, farmers vacated 11,000 farms (20% of the state’s total) and banks foreclosed
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on over 22,000 mortgages.219 Half of Montana’s commercial banks closed. Residents who had
once seen the highest living wage in the nation were now number one in bankruptcy claims and
ranked twentieth in living wage. Newly arrived immigrants by-passed the state, while 60,000
citizens left for greener pastures; giving Montana the proud distinction of the only state to lose
population during the prosperous 1920s.220 The increase in development near the border,
therefore, cannot be explained by any above-the-board socio-economic growth in the state.
In 1922 Montana officials noted a spike in the construction of roadhouses at the border
shared with Saskatchewan.221 An upward trend that continued until peaking between the years of
1924 and 1926 and coincides with the rapid appearance of unofficial entry points as well as the
developing network of supporting roads in northeastern Montana. Yet, not all road construction
activity can be singularly traced to large scale border jumping for the sake of making a
trafficking buck. The rise in tourism and the ability of Americans to slip over the line for a legal
drink at a Canadian roadhouse were just as likely the agents of land transformation at the border
as illegal activities. The history and chronology of road development and border patrol station
installations, the evasive tactics engaged in by smugglers, as reported by newspapers, and google
earth images can aid in differentiating pedestrian crossings from those developed by smugglers
for smugglers.
Border Road Analysis

The following analysis separates the previously forty-three (43) identified points of entry
into three categories: Eliminated, Possible Route, and Smuggling Road with additional
information explaining the reasoning behind their categorization. The criteria needed for
consideration as an exclusive avenue constructed for smuggling activity are as follows:
1) The sudden appearance of a charted road between 1920 and 1933.
2) The emergence of a road crossing near a newly established point of entry. (A common
practice of smugglers when encountering a border control point was to simply drive a couple of
miles down the road and create an unauthorized crossing point).
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3) Roads emanating from known smuggling centers (as reported by newspapers) leading directly
to the international boundary. (Several towns along the Hi-line were known to authorities as
active smuggling communities: Chester, Havre, Chinook, Malta, and a general eastern section
near the North Dakota border).222
4) Newly established ports having no previously recorded avenues before 1920. (Border stations
were erected at problem points along the boundary and an excellent indicator of large-scale
criminal activity.)
5) Heavy commercial use of the road is improbable.
EliminatedSeven (7) ports of entryRoosville- Established 1898.
Piegan- Established 1925. The Piegan crossing is most likely the scene of
smuggling activity as the late establishment of the official security point attests
too. However, the road leading to Piegan, situated on the Blackfeet Reservation,
was present pre-prohibition and eliminated from contention.223
Sweetgrass- Established 1890.
Opheim- Established 1917.
Scobey- Established 1914
Wildhorse- Established 1925. The road leading to Wildhorse existed preprohibition and was a known smuggling corridor utilized by a syndicate working
out of the Hi-line town of Havre, Montana well before Prohibition. The point of
entry’s late establishment in the decade is a direct result of continued illegal
activity that included the smuggling of illicit alcohol.224 The avenues initial
genesis cannot be solely attributed to the movement of contraband over the
border and was used as a major thoroughfare for citizens wishing to enter
Canada by 1920 and eliminated for these reasons.
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Whitlash- Established 1929. This point of entry emerged as a smuggling
corridor during the mid-1920s. However, the road was present pre-prohibition and
eliminated.225
Twenty-five (25) unguarded roads
(6) - No information found
(11) - Agricultural fields obscure any physical evidence
(6) - Roads existed pre-prohibition
(2)- Date of appearance cannot be verified
Possible Route
Saco is the origin point for entries #1 and #2 (Figure 14). First illustrated in 1920 the
westernmost path predates the eastern avenue’s appearance by three years.226 Maps depicting the
thoroughfare's original trajectories to the Canadian line cease in 1940.227 By 1969, the roads
appear in modified form, as only half of each original path is charted.228 In 2002 the western
road’s full extent reappears as a graveled road while the eastern avenue is no longer evident.229
By 2016 the western path is again reduced to half and shown as rerouted to the Morgan port of
entry (est. 1935).230 The developing status of each road throughout the years is a result of heavy
agricultural activity and suggests that portions of the original avenues are still in use but left
uncharted. All evidence indicates that the western avenue was the main thoroughfare traveled by
Saco’s 425 residents and can be eliminated as a smuggler constructed road for this reason. The
eastern path’s sudden appearance and subsequent disappearance between 1924 and 1940 and
proximity to better-maintained roads to the border indicates that the use of the path was
temporary and possibly blazed by smugglers.
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Figure 14. Altered 1935 map of possible and suspected smuggling roads using these sources. (Map Courtesy of
David Rumsey Historical Map Collection).

Smuggling Roads
Unguarded Crossing #3 originates at Cut Bank, Montana and moves in a wavy line to the
border running parallel with the eastern extent of Blackfeet tribal land (See Figure 15). The path
is first recorded as a county road in 1923.231 Situated between the Piegan and Sweetgrass ports
the trail jumps the Canadian line on tribal land west of Whiskey Gap, Alberta, a known
smuggling corridor used to deliver liquor to indigenous populations in both Montana and Alberta
between 1870 and 1933.232 The exit point is not merely coincidental. Smugglers moving alcohol
across the state often preferred running illegal loads through tribal lands where federal forces
were unwelcome.
The road’s proximity and movement across aboriginal lands on both sides of the border
and undeveloped areas that the road accessed suggests that heavy commercial use of the road
was improbable in the 1920s. In 1935 the avenue is no longer illustrated as connecting to the
border and rerouted to the Sweetgrass port.233 By 1940 the remaining section of the road is
designated Secondary Highway 214.234 The avenues prompt connection and disconnection to
Canada on maps during and directly after the Prohibition era is an additional chronological line
of evidence that highly suggest the road was created solely for illicit purposes.
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Figure 15. Altered 1926 map of Unguarded Crossing #3. (Montana Department of Transportation).

Unguarded Crossings #4 and #5 are roads that begin in the railroad towns of Joplin and
Hingham located sixteen miles apart on the Hi-line and first appear on maps in 1923.235 Given
their locations between the Sweetgrass (1890) and Wildhorse (1925) ports, ease of access to
Alberta border towns supplying liquor, as well as Medicine Hat and Lethbridge (liquor hubs)
places suspicion on the avenues intended uses. Additionally, the better-maintained roads to the
popular crossings of Sweetgrass and what would become Wildhorse severely limits the
commercial use of these avenues.
Lending further evidence for the nefarious reasoning behind the creation of the roads,
Joplin and Hingham, are situated on the first of three prongs connected to a well-established
alcohol pipeline headquartered in Havre.236 By 1926 maps depict the road from Joplin falling just
short of the Canadian border and further reduced in length in 1935 (Figure 16).237
In 2019 the road continues to be utilized by area farmers to access crops, is a combination
of pavement and dirt, and ends at agricultural fields 5.67 miles from the border. The path from
Hingham ceases to meet the boundary by 1935 but is still in use today as an undesignated rural
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road sporadically interrupted by agricultural fields throughout its length.238 Heavy commercial
use of either avenue is doubtful given the well-established Inverness Road between the two
municipalities. A crossing to Canada established pre-prohibition and one that likely served as the
major thoroughfare for the surrounding towns. The criteria having been met #4 and #5 crossings
are likely roads created for criminal activities.

Figure 16. Altered 1926 map highlighting Unguarded Crossings #4 and #5. (Montana Department of
Transportation).

Unguarded Crossing #6 first appears in illustration in 1923 and is shown as part of the
State Highway system by 1926.239 The road originates in the town of Havre and is a straight shot
north to the Canadian line. The liquor ring based in Havre responsible for the smuggling route
running through Hingham and Joplin initially utilized the Wildhorse point of entry for the second
prong of the syndicate's pipeline funneling operation.240 Unguarded Crossing #6 was the
replacement corridor when officials established the Wildhorse port in 1925. The avenues quick
induction into the state highway system three years after its first depiction indicates commercial
use of the roadway was substantial. However, Havre was a railroad town with many citizens who
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opted to support themselves through smuggling and catering to vice long before the Volstead Act
and made no qualms about continuing the practice through the liquorless age.241 Meaning that
commercial use of the road can be tentatively tied to illegal activity. Despite the heavy use of the
avenue, the point of crossing remained unguarded until 1962 and the creation of the Willow
Creek station. The sudden appearance of the avenue, proximity to a newly established official
point of entry, and association with the largest liquor syndicate in Montana place Unguarded
Crossing #6, currently Secondary Highway 233, in the category of smuggler’s road.

Figure 17. Altered 1926 map highlighting Crossing #6. (Montana Department of Transportation).

Unguarded Crossing #7 is first illustrated in a 1925 road map as a dirt trail originating in
the town of Zurich on a straight course to the border (Figure 18).242 By 1935 the avenue no
longer connects to the international boundary and in 1940 the total length is cut in half.243 A
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partial dirt path remains in 2019 and is designated the Zurich-Canadian road. Commercial use of
the roadway in the 1920s is unlikely given the close proximity to a well-maintained avenue to the
border from the town of Chinook a few miles east. The ease of access to Saskatchewan's
roadhouses and diminished length after 1935 indicate that the road was used as a temporary
smuggling corridor. In addition, the road’s emergence in time with nearby Crossing #8, also a
suspected smuggler’s road, suggest that the central area is likely being exploited by border
runners between 1924 and 1925 and further evidence for the avenue’s inclusion as a smuggler’s
road.

Figure 18. Altered 1925 map of Crossing #7. (Rand McNally, 1925).

Crossing #8 is the Turner port established in 1927 (Figure 19). The first depiction of the
road emanating from Harlem to the town of Turner (twelve miles south of the border) is in
1923.244 The road connecting Turner to the physical point of entry appears in 1925, is designated
a country road in 1926, and an official port by 1927.245 The station is remote and one of
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Montana’s least accessed crossings so the heavy commercial use of the avenue in the 1920s is
highly improbable. The sudden appearance and swift guarding of the crossing suggests heavy
criminal activity was occurring at the location. Along with ease of access to the liquor
distribution hubs of Medicine Hat, Moose Jaw, and Regina, and the road’s connection to Harlem,
a known smuggling center, cement this avenue’s standing as a road created for the purpose of
alcohol trafficking.

Figure 19. Altered 1925 map showing Crossing #8 (Rand McNally, 1925).

Unguarded Crossing #9 is one of two avenues originating from the railroad town of
Hinsdale (Figure 20). The eastern avenue was eliminated as the road existed pre-prohibition. The
first appearance of the western road is in 1923.246 The path moves north and then directly east
and connects with the town of Theony leading to the Opheim station. This portion of the road
seems to have legitimate purposes in connecting the small communities along its path. However,
by 1925 an addition is made to the avenue that continues the northern course to the border until
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1959 when the extension is no longer charted.247 The sudden appearance of the addition, obvious
avoidance of the nearby Opheim station, and non-commercial uses of the road place this avenue
in the category of a smuggler’s road.

Figure 20. Altered 1925 highlighting Crossing #9. (Rand McNally 1925).

Crossing #10 is the Raymond station established in 1931 (Figure 21). A road
connecting the town to Canada is first illustrated in 1923.248 The port’s late designation as an
official point of entry, proximity to the established Scobey station and Saskatchewan roadhouses
marks the avenue as highly suspicious. In addition, the town of Raymond is situated on the path
of the third prong on the Havre syndicate pipeline and directly north of Plentywood, a known
problem area for federal authorities.249 Heavy commercial use of the road is unlikely given the
numerous crossings available in the nearby vicinity. Given this evidence the road leading from
Raymond to Canada, currently Montana Highway 6, can be tentatively classified as a smuggler’s
road.
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Figure 21. Altered 1925 map highlighting Crossing #10 (Rand McNally, 1925).

There is little doubt that individuals used every auto trail that traversed the Montana
border, at one time or another, to carry alcohol home to warm the belly of a one-pint thrill-seeker
or line the pockets of a thirty-case entrepreneur. Citizens had plenty of official help. A
Department of Justice survey conducted in 1924 concluded that U.S. states bordering Canada
had a 50% liquor law enforcement rate.250 The stories of rampant corruption and collusion of
federal and local officials along the entire boundary are endless and read much the same with
only the names, number of individuals indicted, and locations changed.251 However, the
everyday average joe’s illegal crossings to access Canadian roadhouses, the main tourist
attraction in southern Saskatchewan at the time, are likely the catalyst to the drastic
infrastructural transformation taking place in northeastern Montana, rather than the tag team of
borderland smugglers and shady authorities.
The diagnostic importance of uncovering eight avenues carved for the purpose of alcohol
trafficking lies not in their numbers but in what they represent: archaeological signatures of
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resistance. For the roads to exist at all required the loose cooperation of liquor suppliers, wealthy
financial backers, an armada of ships, trains, and automobiles, an army of smugglers, crooked
cops, a bribable workforce, and a complicit population working diligently to bypass liquor laws.
The authority’s brutal enforcement tactics, whether real or imagined, and the trampling of
citizen’s constitutional rights facilitated the expansion of these covert routes that left an indelible
and archaeologically identifiable mark upon the land.
Foreign nations and smugglers profited immensely supplying liquor to the U.S. black
market. Yet, the goods secreted onto to U.S soil paled in comparison to a thriving domestic
liquor market. Just as nations and crime syndicates organized to flout liquor laws at the border,
entire communities in America’s interior banded together to produce liquor and cooperatively
exploit prohibition penalties for their own financial ends. The next evolution in domestic
resistance to liquor laws would prove impossible to eliminate.
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It’s All About the Benjamins (aka Montana Road Development and the Monetization of Prohibition
Penalties)
In March of 1924 Montana state prohibition enforcer C.C. Dorris walked into a Butte, Montana
soft drink parlor intent on acquiring the name of the business’s owner. Jerry Buckley, a former saloon
keeper and current proprietor of the establishment stood behind the soda counter. After a short
conversation between the two about the parlor’s titleholder and the availability of alcohol on the premises,
Buckley punched the agent and sent him reeling backward into a wall. The parlor owner continued to
aggressively advance towards Dorris at which point the officer drew his pistol and squeezed the trigger,
twice. One round entered the ceiling as the two struggled, the other struck Buckley in the leg. Silver Bow
County officers arrested Dorris immediately after the incident and held him in a general population cell
on 2nd-degree assault charges.252 Buckley went to the hospital under no suspicion of wrongdoing.
Hours later, Butte authorities arrested two men on vagrancy charges and housed them in the same general
area as Dorris. The two were acquainted with the agent in his capacity as a liquor cop and without
warning set upon the man and mercilessly beat him for the next five minutes.253 The detention and brutal
assault of Dorris incensed then Montana Attorney General Wellington Rankin who called for an
immediate cleanup of Butte. State and federal forces simultaneously raided local businesses suspected of
selling liquor; meaning those caught in the dragnet faced both state and federal charges and two sets of
fines. Additionally, according to the letter of the law, authorities considered the second complaint made
by the state an automatic felony.254 The raids netted fifty-four new business abatement cases and the
arrests of 112 liquor law violators. 255
The unfortunate series of events culminated in three sensationalized trials as well a multitude of
local appearances presided over by federal and state judges and deliberated upon by regional juries.
Rankin, being ever the optimist, believed that the honorable citizens of western Montana would defend
the agents of enforcement, serve the cause of justice, and right the egregious wrongs committed in the
name of illicit alcohol. The statesman had either forgotten or dismissed the actions of Federal Judge
Bourquin, who unable to find an unbiased jury pool in the region a year earlier found it necessary to
suspend the entire 1923 federal court docket of booze cases. Rankin’s positive outlook soon soured when
the good people of the district returned a verdict of not guilty for the two alleged abusers of Dorris and
handed down a conviction to the agent himself. The judge had no alternative but to sentence Dorris to a
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two-year stint in Deer Lodge State Prison.256 Over the following year, the 112 defendants arrested in the
retributive raids worked their way through the legal machinery. Several defendants plead guilty to liquor
violations, paid fines, and went on their way. The remaining defendants took their chances in jury trials.
Not one of those cases (state or federal) ended in a conviction, leaving Rankin utterly dismayed.257 This
was prohibition in Montana. Where official intrusion was unwelcome, the rules of enforcement were up
for interpretation, and the definition of the word corruption was flexible. To understand the state of
Montana’s place in the resistance to prohibition laws, this chapter investigates the origins of anti-liquor
laws, identifies the historic smuggling routes in the state, and exposes three Montana communities’
monetization of prohibition penalties.
The laissez-faire attitude towards liquor laws and the immediate reprisals faced by overzealous
authorities in Butte stands in stark contrast to the well-publicized national reports of the harsh federal
prosecutions of citizens and the protection of officials at all costs. For good reason. The focus of the
Wickersham Commission’s analysis on the state of anti-liquor enforcement centered on the eastern half of
the United States, omitting arrest rates, health statistics, and alcohol consumption averages in the bulk of
western states, including Montana. This was a considerable flaw in a document meant to outline the lawbreaking habits of an entire nation, with exclusions that misrepresented the reality of the whole. The
media also played a part in pushing an eastern-centric narrative, nationally hyping the crime rings of New
York and Chicago as well as shootouts with West Virginia moonshiners, while largely ignoring illicit
liquor activity in states situated west of the 98th meridian.
The political rhetoric and media sensationalism guiding public discourse on the Prohibition
question camouflaged both the regional distinctions in attitude towards alcohol and the impetus of noncompliance. Had either entity bothered to reference U.S. history, they may have realized that the upheaval
associated with anti-liquor laws was not a reliable metric for pervasive immorality or a general disregard
for the law, but the reward/consequence (depending on perspective) of an unconscious and habitual
national economic behavioral pattern that began with a ragtag group of immigrants having a tough go of it
in the New World. In 1607 English colonists hedged their bets on a proven recession-proof commodity
and embedded alcohol production and sale into the foundations of their struggling economies. This timehonored socioeconomic tactic became synonymous with United States territorial expansion,
infrastructural and economic growth, and settlement patterns in general for the next 300 years.
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Alcohol in the New World
Contrary to popular belief, capitalistic enterprise and expansionism drove colonization of the new
world rather than religious freedom. Eager to increase land holdings and their global influence, the
English Crown issued charters and land grants legally entitling joint-stock companies to acreage on the
Atlantic seaboard.258 British businessmen then sold shares in the companies to wealthy investors. In turn,
the money raised funded the passage of individuals or groups to North America and supplied the
essentials to begin construction of chartered outposts in Virginia (Jamestown) in 1607 and Massachusetts
(Plymouth), under a retroactive land grant, in 1620.259 In return, the colonists agreed to repay the advance
with money made exporting tobacco, grains, furs, and timber and were restricted to trading only in
English goods.260 This was a daunting task given that the Crown determined the value of colonial exports
and English imports.261
More often than not, a colony’s need for shipped goods such as clothing, tools, and alcohol
exceeded the value of the raw materials they supplied, leaving the colonists in a perpetual state of
indebtedness.262 All but the wealthiest amongst the settlers were little more than remote indentured
servants to their overseas benefactors working to supply the raw materials needed in Britain.263 The
reasons why individual groups sailed to the Americas, although significant to the eventual founding of the
United States and the formative ideologies of her citizens, were of secondary importance to a Monarch’s
intent on financial gain and a colony’s contractual obligation to repay their debt.
When colonists first set foot in North America, they found themselves hard-pressed to sustain
basic life much less turn a profit. In the spirit of communal survival, along with being cash and
commodity poor, settlers instituted localized trade in labor for goods as a medium of exchange to meet
their immediate needs.264 One of the more valued and easily produced items was that of alcohol. A
Jamestown or Plymouth resident, per their transplanted European diet and social customs, consumed cider
or beer at every meal and community gathering outside of church services.265
The predilection to imbibe daily did not reflect a drinking culture of hyper overindulgence (the
alcohol content of seventeenth-century intoxicants hovered around 1%). Rather, contaminated water, the
only other available hydration option, made people sick. The aquifer tapped to supply the Jamestown
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settlement, for example, fed brackish water laced with high levels of arsenic to the community.
Exacerbating the issue, the common well had been dug near the privy and leeched human waste into the
water supply.266 In consuming the local water Jamestown residents were literally drinking themselves to
death and undoubtedly knew it.267 More importantly, having left Europe where physical ailments had
been linked with noxious water supplies for centuries and remedied through alcohol consumption, the
production and liberal sale of intoxicants were an organizational and economic given for any burgeoning
colonial community.
The science behind the pasteurization process to kill harmful bacteria or microorganisms in
tainted water would not become common knowledge for another 230 years. Luckily for homebrewing
settlers the recipes they relied upon required the boiling of base water for beers or ciders.268 By
coincidental default, alcohol emerged as a healthier beverage in North American colonies just as it had in
Europe. In high demand for sociocultural, medicinal, and dietary reasons alcohol’s monetary/trade value
remained reliably high.
Colonists expended considerable energies into quickly producing a steady supply of homebrew to
fuel the workers in building a community and for trade between themselves and eventually the indigenous
populations to stimulate economic growth and foster goodwill.269 Once the financial positions of the
colonies steadied, the clash of culture and the laws of supply and demand positioned alcohol in the
burgeoning colonial economic system as a powerhouse commodity with a captive and culturally loyal
consumer base. Within two years of initial settlement, Jamestown and Plymouth advertised for an
experienced vigneron and a brew master, respectively, indicating the birth of local alcohol markets.270 The
liquor for fur and land trade with Native Americans, although illegal, thrived, allowing increasing
numbers of colonists to begin a slow and methodical push towards the landlocked interior and eventually
spawned an inter-tribal alcohol trade that stretched to the Pacific coast.271 Locally, community authorities
began to commission the building of breweries and ordinaries within town limits.272
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As the name suggests, the ordinary was a fixture in early colonial life and functioned primarily as
a temporary boarding station for weary travelers seeking a drink, a hot meal, and a bed for the night.273
The establishments were heavily licensed and taxed, restricted in the quantity of alcohol trade/sale to any
one individual, and prohibited from serving village residents.274 The economic gains provided by alcohol
were a trusted income stream despite the inevitable social drawbacks that accompanied the financial
strategy.
Societal norms and rules of expected behavior in the early years of English colonies were dictated
more so by a communal agreement to follow the King, the path of Christianity, and common sense rather
than established law. Lacking few clear rules and more importantly, penalties for destructive behaviors,
the communities often found themselves at the mercy of their more colorful members, including the
drunkard. Colonists considered the daily consumption of alcohol a normative behavior and drinking to the
point of drunkenness a sin. Regardless of any faith-based divisions between the colonies, inhabitants
believed in the same foundational bedrocks of seventeenth-century Christianity; interpreting
overindulgence as evidence of an individual’s weak character and moral shortcomings and the state of
intoxication, as a gateway to further transgressions against God that led to sickness, poverty, and moral
leprosy.275
The early appearance of prohibitive laws illustrates the colonial struggle to mitigate alcohol’s
socially destructive qualities within their ranks while maintaining the health and financial benefits of local
production and sale. Church leaders established liquor statutes years later and defined the parameters of
acceptable drinking behaviors in which tempered consumption reigned supreme and denounced
intoxication. Church leaders meted out swift and harsh measures for drunkenness; condemning the
drunkard to public corporal punishment and shaming as well as handing out hefty fines to those enabling
the behaviors.276 Few townships went so far as to curtail the manufacture or sale/trade of booze. In fact,
the direct opposite occurred with the influx of wealthy Dutch Puritans into New England in 1630 who
promptly exploited the thirst for booze on three continents.277
Increase Mather, a prominent New England minister, succinctly summed up the paradoxical
Puritan attitude towards alcohol; “Wine is from God, but the drunkard is from the Devil”. This moral
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conflict did not stop colonial brew masters from profiting off the demon drink or capitalizing on alcohol’s
global value when they introduced rum into the international market.278 Massachusetts Bay colony liquor
manufacturers defied the King’s order to buy only English goods and instituted a triangular trade route
exchanging various raw materials for French and Spanish products.279 The trade in molasses, a necessary
ingredient for the distilling of rum, sent colonial liquor to Africa in exchange for slaves to work the sugar
plantations in the French/British/Spanish West Indies, that provided the colonies with more molasses to
distill more liquor.280
On the home front, Puritans reimagined the common ordinary and transformed them into the
tavern, deemed so vital to colonial life that Massachusetts law required settlements to have an ordinary or
face heavy monetary sanctions.281 Serving food and drink as well as providing entertainment and boarding
to primarily male patrons, taverns quickly morphed into sociopolitical hotspots. For example, the Green
Dragon Tavern served as the venue for the discussion and planning sessions surrounding the not-sodistant future rebellions of the Boston Tea Party and the American Revolution.282
European colonies extended from New Hampshire to what would eventually be the Georgia state
line by 1681; each colony settled according to a similar pattern. Men and women arrived to carve out
civilization and industry from the untamed wilderness. The people carried with them brewing knowledge
and limited on-hand product to fuel the work and establish commerce until enough timber, grains, or furs
could be harvested to physically and economically sustain the population. Once established, economic
growth and rapid expansion began as regional commodities diversified. As colonies geographically
expanded, liquor production increased to fuel growth into the interior.283 The stand-alone demand for
distilling sugars in North America coincided with a spike in European candy production and sparked the
expansion of sugar plantations throughout the Indies; initiated a surge in the New England shipbuilding
industry to keep up with import/export demand; and catapulted sugar past grain as the most valued good
in the European trade.284 To quell any growing ideas of economic independence amongst the colonists, as
well as regulate the molasses and liquor trades, the Parliament of Great Britain authorized the Molasses
Act in 1733.285 The act imposed an import tax on all sugar derivatives procured from non-English
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colonies. In response to Britain’s financial bullying, New England producers opted instead to smuggle
French molasses, increase alcohol production, and widen distribution.286
By the mid-1700s tobacco, indigo, grains, furs, and timber outperformed colonial alcohol in local
and international trade.287 In 1770 the colonies, with an estimated population of 250,000 euro-Americans,
collectively distilled five million gallons of rum through 140 licensed distilleries; imported vast amounts
of molasses; traded rum extensively with the middle colonies, Native Americans, and slave traders in
Africa; and exported rum to Europe in one of the fledgling nations' first successful business ventures free
from British influence or financial interests.288
As the webs of alcohol distribution extended and the thirteen colonies became increasingly selfsufficient, alcohol production and the tavern slipped into the background, becoming a sociocultural and
economic anchor rather than a financial necessity.289 That is until the profits generated by intoxicants
were needed once more. At the outset of the American Revolution, domestically produced corn whiskey
came to symbolize a part of the American identity. After winning independence the new nation’s leaders,
facing a financial crisis, saw fit to heavily tax the newly adopted symbol to kickstart the economy.290
By 1790 and the end of the Colonial era the revenue generated by liquor taxes and duties
accounted for an estimated 80% of all federal internal tax collections.291 This was an unsurprising
development given the estimated annual per-capita alcohol consumption of every person over fifteen at
the time amounted to thirty-four gallons of beer and cider, five gallons of distilled spirits, and one gallon
of wine.292 The four million dollars of taxes collected annually by the growing nation provided the funds
to establish a strong Federal government, which helped clear the debt of the Revolutionary War as well
as the future conflicts of the War of 1812 and Civil War; additionally, such taxes partially funded
reconstruction.293 By the turn of the century, the puritan way of life had all but disappeared from the
mainstream. However, the puritan ideology, settlement patterns, and financial acumen that formed the
tiny nation remained and became the socioeconomic blueprint for westward expansion.
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Westward Expansion
Two-thirds of the country that was to become the United States had yet to be fully explored by
Americans, much less settled. The Louisiana Purchase and subsequent exploration of Lewis and Clark
into the interior in 1805 as well as gold strikes in California in 1848 opened the floodgates of settlement
into the expansive American West. With each newly erected community came booze, the saloon (the
western version of a tavern), and the inevitable drunk. Only this time, instead of people coming by the
thousands and settling a few colonies, they came by the tens of thousands and constructed hundreds of
small transitory to semi-permanent towns leading into the west. Alcohol economics was about to repeat
on a much larger scale.
The ideological and logistical circumstances of westward expansion differed slightly from the
colonial era while the socioeconomic pattern remained unaltered. The religious ideologies and moral
leanings that shaped colonial settlements of the past had long been compartmentalized in the minds of the
American citizen with a commonly held belief in Manifest Destiny by the 1810s, although the term had
yet to be coined. Other than for use as a justification for intruding upon Native American lands and
subduing the indigenous inhabitants’, religion had little to do with the physical push west. Territorial
expansion was all about cooperative unfettered capitalism at the national and individual levels. The
federal government viewed western territories as natural resource repositories ripe for the picking and
expedited railroad construction to claim dominion between the coasts. The masses envisioned freedom
and riches that came with small-scale exploitation of the same resources and set about finding their
dreams by working the land acre by acre, quickly moving further inward when the earth failed to
continually produce. 294
Rapidly escalating and intermittent settlement resulted in western towns that were not always
established with an eye towards permanence as in the east. Many of the communities that dotted western
territories in the 1800s started as nothing more than hastily constructed camps. These were temporary
staging areas for the prospecting of fortunes or the waypoints for the infrastructural building of a nation-easily abandoned and reproduced near the next section of rail to be laid or vein to be mined. The saloon
continued the tavern's socioeconomic legacy as one of the first establishments to arrive in any given area
and quickly became the point of social contact, most notably, in transient mining or railroad communities.
Besides being one of the first stages of economic development, the saloon played a vital role in the
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structural organization of startup communities, providing the first sense of normalcy in areas where local
authorities or governance was minimal.295
Saloons provided much more than intoxicating drinks, also functioning as postal centers,
newsstands, employment agencies, banks, and money lenders.296 With an initial rise in population and a
sense of permanence, saloons also became entertainment venues, restaurants, and sleeping spaces for the
public at large. First and foremost, the main role of drinking places was to provide beverages that numbed
the pains and tempered the loneliness of the transient populations engaged in the laborious and often
deadly tasks of mining, or railroad work. Examples include the Montana railroad boomtown of
McCarthyville and the mining town of Leadville, Colorado.
The town of McCarthyville was situated on the southern edge of land that eventually became
Glacier National Park in northwestern Montana. This town existed for only three years (1890-1893). One
thousand souls called the town home including a handful of merchants and a smattering of women to
attend to the physical and mental needs of men employed to lay track through Marias Pass in Montana.297
Small in both population and acreage McCarthyville boasted a reported thirty-two saloons.298 By 1893,
the section of rail having been completed, the entire community left abandoning the settlement to move
down the line to the next temporary stop repeating the process as each new section of line was laid.
In contrast, the six men credited with founding the town of Leadville in 1878 were lucky enough
to strike gold, silver, and lead. These three minerals that over time, solidified the permanent status and
placename of a formal town. Of those six founding men, three were saloon owners.299 By 1880, the
population of Leadville grew to 20,000. According to the city directory of the same year, 129 listed
saloon owners plied their trade in the community; the Leadville Democrat estimated the number to be
closer to 249, a calculation that included the fly-by-night and less reputable joints that went unlisted.
Whatever the true accounting, throughout the 1880s, resident numbers never fell below 8,000 and saloons
never numbered less than 85, leaving an approximate average of one saloon for every 100 Leadvillites.300
Saloon is a loose term, encompassing a wide array of establishments offering varying degrees of
aesthetically pleasing environments and product quality. First strike saloons appeared directly following
the strike of gold or ring of a railroad spike and were little more than crude lean-tos or large tents hawking
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rotgut whiskey. Business startup costs were little more than a two-dollar investment for the cheapest
whiskey or homebrewed beer that an entrepreneur could find. In the first few months of Leadville’s
existence, hard liquor shots sold at .25 cents an ounce. One-gallon (128 ounces) amounts to eighty to 120
drinks when accounting for spillage and generosity of the pour bringing a total profit of $27.50, a hefty
1400% return.301
Within a few months, the boom time for astronomical liquor profit waned as any mineral strike of
note or employment opportunity tended to draw a crowd. Residents secured supply lines, and customer's
tastes grew more discerning as increasing numbers of liquor peddlers moved in. The infrastructural and
socioeconomic upgrade laid waste to the highly profitable first strike saloons.
Once residents deemed a camp’s potential long-term profitability worthy of more permanent
considerations, as they did in Leadville, residents elected local authority and government bodies who
established and enforced the standards of expected behavior. Local laws, business regulations, and taxes,
soon followed. In many mining towns, officials recognized that drinking establishments outnumbered any
other type of retail business and tapped alcohol taxation and regulation to reliably fill the community
coffers.302 Business statutes required all potential alcohol peddlers to purchase a liquor license at an
average cost of $150 every three months, ten times higher than that of other retail licenses. In addition,
state officials instituted taxes on all gaming equipment and musical instruments. Potential saloon owners
were also obligated to take out a $500 personal bond to insure payments of future fees and a monetary
promise to keep good order in the establishment.303
Regulatory standards had a profound effect on the bottom lines of saloons. Initial start-up cost
ballooned from two dollars for a gallon of whiskey, to $650 at a minimum, for bonds and licensing alone.
Customers demanding the basic creature comforts of four walls, a roof, a place to sit, and decent drink
added property or rental costs to the financial burden of booze peddling entrepreneurs. The price tag to
open a mid-level saloon, one step up from the first strike establishments, began at $1,500. The starting
price for high-end saloons, boasting Italian marble floors, billiard tables, performance stages, and the
finest hard liquor exceeded $7,000.304 Adding to the profit-sucking woes of saloon owners, with increased
competition drink prices fell to the more standard cost of 12.5 cents a shot.305 In the end, a licensed saloon
owner could look forward to a comparatively meager return of 40% on their initial investment.
The profit margin for the town? In the second year of Leadville’s existence and first year of local
governance, saloon license fees accounted for every two of three dollars collected on behalf of the city. In
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similar communities such as Tombstone, Arizona the regulatory system provided half of all collected
monies and upwards of 90% in Silverton, Colorado.306 Economic and settlement history had repeated with
astoundingly positive results. Once again alcohol production temporarily receded into the shadowy
recesses of established municipalities but remained ever-present in the American way of life and a
constant funding source in the continued development of western startup communities. Despite the
continued reliance upon alcohol revenue, the belief that drink was good, inebriation bad, worthy of
corporal punishment, and the impetus for an increasingly morally bankrupt society continued into the new
century.307
Prohibition
The first wave of the grassroots social movement against the consumption of alcohol began near
the turn of the nineteenth-century. Community members weary of rowdy taverns and the social
consequences of sustained intoxication promoted moderation and control of alcohol by way of abstinence
pledges and local alcohol manufacturing bans.308 By the mid-1830s the movement had achieved a
modicum of public support, spawning similar chapters throughout the east. With widely dispersed support
came differing ideas on how to secure teetotaling communities throughout the ever-expanding nation.
Temperance supporters split between moderates promoting light drinking and moral suasion and radicals
championing compulsory abstinence.309
Early women’s suffrage groups and religious revivalists hitched their causes to the radical
temperance ideology bolstering the movement's political sway and began to push the idea of local options
to vote away the tavern by majority rule. The objective of prohibitionists was not necessarily to abolish
the saloon itself, although the establishments were the main target. Rather the focus was to break
alcohol’s addictive hold on Americans by destroying the economic incentives inherent in recreational
alcohol sales; specifically, the lucrative liquor licensing regulations they said: “promoted intemperance
that bred poverty and crime.” 310
In the view of radicals demanding local options, in which the public voted on the question of
allowing or disallowing liquor licensing within their respective communities, not only politically
empowered the people but would eventually legislate the tavern away. By 1840, twelve New England,
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Midwestern, and Mid-Atlantic states instituted local option measures.311 Empowered by continued local
success Temperance activists in twenty states pushed for and won Maine liquor laws prohibiting the sale
of alcohol.312 The statutes were highly unpopular and overturned within a couple of years. The short life
of Maine Laws also proved to be a harbinger of the temperance movements’ stall at the outset of the Civil
War. The conflict spurred states in both the north and south to unsurprisingly repeal restrictive liquor laws
to tax brewers and distillers to help fund their respective war efforts.313 Economic need once again
trumped morality…for a bit.
Twelve years later, as the country neared the end of Reconstruction, on December 23, 1873, in
Hillsboro, Ohio Dr. Dioletian Lewis stepped up to a podium to deliver a lecture on "The Duty of Christian
Women in the Cause of Temperance”. He had given the speech some 300 times before to hundreds of
women throughout the country. In his oration, Dr. Lewis recounted a story from his childhood about his
mother’s plight with a drunkard husband. To save his father, Lewis’s mother gathered a group of women
outside of a saloon to appeal to the owner to cease selling liquor armed only with the power of audible
group prayer. The tactic worked and the saloon relented. Inspired to action, the Hillsboro women in
attendance set off in groups the next day to pray outside local saloons.
As the Hillsboro women supplicated themselves in the name of a good cause, Dr. Lewis
delivered the same speech to the women of Washington Court House, Ohio and again inspired the local
women to take up the anti-liquor charge. By January 24th Washington Court House women were
successful in closing all eleven saloons in their community and received the solemn pledge of three
drugstore owners to sell only prescribed alcohol. The grassroots movement caught fire and the anti-saloon
Crusades began. Over the next three months, congregations of praying women allegedly drove the liquor
business out of 250 cities.314
The movement began to spawn local chapters throughout the nation, solidifying enough support
to organize the first Women's Christian Temperance Union national convention in just one year. The
event attracted over 300 people from sixteen different states and formally established the WCTU and the
hierarchy of power within. The convention attendees elected forty-seven-year-old widow and
distinguished activist Annie Wittenmyer to the presidency and thirty-five-year-old Francis Willard, expresident of the more militant Chicago chapter of the WCTU to the post of Secretary.
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The duo balanced the movement’s causes between conservatives following Wittenmyer and
progressives championing Willard. Wittenmyer emphasized gospel temperance-personal reform of the
drunkard and the liquor industry through moral suasion. Those following the more progressive views of
Willard advocated a wide array of social reform laws on such issues as women’s suffrage, education,
immigration, Americanization, labor, child labor, poverty, and alcohol prohibition.315 In 1879 Willard
replaced Wittenmyer as president and pushed the progressive Christian humanitarian agenda.316 Under her
leadership, the WCTU opened international branches in 1883, boasted 150,000 members, and had gained
the nationwide support of teetotalers along the way just ten years later. 317 Over the next 30 years, the
temperance cause spread to forty countries.318
As influential as the WCTU had become in swaying public opinion on the liquor question and
instigating anti-liquor laws at the local and state level, the dream of National alcohol prohibition remained
elusive. In 1893, the WCTU joined forces with the newly founded Anti-Saloon League (ASL), an allmale theologically based lobbying group focused on the singular task of alcohol Prohibition. The
partnership proved to be mutually beneficial, as women acquired a national stage for their grievances and
worked the local crowds to increase anti-liquor sentiments, the ASL gained the support of women on the
cusp of winning the right to vote and worked the politicians. Together the two forces turned the tide in the
war on alcohol. U.S. citizens came to conditionally agree that the presence of the saloon was detrimental
to the forward momentum of an emerging new social order, and it, along with the rituals and customs that
spawned from the bar tops and backrooms needed to fade into the past as soon as humanly possible. Prior
to National Prohibition, no fewer than thirty-three states had enacted anti-liquor statutes in large part due
to the footwork of the WCTU and political maneuverings of the ASL.
The Volstead Act, introduced months after the enactment of the Eighteenth Amendment in
January of 1920, defined an intoxicating beverage as any consumable liquid with an alcohol volume
exceeding .05%, which reflected the new attitude of lawmakers. Citizens and alcohol industries
considered the zero-tolerance policy to be at best a governmental overreach and at worst a bait and switch
scam perpetrated upon the American public. The people voted for temperance and instead were saddled
with restrictions geared towards the elimination of not only the saloon but of all recreational alcohol. As
far as the powers that be were concerned the socioeconomic war on alcohol had come to a successful
conclusion and the party was officially over.
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The blanket prohibition of a reliable and profitable commodity was ill-timed for the stilldeveloping nation. Volstead supporters had discounted that almost a century and a half of infrastructural
progression and the stability of the diversified and adaptable economic system enjoyed in the east was
bought and paid for in large part by the continuous revenue generated by the manufacture and sale of
alcohol.319 An income stream still needed in much of the West, some seventy-five to 100 years behind on
the timeline of economic and infrastructure development.320 Moreover, western economies were bound to
the fickle financial world of extractive industry and agriculture; an unfortunate financial circumstance
when the bottom fell out of the mineral market at the end of WW1 and a series of droughts decimated the
region for the next ten years.321 Nationally, the conclusion of global hostilities in 1918 also set into
motion a sharp national recession as the country began to switch from a wartime to a peacetime
economy.322 Labor riots, labor strikes, high unemployment, the immediate eradication of an estimated
250,000 jobs in the alcohol manufacturing industry as well as the job losses of thousands in the periphery
business sectors selling alcohol upon the enactment of liquor laws added to mounting national economic
concerns.323 For the first time, the federal government could not rely on liquor revenue to weather the
financial storm.
The habitual pattern of turning to liquor revenue to sustain a community until a market rebound
did not disappear from global, national, and local economic systems because the U.S. government opted
out of the strategy; they were simply the only entity to no longer profit. The annual 220 million to 3.6
billion dollars (3.3 billion and 50 billion respectively in 2020) of liquor revenue normally reaped by the
U.S. government was redistributed to international, national, regional, state, and local black markets for
the next fourteen years.324
The alcohol business continued unabated. International loopholes allowed foreign interests to ship
alcohol knowingly bound for the illegal U.S. market to weather their respective financial storms.
American ship captains and railroad engineers carried millions of gallons of alcohol to every land and
water border of the United States. In turn, the everyday Joes out to make a quick buck took up distribution
into the interior through the waterways, railroad lines, and road systems of the nation. Bribable officials
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turned a blind eye to liquor law violations and a complicit population frequented blind tigers, speakeasies,
and backroom joints, which were the 1920s incarnation of first strike saloons. The Wickersham
Commission acknowledged the depth to which non-compliance to liquor laws had permeated American
society by 1930.
As to corruption it is sufficient to refer to the reported decisions of the courts during the past
decade in all parts of the country, which reveal a succession of prosecutions of conspiracies,
sometimes involving the police, prosecuting and administrative organizations of
whole communities.325
The report concluded that only the complacency of the body politic eclipsed the issue of
institutional corruption, yet the final analysis supported the continuation of strict liquor laws. The
commission’s analysis and conclusions on the failure or success of Prohibition had been framed within
the narrow focus of financial gains and losses to the government. Had the commission realigned their
view towards the economic gain of the people by not adhering to liquor statutes the conclusions drawn
may have been much different. Writers gave no weight to how much the people profited from the
smuggling or manufacturing of alcohol in an era when the gap between the rich and the poor was
developing into a chasm. Nor did the report deal with the impact of the periphery job markets that the
production, sale, and transport of illegal alcohol created.
The U.S. government’s failure to replace a keystone commodity that had functioned in American
society as an economic stabilizer for over two centuries drove non-compliance. Corruption, lack luster
enforcement, and a general disregard for law were merely the symptoms of the larger economic disease of
socio-economic inequality. Incorruptible officials, whether they were judges, law enforcement, or
politicians proved impotent against an underemployed citizenry with little fiduciary incentive to help
them in a teetotaling objective. Where the government failed to institute new job sectors or establish an
equally lucrative revenue stream to replace the one they had abolished, the black market offered in
abundance. While the federal government focused on cleaning its ranks of corrupted officials, beefing up
enforcement, and increasing the penalties of liquor violations, alcohol economics continued unabated and
leveled the financial playing field for the masses. This is especially true for communities in the state of
Montana whose economic outlook without alcohol revenue was bleak.
Montana
In 1916 the Law-and-Order League of Chicago released a report outlining the conditions of towns
en route from Chicago to the west coast along the Great Northern Railroad line. The well-read report
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stated that towns in the states of Washington and Oregon were much more respectable than years past,
described the mining city of Butte, Montana as a “disgrace to American civilization,” and characterized
the railroad town of Havre, Montana as being “comparatively the worst.”326 The two towns deserved their
reputations. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Havre, a small town near the Canadian border,
developed into a smuggling center that catered to vice long before National Alcohol Prohibition took
effect.327 Butte had evolved from a small mining camp into the largest city in the state with an atmosphere
befitting that of a multi-ethnic first strike mining camp with opulent leanings. Needless to say, alcohol
played an important part in local economics prior to state or national prohibition and each community had
a socio-economic predisposition to flout liquor laws after their enactments. Havre fell into the
stereotypical mold of organized corruption and spawned a syndicate. Butte showed a bit more restraint
and engaged in a more nuanced type of corruption, creative interpretation of the laws.

Havre
In 1890 Great Northern Railroad (GNR) construction crews, under the direction of James J. Hill,
arrived at Bullhook Bottoms in the Milk River Valley of Montana to extend the reach of the rail line.
Construction crews began to immediately erect a large depot and a seven-track trainyard. The building of
the Cut Bank and Two Medicine bridges, railroad maintenance shops, and a six-stall roundhouse followed
soon thereafter. By 1893, the town that developed near the rail station, now known as Havre, served as the
GNR’s largest repair and maintenance complex between Seattle and Minneapolis-St. Paul, as well as a
division point for its diverging lines.328
Havre was the typical frontier town of rutted dirt streets and tar papered clapboard buildings.
Railroad workers and business transplants from the nearby town of Cypress made up the initial population
of 300.329 Cypress seemingly disappeared overnight when military officials ordered Fort Assiniboine
soldiers to stay out of the municipality due to the lack of law enforcement and increasingly volatile
atmosphere. The bakeries, brothels, and booze peddlers closed shop, migrating to Havre to service rail
workers in the area. The soldiers soon followed.330 Havre faired only slightly better on the lawlessness
scale, having only two local constables, a sheriff based out of Fort Benton some eighty miles away, and a
hard-drinking tough population.331
In 1899 Havre’s bad reputation led Hill to threaten to move the GNR’s railroad complex to
Pacific Junction if city authorities did not deal with the criminal elements present in Havre. He returned
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for an unannounced visit in 1904 with investors in tow believing that city officials had heeded his
warning. In a short walking tour along First Street, approximately eight bocks long, the group observed a
man forcefully removed from a bar, a group knife fight, and another man escorted from a saloon via the
front window. Embarrassed, Hill railed at the city council for the incidents and reiterated his original
threat. The city council solved the problem by unofficially placing GNR dispatchers on the payroll. City
officials charged the dispatchers with the singular task of informing the council of any future Hill visits.
This way town residents could be on their best behavior upon his arrival and for the duration of his
stay.332 Havre officials as well as the body populace showed little if any interest in becoming a
respectable god-fearing community, an attitude that would set the tone for the next two decades.
Christopher William “Shorty” Young Jr. became one of Havre’s more infamous citizens. Shorty,
a native New Yorker, worked his way west learning the business of running hotels and gambling houses
along the way.333 By the time he arrived in Havre in the late 1800s, Young was well versed in all games
of chance and brought to Montana the dice game of Chuck-a-Luck. With the odds of winning placed at
180 to one, Young made a small fortune and purchased the Havre beer hall and a restaurant in quick
succession. By 1898 he opened the Montana European Hotel and Grill, better known as the Montana
Concert Hall or Honky-Tonk.334
At the height of its popularity, the Honky-Tonk stood three stories tall and wooed customers with
a saloon, a vaudeville theater, dance and gambling halls, a prizefighting ring, private stage booths, hotel
rooms, and a Chinese restaurant. Prostitutes on Shorty’s payroll lived and plied their trade in the rear of
the hotel in a u-shaped row of thirty cribs (small two-room apartments).335 In addition, Shorty also owned
the Parlour House, a high-end brothel just down the block; an additional lower-class brothel across the
street from the Honky-Tonk, and several more saloons. For those customers requiring discretion of their
arrival or departure from the establishment's entertainment venues, one could move through the
underground steam tunnel system that connected many businesses in town.336 As Young’s real estate
holdings expanded, so too did the tunnel system that connected his businesses.
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Figure 22. 1920 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map of Havre, Montana. The Montana Concert Hall (Honky-Tonk).

Historians believe that Chinese workers constructed the initial branch extensions of the steam
tunnels unrelated to heating to access businesses and avoid the open streets during a time of rampant antiChinese sentiment.337 However, the underground quickly became known for its use as safe housing for
illegal immigrants and notorious for its hidden opium dens. On January 14, 1904, a fire destroyed most of
Havre’s buildings.338 Rather than abandon the site for greener pastures, Havre’s businesses moved
underground, expanding the tunnels even further.
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Figure 23. 1903 Sanborn Fire Insurance map. Chinese opium dens highlighted in gray.

A year later reconstruction of many of the buildings had been completed and the businesses
moved topside at which time the use of the tunnels reverted into the hands of the unsavory, including
Shorty Young. Shorty hired teams of men and utilized the tunnels and streets of Havre to smuggle
everything from women’s silk stockings to people, serving pre-prohibition to customers on both sides of
the international border. Shorty would oversee an additional expansion of the tunnels including exit points
in trash dumps and empty fields, leading up to 1918 and the enactment of state prohibition laws.339
At the beginning of his business startups, Young found ample support for his operations in a town
that thrived on peddling vices such as illegal sports gambling, prostitution, and narcotics among many
others. A population shift began to turn the tables on his burgeoning enterprise. In 1911 nearby Fort
Assiniboine permanently closed, cutting deeply into the profit potential available for vice peddlers. In the
same year, homesteaders came to the area in droves. By 1913 land claims in and around Havre increased
the population of the municipality to 3900.340 The homesteader invasion led to a demographic shift in
Havre as well as the rest of the state; conservative farmers and ranchers now outnumbered hard-drinking
urbanites. The new additions to the Montana family yearned for respectable communities that reflected
their conservative values. Calls for reform were immediate.341
The concerns raised over drunkenness and the saloon allowed prohibition advocates such as the
WCTU to gain a foothold in western Montana. Three years later in 1916, a referendum on statewide
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liquor laws prohibiting the sale of liquor on Sundays and mandating early closure of saloons passed with
overwhelming support.342 Havre saloon owners technically had until 1918 to comply with state laws. In
1920 Montana adopted the stricter federal liquor statutes as state law leaving liquor peddlers with no other
choice but to close shop and find an alternate occupation.
Where the citizenry rejoiced at the thought of the up-and-coming moral improvements, Shorty
saw an opportunity to expand the foundations of his smuggling empire to keep everything the same. In an
advantageous twist of fate for Young, thirty-three states had enacted anti-liquor laws by 1916 as had the
nation of Canada allowing Young to begin refining his smuggling operations. Young’s previous criminal
activities had already afforded him the time to employ a covert workforce and determine the best
international and national smuggling routes, as well as alternate avenues. More importantly, he had
already identified the police, border agents, judges, and powerful businessmen sympathetic to his
clandestine dealings. In truth, Shorty needed only to add booze into his existing business model. By the
time 1918 rolled around his liquor running operation ran like clockwork and distributed alcohol to Canada
as well as all continental states, apart from Maine.343
Throwing a wrench into the smuggling machinery, was that of Sam Ford. In 1917 Montanans
elected Ford as Attorney General. Having campaigned on a reform platform he was dead set on putting an
end to all vice in the state, mainly prostitution and gambling. Issues that according to Havre’s Mayor,
Chief of Police, Sheriff, and County Attorney Victor Briggs jointly announced a week before Ford’s
inauguration, no longer existed.344 Ford did not buy the statement from Havre officials, nor similar
statements from the equally troublesome municipalities of Miles City or Butte. Ford further requested
detailed reports from all county attorneys concerning the number of violations occurring around the
prohibition of “houses of ill fame” in each county.345 Griggs stalled on the report and when pressed by
Ford disavowed any knowledge of the original order. The mounting pressure forced Griggs and local law
enforcement to act. A report filed by Griggs stated that law enforcement ordered thirty-four women to
move out of the red-light district thereby rectifying the problem. The claims had no basis in fact. The
women remained and Havre continued to run wide open.346
Ford then ordered strict enforcement of gambling laws regarding punch boards, slot machines,
and dice games. In response, Havre officials announced the closing of twenty-five small-time gaming
operations and staged a phony raid on a cardroom in Havre’s underground seizing $17.50 and a handful
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of chips that resulted in small fines for fifteen men. Officials did not undertake raids at Shorty’s
businesses even though he was the primary violator of both prostitution and gambling laws.347
Unimpressed with the showing, Ford began the process of attempting to relieve Griggs of his official
duties, citing the attorney’s failure to act on violations of law and obvious protection of vice in Havre.
The proceedings took over a year to grind through the judicial process. In the end, the judge cleared
Griggs of all wrongdoing. In his decision, the judge reasoned that no evidence of any crimes had been
submitted to the County Attorney’s office for prosecution and Griggs could not be held accountable for
vice running rampant in the city.348 There was no mention of the fact that law enforcement had given up
on bringing vice cases to the County Attorney because he refused to prosecute the violators, many of
whom were employed by Shorty.349
The decision was good news for the criminally inclined and proved to be a legal litmus test for
upcoming liquor laws. What the case solidified in Shorty’s mind was that city and state administrators
may have the power to make life difficult, but they could certainly be worked around without much effort.
Ford continued to hound Young after state prohibition took effect and eventually succeeded in having the
Honky-Tonk abated twice for continuous liquor violations. However, his singular focus on Young
allowed the illegal dealings of other prominent saloon owners and businessmen closely associated with
Shorty’s operations, to slip under the radar. The small group joined forces to create a smuggling syndicate
known as the “Havre Bunch.” 350
Throughout the 1920s the syndicate provided vice for tourists, jobs for the people, and a muchneeded revenue stream for the entire town. Hi-line bankers openly financed the operations of the Havre
Bunch. Local law enforcement focused their efforts on shutting down independent liquor suppliers rather
than large operations. Bootleggers working for the ring became unionized and were insulated from local
arrest. By the mid-1920s smugglers traveled in caravans of armor-plated cars running on foam-filled tires
to deter flats caused by the bullets of enforcement guns. Local henchmen kept a tight rein on who could
and could not move illegal alcohol through the ring’s territory by high jacking independent bootleggers of
their liquid cargo soon after they crossed the international border.351 The syndicate also employed
hundreds of Montana homesteaders, farmers, and railroad men as drivers and lookouts, as well as
developing an intelligence department capable of identifying all state and federal officers in Montana.352
By the end of the 1920s, Havre held national prominence as a major alcohol supplier in the U.S. that is
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rumored to have rivaled that of Al Capone’s bootlegging empire sans the bloodshed of gangland
violence.353
The key to Shorty’s smuggling success lay not only in community cooperation but in a series of
international and statewide smuggling routes that used backroads and major thoroughfares leading to
auxiliary alcohol distribution hubs throughout Montana.354 Although the Wickersham report did not
address the state of smuggling in Montana, the writers recognized a generalized pattern in other states
adjoining the northern and southern international borders:
The conditions of travel today on the main arteries crowd the existing customs facilities beyond
the possibility of any adequate control. As to the secondary roads and trails, adequate supervision
is substantially impracticable. The organized smugglers are well provided with depots, have
excellent equipment, thorough knowledge of the terrain, and efficient spies upon the enforcing
agencies. Very largely they have neighborhood sympathy behind them. Moreover, there is
continual pressure from tourists and travelers to bring in even considerable quantities.355
In 1924 Federal authorities began to focus their attention on the routes utilized by the Havre
Bunch’s runners, the Montana Pipeline. The series of roads was a three-pronged funnel system used to
smuggle alcohol from Canada into Havre and siphoned off to Great Falls. The three channels flowed from
the two Montana border stations of Sweetgrass and Wildhorse as well as a border crossing at Portal,
North Dakota (Figure 22).356 Given Havre’s long-standing reputation as a smuggling center dealing in a
variety of illegal goods, the Montana thoroughfares of the pipeline were well established before the
enactment of either state or national alcohol prohibition with the route to the Portal entrance added to the
line sometime after 1920.
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Figure 24. 1913 Montana road map, magnified and altered to illustrate the Montana Pipeline route.

The Havre Bunch undoubtedly used the Great Northern rail line to smuggle goods to and from
Canada through the Sweetgrass and Portal border stations. However, when authorities began to heavily
scrutinize railroad cargos, the automobile became the preferred mode of transport. Moreover, the
Wildhorse entry point had no rail lines, thus limiting motorized movement across the border to trucks and
automobiles. As a result, the rapid development of roads seen at the Montana/Canada border due to
international smuggling activities extended into northeastern Montana’s developing transportation
infrastructure and can be traced.
The auto roads running parallel to the rail lines at Sweetgrass and Portal became primary
distribution routes for smugglers as well as high traffic areas for tourists traveling to and from Canada.
The road to Sweetgrass eventually became the northern extent of north-south running Interstate 5 and
leads directly south to Montana Highway 2, the primary east-west thoroughfare for towns along the hiline including Havre. The Wildhorse border crossing was the primary entry for any Havre citizen wishing
to cross into Canada both pre-prohibition and after enactment. The avenue served smugglers well as a
route to Havre until officials erected a border station at the location in 1925 to quell the flow of liquor.
The avenue remained popular for tourists, but smugglers opted to switch to a road first illustrated on maps
in 1923 that led directly north to the Canadian border from Havre. The route remained unpatrolled until
1962 and functioned as a perfect crossing for smuggling throughout the decade and is currently
Secondary Highway 233.
A smuggler's path from Portal would require several decisions on the runner’s part to reach the
destination of Havre. The road from Portal was a primary travel route for all and eventually became U.S.
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Highway 52 West and leads directly south to North Dakota Highway 5 West with a western terminus at
the town of Plentywood, Montana. At the towns of Plentywood, Scobey, or Opheim, all located along the
same primary avenue, drivers had the option of heading south on maintained but patrolled roads to reach
Highway 2. The alternative was to continue west/southwest from the town of Opheim and navigate a
series of largely unobserved and unmaintained backroads leading to the towns of Sacco or Hinsdale
located on Highway 2.
Dotting the west/southwest route were two very small and extremely short-lived towns. The town
of Genevieve had been all but abandoned by 1920. Cattle ranchers founded the town of Theony, the
largest of the two communities, in 1915. People inhabited the town until the early 1920s and abandoned
the location when drought ravaged the area at the beginning of the decade.357 The long and desolate
stretches of roads leading from Theony to Highway 2 are undoubtedly tied to the travel paths of former
residents and first appeared on maps as travel avenues for recreational drivers in 1923.
Despite the abandonment of all communities in the area as well as the surrounding desolate
landscape additional roads continued to develop into the 1930s (Figures 24-27). Along with the roads,
small impermanent communities also begin to appear on maps in 1926 along the avenue’s length.
Whether these communities functioned as depots for storing smuggled liquor caches for runners or
founded for legitimate purposes is unknown as no historical information has surfaced of their origins or
demise; they disappeared from road maps by 1937. Moreover, in 1925 cartographers depicted the addition
of an avenue directly west of Theony (Figure 28). The road led directly north to the Canada/Montana
border and resulted in a previously discussed unguarded crossing point.
In 2019 the original west/southwest route is still in use and runs through mostly undeveloped
lands with a smattering of farms along their paths and continues to indirectly connect the international
boundary to Highway 2. Although still in use modern maps no longer illustrate the suspected routes. The
evidence suggests there is a high probability that Havre Bunch and independent runners utilized the
existing and additional avenues appearing in the area as primary or secondary routes for transporting
illicit liquor through the Montana Pipeline.
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Figure 25. The town of Theony, Montana 1919. (Photo courtesy of Montana Memory Project).

Figure 26. 1913 road map Montana magnified to highlight the transportation infrastructure of northeastern
Montana.
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Figure 27. 1921 road map of Montana magnified to highlight the transportation infrastructure of northeastern
Montana.
.

Figure 28. 1925 road map of Montana magnified to highlight the transportation infrastructure of northeastern
Montana.
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Figure 29. 1935 road map of Montana magnified to highlight the transportation infrastructure of northeastern
Montana.

Figure 30. 1925 road map of Montana magnified to highlight additional road of 1925.
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The smuggling of liquor across the border merely supplied the product for the much larger
operation of state and nationwide bootlegging overseen by the Havre Bunch. To distribute the large
amounts of alcohol arriving in Havre the organization allegedly established seven auxiliary liquor
distribution sites in the state, with Great Falls being the only verifiable hub. Newspapers and official
accounts did not reveal the identity of the six remaining locations. However, casual mentions of arrests
and raids in local newspapers in the towns of Kalispell, Helena, Butte, Billings, and Lewistown connect
the origins of the voluminous amounts of confiscated smuggled liquors to the town of Havre.
In a state where urban trade centers were few and far between the probable locations of auxiliary
distributing hubs are of no surprise given their positions as the largest Montana towns in 1920. A fact that
remains true in 2020, with the only exception being that of Lewistown. Each of the municipalities were
common sense locations given their thirsty populations and accessibility to well-established regional and
national rail lines as well as webs of wagon/ automobile roads. The city of Bozeman, also having a dense
population and access to rail lines and roads is the number one suspect for the location of the seventh hub
although there is no available evidence to support or negate this theory. From Montana’s major cities it
was a relatively easy task for the syndicate to begin moving liquor throughout the state and across the
country by rail and car. The specific routes taken from Havre to the hubs remain unknown. However, the
newspaper reports of hundreds of independent smugglers and bootleggers detail the mode of transport,
location of arrest, and the cardinal direction they were traveling. This information can be used to plot
locations on a map and piece together the primary travel routes of illicit alcohol distributers in Montana as
seen in Figure 29.
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For all intents and purposes, large-scale liquor smuggling was a profitable but limited venture
leading into 1925. Five years of alcohol prohibition had been enough time for local manufacturers to step
up the quality and quantity of homebrewed beers and moonshine. The penalties and jail time associated
with local manufacture were far less severe than those of smuggling and the money to be made by
producers limitless. Although smuggling was the bread and butter of Young’s operations, he understood
the monetary advantages of local manufacture and extended his dealings to include a brewery in the
Havre underground by 1926.359 The Commission noted the ease and profitability of local production that
entrenched the practice of moonshining into American communities:
The improved methods, the perfection of organization, the ease of production, the cheapness and
easy accessibility of materials, the abundance of localities where such [moonshine] plants can be
operated with a minimum risk of discovery, the ease with which they may be concealed, and the
huge profits involved, have enabled this business to become established to an extent which makes
it very difficult to put to an end. 360
The Commission also identified the economic and environmental circumstances in which local production
would flourish setting out West Virginia as an example:
Moonshining had gone on in the region of the Appalachian range from the federal excise law of
1791 down to the National Prohibition Act. The unproductiveness of soil, the lack of occupational
opportunities, and the difficulty of utilizing' otherwise the scanty harvests of corn in that region
made illicit distilling, in defiance of the federal revenue laws, a settled feature of mountain life.
After prohibition this practice got a great impetus. For a time, illicit distilling went on in the old
way. There were simply more of the well-known type of small producers. But presently it spread
to all parts of the land and reached a high degree of development, not only in the region where
moonshining had always gone on, but also in and about the large cities and in remote districts
everywhere.361
What the writers passively acknowledged in this paragraph is that producing liquor outside of the
law was due to certain socio-economic and environmental conditions rather than a disdain for the law;
just as it had been with the American colonists, the pioneers of westward expansion, and the federal
government itself in times of need. The outlined circumstances of the Appalachian range differed little
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from many communities throughout the U.S. during Prohibition. Such was the case in Butte, Montana
where conditions were ripe for an explosion of local alcohol manufacturing whether the liquor was legal
or illegal.

Butte
In the early 1860s, placer miners struck gold near the headwaters of Silver Bow Creek and
founded the small community of Town Gulch, which officially became the city of Butte in 1864. The
municipality followed a typical scenario of mining boom and bust with corresponding wild shifts in
population. By 1867 five hundred miners called Butte home.362 The abundant near-surface deposits of
gold and silver that drew placer miners to Butte were shallow and soon played out frustrating the
expectations of individual prospectors. Undeterred, wealthy investors and mining developers such as
Marcus Daly began to construct large underground mining operations in 1867, attracting a steady stream
of immigrants to the town.
Although the draw to Butte started with the promise of gold, silver and copper proved to be the
cement that solidified the town’s permanence. By the 1880s Butte mines produced 250 tons of silver ore
and 200 tons of copper ore a day.363 The bowels of what would become known as the “Richest Hill on
Earth” contained enough silver to supply one-fourth of the nation’s silver and one-third of the world’s
copper supply.364 The mines produced enough copper between 1880 and 1975 to pave a 450 mile, fourinch-thick interstate highway.365 As mining operations began to churn out a steady stream of ore the
population steadily rose and the workforce unionized. Irish, Cornish, Serbian, Finnish, Croatian, and
Italian immigrant miners kept the city’s population increasing into the twentieth century with numbers
peaking in 1917 at an estimated 100,000 residents.366
World War I continued to rage in 1917 as Butte miners excavated the raw metals needed to build
armaments and ammunition for allied troops. Life was good, the money rolled in and the community
prospered. Street cars whisked passengers to a bustling business district filled with bankers, mercantile
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owners, real estate agents, and brokers.367 Families enjoyed the Columbia Gardens amusement park,
purchased treats at the numerous ice cream parlors, and experienced vaudeville and Shakespearian
performances as well as Hollywood motion pictures in fourteen different theaters. For those residents
whose tastes ran to the exotic, furriers, French wine sellers, cigar stores, confectioners’ shops, and China
Town noodle parlors offered an array of options.368 The seedier side of Butte life offered numerous 24hour gambling halls, billiard parlors, brothels, and saloons in a large red-light district that was second
only to New Orleans’ famed Corduroy Row.369 So rowdy was the population that Butte citizens
comprised more than half of the inmates to the state penitentiary and state hospitals at the time.370 The
city was essentially an amalgamation of a high-end urban metropolis and a no-holds-barred frontier
mining town.
The boom time for Butte ended abruptly with the closing of WWI in 1918. From that point
forward Butte went into an economic freefall as mineral demand and prices plummeted for a time and the
Anaconda Company that employed three-fourths of the state’s wage workers moved the bulk of their
operations overseas to Guatemala and Chile. Man hours in Butte mines dropped from 150,000 hours in
1918 to only 36,000 hours by 1921.371 The unions that had once garnered workers the highest pay and
protections in the country were on life support. Over half of the 60,000 people that left the state in the
1920s were from Butte and many of those left behind were facing bankruptcy.372 The downfall of the
mining industry, although detrimental, was not the primary issue facing residents; the townspeople had
successfully weathered busts before. The environmental damage caused by non-stop fervent mining, on
the other hand, left Butte residents with no other industry options.
Hard rock mining has extreme impacts on the environment. Soil erosion, sinkholes, loss of
biodiversity, the contamination of soil, groundwater, and surface water are all problems caused by mining
practices. Once miners remove the minerals from the earth, the ore is subjected to a high heat smelting
process, to extract a purified and usable metal. The smelting process emits a large volume of sulfuric and
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arsenic-laden fumes into the air which when added to the destruction caused by general mining practices
compound the environmental impacts.
In Butte’s early days a large percentage of the unprocessed ore excavated from area mines was
transported out of state and overseas for treatment, at great expense to investors.373 To save on costs,
mining companies began to construct large smelters with the capacity to treat up to 100 tons of ore a day
in and around Butte.374 With miners extracting double the amount of ore that could be processed Marcus
Daly founded the town of Anaconda, twenty-four miles to the northwest, in 1883 to handle the overflow.
The first smelter (Upper Works) built in the city treated 500 tons of ore daily. Company executives
increased the reducing plant’s capacity to 1,200 tons, still barely scratching the surface of mining
companies’ needs.375 The Lower and Washoe Reduction Works built in Anaconda in 1889 and 1902
respectively were constructed to rectify the problem. The same environmental and economic fate that
befell Butte would also impact Anaconda.
Historical reports indicate that the daily toxic fog emitted from the smelters that settled over Butte
and Anaconda was thick enough to block out the mid-day sun.376 The arsenic that hung in the air also
seeped into the soil and contaminated water supplies disrupting the food supply for residents. Cattle
grazed on what little contaminated vegetation remained, drank from tainted water sources, and died in
droves. City officials directed that drinking water be piped in from non-affected counties.377 Entire blocks
of Butte were condemned due to unsanitary and toxic conditions.378 By the 1920s, Butte and Anaconda
were financially struggling and had no other industry to fall back on due to the environmental damage,
save one: alcohol.
The rise of a syndicate in Havre was a natural socio-economic evolution given the community's
predisposition to other smuggling activities pre-prohibition. Butte also fell in line with their
socioeconomic composition with much different results. Prior to liquor laws, the miners of Butte worked
in the most dangerous occupation of the time and were heavily unionized, as were most other occupations
in the city. These circumstances fostered a tight-knit community-minded social organization focused on
the whole rather than the individual. In turn, creating a cooperative effort to continue the manufacture and
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sale of liquor to enrich the many rather than a powerful few when faced with economic extinction. When
C.C. Dorris walked into Buckley’s Butte soft drink parlor in 1924 in search of alcohol he threatened
proprietors in a community working towards economic stabilization through illegal activity.
In the multi-ethnic communities of Butte and Anaconda alcohol was embedded into the sociocultural and economic fabric of daily life. Despite the state having one of the largest contingents of the
WCTU in 1910 urban residents angrily resisted approaching anti-liquor laws. A visit to Butte in the same
year by Carrie Nation, famous for supporting the anti-liquor cause by hatching the innards of saloons,
ended with her beaten by a local Madam and sent on her way without ever having the opportunity to trash
one saloon.379
The 212 saloons present in Butte and the fifty-four established in Anaconda by 1917 catered to a
largely transient bachelor population of hardened miners.380 The products and services offered by liquor
peddlers did not evaporate when national prohibition laws went into effect. Instead, the now illegal
industry expanded. Saloon owners rebranded their establishments as soft drink parlors (SDPs) and
continued to provide alcohol. By the mid-1920s Polk County Directories listed 259 SDPs in Butte and
forty-two in Anaconda.381 In addition, grocery stores, realty firms, pool halls, auto, barber, and cigar
shops also began to sell alcohol under the table.
Unlike Havre where the majority of available liquor had been smuggled in from Canada, Butte,
and Anaconda booze retailers looked to moonshiners and homebrewers to stock their shelves. Local
production in Butte relied heavily on rural manufacturers. Moonshiners hidden away in tunnels, dug out
caves, and ramshackle structures produced the bulk of product for local SDPs utilizing 1,000-gallon stills;
most often having two or three distilling at the same time.382 Some manufacturers went as far as to install
low-brow security systems and high-tech laboratories and state-of-the-art distilling equipment such as a
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non-leeching silver-lined coil (the part of the still that dispenses fully processed liquor).383 The
moonshiners of Anaconda worked a bit different but were just as prolific with their alcohol
manufacturing.
When laying out the city of Anaconda in 1883 Daly split the town into two sections, with Main
Street being the dividing line between the residential west side and the commercial east side. The
commercial sector also contained the famed “Goosetown” where a high concentration of immigrant
smelter workers resided as did the bulk of SDPs.384 Research conducted into the moonshining practices of
Anaconda residents in the 1920s revealed that the capacity of stills ranged from 50 to 1,200 gallons. In
addition, the largest producers of moonshine positioned themselves in residential structures near SDPs.
The locations of the stills were by design rather than happenstance. SDP owners as well as other
businesses engaging in the sale of illicit liquor hedged their bets on the limitations of warrants to work
around liquor laws. Further inquiry revealed that the raids undertaken in Anaconda SDPs produced only a
pint or two of illicit liquor. As the amount of the fine depended on the quantity of alcohol that officers had
seized, SDP owners had gotten into the habit of having only a pitcher full of shine on hand at any given
time; they refilled the vessel as needed from a still located in an adjacent building with a separate address,
meaning the bulk of illicit product was beyond the reach of a warrant served at the place of business.385
Collected oral histories also indicate that businesses outside of SDPs often partitioned their buildings into
two or three different shops, again with different addresses.386 This limited warrant holding officers to
raiding only one portion of the entire business while the other sections continued to engage in clandestine
activities. Citizens manufacturing massive quantities of intoxicating beverages represented only a small
fraction of the widespread cooperative manipulation of the law taking place in the towns.
The governing bodies of Butte, as well as those in Anaconda, exploited the punitive consequences
for liquor violations similarly. The targeted systems included bail bonds, jail sentences, and property
seizures. Local authorities allowed widespread violations to take place, targeted specific businesses and
individuals for arrest, and then exploited the punishments and fines for the gain of the town.
To raid a business or home, federal authorities were required to inform state authorities of their
intentions in advance. According to oral histories, this allowed local officials the time to warn many, but
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not all, of the primary liquor law violators in the area to temporarily shut down their operations ahead of
the federal force's arrival. Those left out of the loop became the primary targets of federal raids. It was a
winning situation for everyone involved. Federal forces left believing their mission objectives had been
reached and local authorities were viewed as cooperative and fully committed to ending the scourge of
alcohol in their communities. Large producers continued business as usual and those arrested as sacrificial
lambs worked their way through a legal system skewed in their favor.
The first obstacle for the accused to hurdle and by far the most lucrative of the schemes was that
of bail bonds, specifically the forfeiture of bonds. Upon arrests, accused individuals paid a bond ($150$1000 depending on charge), to ensure their appearance in court. In Butte, newspaper reports state that
nearly every bond associated with a liquor charge had been forfeited, with thousands of dollars collected
by the county in seconds on any given day.387 The rate of bond forfeiture in Anaconda was a bit better
standing at 41% of all bonds forfeited. In each city, bonds were retained by the community in lieu of the
fine; offenders faced no other official action and were left to offend again. By the mid-1920s the monies
collected through the forfeiture system nearly equaled the total of saloon licensing fees collected preProhibition and directly funded local schools, road improvements, and paid for all enforcement costs.388
The lack of follow-up on non-appearance cases caught the attention of Attorney General
Wellington Rankin in 1926. This was Rankin’s second go-around with the city of Butte. The case of the
imprisonment of C.C Dorris and the retributive raids concluding with no convictions disappointed him in
1923.389 Indeed, 1926 proved no less disappointing, if not humiliating. Standing in a Butte district court
he publicly admonished the forfeiture system and stated his frustration with the improper use of federal
officers and lack of warrants issued for no shows. Not to be upstaged, Butte’s Chief of Police, Jere
Murphy, publicly retorted that $90,000 a year ($292,000 in 2020) was collected through the system and
that was not going to change any time soon.390 The forfeiture system remained until the repeal of National
Prohibition but did lose much of its profitability in late 1926 when Montana repealed state liquor laws.
Jail time also became a convenient way for the city to exploit Prohibition laws for economic gain.
In August of 1923, federal law mandated jail time for sale or possession offenses, with second offenses
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considered automatic felonies. Incarceration terms typically ran from 30 to 90 days. The local jails of both
towns were reportedly filled to capacity between 1920 and 1926, with the city of Butte housing the
overflow of federal prisoners from Anaconda.391 On the outside, this would seem to indicate that officials
were fervently pursuing and convicting violators. However, a closer look reveals something much
different.
The cost to house prisoners was paid for by the arresting department. The jailhouse was paid two
dollars a day for each state prisoner and four dollars a day for each federal prisoner.392 Regardless of
where one served their time or for how long, incarceration in a city jail was not a deterrent. Neither Butte
nor Anaconda jailors were equipped to have the cells consistently full and struggled to meet the most
basic needs of the prisoners. To rectify the situation, authorities siphoned off some of the burdens to the
surrounding community. Local restaurants supplied prisoner meals, bedding was provided by the inmate’s
family, and booze was regularly smuggled into the jail.393 According to oral histories being incarcerated
in Butte or Anaconda meant living like a king.394 The legal system in Anaconda went a step above and
beyond for their prisoners and allowed the convicted to walk free as long as they could find someone
willing to do their time for them.395 Mandated sentencing translated into a small but stable income stream
for each city but paled in comparison to the sums collected in forfeited bonds.
The seizure of property associated with a liquor violation also served as an additional revenue
source for both cities. Authorities had the right to seize all property related to the selling or manufacture
of alcohol. When raids took place at SDPs, the normal operating procedure of officers was to confiscate
everything that was not nailed down, including display cases, furniture, pianos, lamps, legal inventory,
and alcohol, as well as the ingredients for and the machinery to distill liquor.396 If police located these
items in a residence, the home and everything inside was also subject to seizure. However, residential
cases were few as both cities focused their attention on businesses.
Upon conviction, officials auctioned off the seized items at a public sale with the monies
collected going into the kitty for schools, roads, and enforcement. Butte and Anaconda were
comparatively small towns, in that most people knew each other in some sort of capacity and were
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hesitant to bid on a friend or neighbor’s property. Officials conducted the auctions knowing full well that
the only bidders of the day were the individuals that lost the items during the raid.397 Once the individuals
reacquired their property, authorities allowed them to continue their operations in the open with few
complications and moved on to the next target.
In a world where a community’s very existence was dependent upon a wildly fluctuating mineral
market and where environmental damage had limited all other industry, alcohol remained a reliable
income stream for both the collective and the individual. The liquor laws of 1920 did not change this fact
for towns like Butte and Anaconda. The monetization of prohibition penalties while simultaneously
preserving alcohol sale and manufacture at the governing levels grew organically from a community
bonded by unionization, occupational hazards, loss of life, and a shared sense of economic survival.
Just as Shorty Young’s large smuggling operation helped to temporarily sustain the vice city of Havre.
His grab at power and riches, although having overtones of American gangster, provided much needed
employment for area farmers and workers.
In 1926, drought conditions that had plagued the state’s farmers began to gradually improve.
Mineral market prices also rose as the demand for copper wiring to electrify the nation increased.
Although neither market rebounded to pre-WWI prosperity, the economic downturn that characterized
previous year’s finally stabilized. In the same year, citizens of Montana voted to repeal all state
Prohibition laws and by and large returned to their legal jobs. The enforcement of national liquor laws
was now solely in the hands of federal forces.
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Consequences?... What Consequences? (aka The Women Moonshiners of Montana)
In 1923, Montana state prohibition officers raided the home of a young, widowed mother, Annie
O’Day. In the residence that she shared with her four young children officers found a still and 250 gallons
of mash; a concoction of grain or fruit, water, yeast, and sugar left to ferment for later distillation into
hard liquor. Devastated enforcers had discovered her illicit operation O’Day pleaded with the men to
forgo her arrest. The officers relented and instead issued her a summons to appear before District Judge
Winston on manufacturing charges. After the authorities left, Annie promptly packed up her and her
children’s belongings and headed out of town. The case may have remained unresolved had Annie not
gotten herself arrested in San Francisco a few months later. Anaconda officials got wind of her legal
troubles and began formal proceedings to transport O’Day back to Montana. Judge Winston, still
presiding over the matter, blocked the extradition and dropped all outstanding charges against O’Day
effectively ending the case.398
The story of O’Day was not a particularly alarming event in Butte or Anaconda. Prosecutions of
liquor violations leading to the arrest of women in the towns were not unheard of, just unlikely. State
officials were still struggling to develop the necessary penal infrastructure to adequately house male
prisoners and had not even considered the need for confining female lawbreakers. The facilities that did
exist for both male and female prisoners were comparable to the eastern jails of the early nineteenthcentury, infamous for their inhumane conditions.
Political philosopher Francis Lieber said of the female criminal in 1833, "A woman, when she
commits a crime, acts more in contradiction to her whole moral organization, i.e., must be more depraved,
must have sunk already deeper than a man." He continued… "that the injury done to society by a
criminal woman is in most cases much greater than that suffered from a male criminal."399 It was this
ideological mindset that framed the incarceration of women who often suffered the worst conditions the
prison system had to offer.
In the late eighteenth century, authorities, regardless of gender or seriousness of offense housed
detainees together in one large room. The arrangement led to numerous sexual assaults and abuses of
women by both male prisoners and guards.400 Government officials of the early 1800s addressed the
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victimization of women by mandating that the genders be housed separately. The idea may have been a
sound one however, housing female prisoners came with added expenses that local and state budgets
could ill afford. To comply with the new incarceration policies, rather than build gender-specific facilities
authorities opted instead to carve out small sections of male penitentiaries to house female detainees.
Often crammed into one small room above male prisons, men continued to guard and victimize women
prisoners.
By the 1820s the large dormitory type of confinement fell out of favor with the penal
institution’s hierarchy. Cell design switched from an open floor plan to individualized enclosures
designed to hold up to four prisoners. Prison officers also doled out work details to male convicts, fed
them twice daily, and allowed them outside exercise. Authorities gave women no such reprieve. Male
officers continued to guard females confined in overcrowded one-room dormitories, giving them few
occupational opportunities, providing nourishment once a day, and did not allow for regular outside
activities for the next ten years.401
In the 1830s the confinement of women evolved to somewhat mirror the living conditions of their
detained male counterparts when prison authorities mandated the housing of women in small one-person
cells.402 Continually denied the same freedoms of work and exercise as male prisoners officials left
women to serve out their sentences in complete isolation. It was not until the 1870s that the federal
government oversaw the building of separate facilities for women, in the form of reformatories. Often
operated by and for women, reformatories dispensed female-specific types of treatment such as domestic
works training and focused on rehabilitation rather than confinement.403
Montana was a bit behind the penal institution development curve when authorities authorized the
building of the state’s first prison at Deer Lodge in 1871. Lacking adequate financing for construction,
architects designed only minimal accommodations for women detainees.404 Prison authorities housed
females convicted of federal offense in a small section of the larger male penitentiary under similar
isolating circumstances of 1830s prisons.405 The arrangement lasted until 1907. In that year officials
authorized the construction of a separate building within the Deer Lodge prison yard dedicated to housing
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females. Prison authorities removed the women from the building after a nationally publicized riot and
earthquake in 1959 and converted the space to maximum security holding for males. From that point
forward, until the 1970s, women’s prison terms were served in makeshift facilities such as in a space
above the warden's garage, the old prison's laundry building, and in the basement of the guards'
quarters.406
Throughout its time as the only state prison in Montana, Deer Lodge commonly housed two to
three times the number of detainees the facility was meant to hold. The mandatory sentences attached to
liquor violations only exacerbated the situation. Prison overcrowding meant that doing hard time for
alcohol offenses was reserved for large-scale operators or repeat offenders. Very few women made this
shortlist. However, the housing problems created at the federal level soon filtered down into local jails.
District judges commonly meted out thirty-to-ninety day jail terms for first-time liquor law offenses that
overcrowded the local jails. Similar to the penitentiary there was little space for women in local jails and
no money available to house them separately. The end result for female offenders was usually a reduction
of the charges from sale or manufacture to vagrancy; a crime that carried no mandatory incarceration
penalty.407
Although the housing of female offenders was a major concern for city authorities and judges
alike, it was not the only consideration when deciding to reduce or drop the charges against women
moonshiners or booze sellers. The primary motivating factor behind Judge Winston’s decision to end the
Annie O’Day case was the cost associated with the care of her children should she serve time for her
offenses.408 If Winston had seen fit to follow through with the case, not only was the state responsible for
the cost to incarcerate her in separate accommodations in the local county jail but supporting her children
in the county orphanage for the duration of her stay as well.
The concern of Montana authorities surrounding the incarceration of women was a legitimate one
given that the working conditions faced by hard-rock miners in the early 1900s were more dangerous than
military service during wartime.409 Between 1900 and 1913, 5,200 men were severely injured, and 587
men lost their lives in Anaconda Company-owned mines. In 1917, the Spectacular Mine disaster claimed
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168 men while several other small-scale mining accidents took an additional seventy-one lives throughout
the same year. According to Butte widow rolls the fallen men left behind numerous widows and an
estimated 1,200 children.410 Adding to the growing death count were those citizens who worked in the
smelter city of Anaconda and carried within their lungs the toxic dust of the day, resulting in a slow death
from numerous respiratory diseases such as silicosis that had a mortality rate that tripled death counts by
mining accidents.411 Complicating the economic outlook for families who had lost their main breadwinner
the safety nets of unemployment, food stamps, widow’s benefits, and worker’s compensation were nonexistent in the 1920s. The lack of economic relief programs combined with the infrastructural deficiencies
of the penal system led to much more pragmatic judicial sentencing decisions that showed tremendous
leniency towards female liquor law violators during Prohibition. With mouths to feed, facing a dire
financial outlook, and holding a get out of jail free card it is little surprise that many Montana widows
turned to the sale or manufacture of illicit alcohol during Prohibition to make ends meet.
Prior historical document research conducted between 2016 and 2018 including census rolls,
business records, and Polk City directories revealed stark cultural distinctions in what roles women were
to play in the illicit liquor game. In the more progressive city of Butte that offered females plentiful
unionized work opportunities, the majority of women’s offenses leaned towards business ownership of
Soft Drink Parlors.412 The working women in the more traditional city of Anaconda were relegated to
eking out a living with non-unionized, low-paying female-oriented work such as boarding male workers
or laundry services. More often than not, the women of Anaconda opted to produce liquor to supply their
existing customers.413 In both accounts, the sale or manufacture of illicit alcohol permitted women quasifinancial independence and the ability to support themselves and/or their families, giving judges and
prosecutors one more fiduciary incentive to deal leniently with women offenders.
The mothers and daughters of Butte and Anaconda were not alone. Single, married, and widowed
women found themselves in dire economic circumstances and so they marched headlong into ranks of the
lawless, peddling booze and distilling hooch. Some women used the opportunity to enrich themselves; the
majority took part to simply pay the bills as the need to support themselves and their children far
outweighed the threat of imprisonment or punitive fines. Moreover, the community support of the women
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to continue in the endeavor exemplify the cooperative systems in place to exploit the black-market
economy for the good of all.
Homesteader Josephine Doody, a well-known female moonshiner in the northwestern region of
Montana, had her own reasons for distilling a special grain blend of moonshine in the back country of
Glacier National Park. In his book Wild River Pioneers author John Fraley pieced together over forty
years of Josephine and her husband’s lives in which illicit alcohol played an important role. The
prolonged illegal activities of the duo led a team of researchers to conduct an investigation of the
homestead to seek and find any archaeological signatures of resistance to liquor laws.
The Poacher and the Moonshiner
In the late 1870s, a Colorado man by the name of Dan Doody (Figure 32) moved to northwestern
Montana to try his luck at gold prospecting. Like the majority of those seeking their fortunes in the craggy
mountains of the Rockies he found only hardship and a series of failed mining claims. Dan soon turned to
poaching and fur trapping along with taking an odd job every so often to support himself.414 On his many
travels tracking game through what would become Glacier National Park he came across the ideal place
to build a life. The land fronted four million acres of untamed wilderness was fed year-round by the
glacial waters of Harrison Creek and the home to an abundance of elk, deer, bear, and mountain lion.415
In 1890 Dan staked his claim on 120 acres in the Nyack Flats area a half-mile northeast of the
North Fork of the Flathead River (Figures 33-34). After finding gainful employment laying track for the
GNR through Marias Pass, Dan constructed a small cabin and set out to build his dream outfitters lodge.
The town of McCarthyville (Figure 35) lay twenty-six miles southeast of the land claim and Dan often
found himself frequenting one of the town's saloons or numerous brothels. It was in one of these
establishments that Dan first met Josephine Gaines (Figure 36).416
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Figure 32. Dan Doody (Photo courtesy of Montana Memory Project).

Figure 33. Location of Doody Homestead.
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Figure 34. The original Doody cabin. (Photo courtesy of Montana Memory Project).

Figure 35. Remnants of the town of McCarthyville. (Photo courtesy of Montana Memory Project).
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Figure 36. Josephine (Gaines) Doody (Photo courtesy of Montana Memory Project).

Josephine was born into a well-to-do Macon County Georgia family in 1854 and given the benefit
of a good education. She was a bright and wiry young woman with a sharp tongue and volatile temper.
Josephine moved to Colorado with her family and fiancée sometime in the 1870s.417 Upon their arrival,
Josephine’s fiancé left her. She soon fell into a life of prostitution in the dance halls and brothels of
Colorado’s mining communities. In the town of Pueblo, her life took an even darker turn when she
allegedly shot and killed a man. Before she was to stand trial on murder charges Josephine fled the state
landing in McCarthyville, Montana in 1890. Now in her 30s and marked with a fugitive status Josephine
began to nurse an addiction to opium and supplied her habit through, as Josephine put it, “dancing.”418
By all accounts, Josephine was not the typical “dancer” and stood apart from the other women
who found themselves in the same vocation. Her straightforward attitude, quick temper, and sharp tongue
commanded respect. Her flagrant use of colorful language and open heart ingratiated her to the hardened
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railroad men of the town, including Dan. As far as he was concerned Josephine would make a fine wife.
One night in 1892, while Josephine was in an altered state, Dan abducted her, tied her to a mule, and set
out for the homestead. Once there he locked her in a small one-room cabin and nursed her through many
weeks of withdrawals. When Josephine emerged clean and sober, despite her threats and anger towards
Dan during her captivity she didn’t run, she stayed and allegedly married Dan the same year in a frontier
wedding.419
Together the couple began to fulfill Dan’s vision of turning the home into a lodge. Once the GNR
track had been laid, Dan became a full-time outfitter and backcountry guide to the railroad men and
tourists. Josephine opened their small cabin to a stream of paying visitors, taking care of their daily
boarding and nutritional needs. When they were not hosting an array of guests, the couple hunted
mountain lions with their Airedale dogs, fished the Flathead River, worked the land, and carved out a
modest but good life.
Dan’s business flourished. In addition to accommodating customer requests for hunting guide
services, both in and out of season, the couple also provided canned hunts, fishing excursions, and
Josephine’s grain-based moonshine. One customer that employed Dan’s backcountry skills was the
founder of the GNR, James Hill. On one fall outing, Hill sustained a serious injury that left him unable to
walk. Dan tobogganed him out of the forest, ferried him to the south shore of the Flathead River, and onto
the safety of an awaiting train. In gratitude, Hill ordered railroad engineers to stop anytime the Doody’s
were in need of a ride and quickly sent a team of men to construct a siding for that very purpose.420
Although McCarthyville residents had long abandoned the town the Doody’s continued to retain
their close ties to the engineers of the GNR. Prior to the construction of the siding, the railroad men often
parked the train and made the trek to the homestead to enjoy the Doody’s company and a bit of
homebrewed hooch. After the installment of the waypoint, the Doody’s and engineers used the rest stop
as a loading station and point of distribution for Josephine’s illegal brew. According to Fraley’s collected
oral histories, the engineers sounded the train whistle once for every gallon of moonshine requested.
Sometime later, Josephine would emerge from the forest and row across the river to deliver the booze to
the awaiting men.421
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In 1910 the U. S. Congress designated the land surrounding the homestead as Glacier National
Park. Due to Dan’s extensive knowledge of the local backcountry and expertise in hunting and trapping,
Forest Service authorities hired him as one of the park’s first rangers in the same year. His duties included
predator control, trail maintenance, and the general enforcement of park regulations. Despite his new
standing as protector of the park, Dan continued to host year-round hunting parties and poach the local
wildlife with little consequence until his firing in 1916.422 Dan’s dismissal did not impact the couple’s
outfitting or fledgling alcohol businesses as they continued to host a steady stream of paying hunters, park
rangers, engineers, lawmen, and friends that happened by for a slice of pie and a slug of whiskey.
When Dan’s health began to decline in 1919, the couple hired several men to help maintain the
expanding homestead. Two years later, in 1921, Dan succumbed to a heart attack, leaving the property in
Josephine’s care. Well into her late 60s and unable to lead multiple hunting parties or to maintain the
expanding property on her own, Josephine continued to employ several men to maintain the buildings and
take care of the more arduous task associated with homesteading life.423 Witness accounts state that
Josephine also increased her alcohol production to offset the declining outfitting business around the same
time.424 For the next seven years, Josephine’s life changed very little.
Law enforcement would upend her life in 1928. Federal forces in cooperation with a hesitant but
compliant park staff raided the homestead and set about destroying three stills with a combined capacity
of ninety-five gallons. Enforcers also smashed twelve barrels of mash and eighteen gallons of
moonshine.425 Josephine was neither arrested nor charged with violating federal prohibition laws. The
reason behind the decision of authorities to not charge her is not known. It is possible that federal officers
felt that Josephine, now in her late seventies, was neither a criminal mastermind nor a threat to society’s
sobriety.
Josephine's story ends quietly. She left the homestead of her own volition in 1931, taking with her
one still. At the age of 82, Josephine dies of pneumonia in a Kalispell, Montana hospital. In a funeral
attended by a few friends, Josephine was laid to rest in an unmarked grave in the Conrad Memorial
Cemetery near her beloved husband Dan.426 The 120-acre homestead passed through several hands
between 1936 and 2012. In that year, the Trust for Public Land purchased the property and transferred the
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rights to the National Park Service in July of 2012. The Park Service absorbed the land into Glacier
National Park soon after.427
Archaeological Survey
The story of the Doody’s inspired a small team of archaeologists from the University of Montana
in cooperation with Glacier National Park and accompanied by three volunteers to investigate the
homestead in 2018. The team included Archaeology professor Dr. Kelly Dixon, myself, former
Anthropology student Reina Sherman, and volunteers Giles, Vahn, and Rio Thelen. Researchers began an
intensive two-day pedestrian survey of the property guided, in part, by the Fraley narrative. The team had
three goals: 1) to expand upon and map the documented cultural resources of the property, 2) to identify
the archaeological footprint of extended moonshining manufacture and, 3) to locate archaeological
evidence of the more salient claims of the Doody narrative.
The survey helped the team address these goals. For example, during the field survey we
identified five structures including a railroad siding and four buildings, one possible location of an
additional building, and five previously undocumented cultural modifications to the environment
including water piping, an agricultural field, and numerous culturally modified trees (CMT). The team
also documented several diagnostic artifacts including a Fordson tractor, hot water tanks, and a
deteriorating moonshine still. When considered in context of historical evidence, these items and the
landscape render the Doody Homestead a ‘type site’ for both a self-sufficient moonshining operation and
homesteading activities. The results of the investigation broaden the historical context of the Doody
property to include Native American use of the area and place Josephine and Dan into the larger
framework of infrastructural and social development events in Northwest Montana. The section below
connects archaeological evidence at the Doody Homestead with the existing Doody narrative.

Structures
Doody Siding
Claim: In appreciation for his rescue, James J. Hill ordered the construction of the Doody siding.
According to a 1914 GLO plat map (Figure 35) the only siding to exist near the Doody
homestead was Rock Hill. The first appearance of the structure is suspected of being between 1898, when
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the GNR rails were laid in the area, and the 1914 date of the plat map. There are several lines of evidence
that point to Rock Hill being the famed Doody siding.
Firstly, the location of the siding, outside of the Doody narrative, would have been a redundant
and expensive proposition for Hill to undertake. The railroad station of Belton, currently the town of West
Glacier, established in the 1890s was only five and a half miles further west.
Secondly, the placement of an additional siding is limited by the surrounding terrain and road
developments occurring at the time. The surveyor responsible for the creation of the 1914 plat map
illustrated a parallel running telegraph line as well as a trail south of the train tracks. The trail connected
Belton to Marias Pass and was under constant development throughout the 1920s and 1930s. The road
eventually became Highway 2 and is approximately seventy feet higher in elevation than the railroad
tracks. In addition to the steep terrain hugging the tracks on the south, the Flathead River squeezes the rail
line in on the north. The landscape simply does not allow for an additional siding along this stretch of the
river. The siding is no longer operational but continues to appear on modern maps.

Figure 37. 1914 Plat map and locations of the Rock Hill siding, the Doody homestead, and Highway 2
(GLO,2019).
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Figure 38. Modern topographic map and locations of the Rock Hill siding and the Doody homestead.

Lastly, anecdotal evidence also identifies Rock Hill as the Doody siding in the form of the
historic points of access into the homestead. Two trails lead to the homestead illustrated on the 1914 plat
map (Figure 37). The shortest route is the far eastern trail that is a direct line to the homestead and
situated approximately one-half mile below the Rock Hill siding (Figure 38). The far western route,
directly across the river from the siding, follows the South Boundary Trail and leads north/southeast to
the homestead (Figure 39). The two trails remain the primary routes for accessing the property in 2020.
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Figure 39. 1914 Platt map illustrating historic trails (blue) and Highway 2 (yellow).

During the 2018 field investigation, the survey crew placed the base camp near the western
trailhead. Although the lower trail was a shorter walk to the homestead the swift river current made the
crossing with equipment and supplies a difficult task. The current near the Rock Hill siding flowed
somewhat slower and made fording the river much easier. As an avid fisherman who spent a great deal of
time along the banks of the river as well as ferrying booze to the south shore for the years preceding the
construction of the siding, Josephine would have been aware of the different currents and most likely had
identified the easiest way to cross to the southern banks. Rowing across the river, both upstream and
downstream, from the western trailhead to Rock Hill siding would have been a relatively short and easy
task, outside of high-water levels during the spring runoff. The western trailhead is also the only location
that the engineers could have witnessed Josephine emerge from the forest as espoused in the Fraley
narrative. Based on the evidence collected and observations made, Rock Hill and the Doody siding are
one and the same.
Claim: By 1921 six buildings were present on the Doody property including a two-story lodge
home, a root cellar, a smokehouse, a multiple occupant outhouse, a guest cabin, and a breezeway.
Lodge
In a black and white photograph taken some time after 1921, the lodge home is a two-story
structure with a small porch on the east side (Figure 40). In 2015 the home partially collapsed due to the
heavy snows of winter. By the time of the survey in 2018, only the east and north walls of the home
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remained standing (Figures 41 to 44). The interior as well as the south and west walls had completely
collapsed. The structural damage made a thorough examination of the home impossible. Photographic
evidence, observation, and basic measurements help to identify the cabin type and probable construction
methods.

Figure 40. The Doody lodge circa 1921. (Photo courtesy of Montana Memory Project).

Figure 41. North elevation of the Doody lodge in 2018. View is to the south.
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Figure 42. East elevation of the Doody lodge in 2018. View is to the west.

Figure 43. South elevation of the Doody lodge. View is to the north.
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Figure 44. West elevation of the Doody lodge. View is to the south.

Over the last 100 years, a two-to-three-foot layer of forest duff and sediment have accumulated
on all sides of the structure obscuring the foundations of the home. The historic photograph of the Doody
lodge shows the interior living quarters elevated from the forest floor as evidenced by the stairs to enter
the home. Log sills are also apparent in the image indicating that the lodge may sit on log sleepers that
support both the sill logs and floor joists of the cabin.428
The lodge is a Rocky Mountain Cabin type. The primary characteristic of the building type are
doors constructed underneath gabled ends (Figures 45-46).429 The home is a square single pen plan
measuring 27 feet 11 inches (8.5 m) on all sides.430 Split logs of fir or pine comprise the exterior walls on
the first floor of the home. There are no obvious signs of joining cuts to the logs. Rather the log ends abut
to corner posts. The second floor, erected well after the initial cabin, is composed of hewn plank wood
and shake shingles. Two porches are present on the home, a decaying anteroom over the east door and the
other in the collapsed debris of the west entrance. Artifacts observed around the perimeter of the home
include a non-diagnostic wooden frame and a corroded hot water tank (Figure 47).
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Figure 45. Corner post of the Doody lodge. View is to the north.

Figure 46. Porch with collapsed roof at east entrance. View is to the west.
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Figure 47. Wooden Frame and hot water tank on the north side of the lodge.

Outhouse
Two hundred feet east of the lodge the Doody’s erected a privy (Figures 48-52). The exterior
walls of the structure are constructed with various sizes of round logs joined at the corners with saddle
notches.431 Flat boards on the south side and corrugated tin on the east and west shore up the structure’s
exterior walls. A corrugated tin sheet attached to nine sleeper logs composes the slanted roof of the
structure. The privy measures 6 feet 5 inches (1.95 m) x 6 feet 3 inches (1.9 m) x 4 feet 3 inches (1.3 m).
A three-foot-wide door is located on the north side of the structure. The outhouse accommodates two
people with a bench-style seat that has since deteriorated.
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Figure 48. West elevation of the outhouse. View is to the east.

Figure 49. South elevation of the outhouse. View is to the north.
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Figure 50. East elevation of the outhouse. View is to the west.

Figure 51. North elevation of the outhouse. View is to the south.
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Figure 52. Interior of the outhouse.

Smokehouse
Claim: A still was located in the smokehouse.
The smokehouse (Figures 53-56) is situated approximately 182 feet southwest of the lodge in a
depressed clearing. Although fully intact the building is rapidly deteriorating. The structure is embedded
into a small berm functioning as the back wall of the structure. The side walls are constructed of vertically
stacked round logs that protrude away from the mound. The building face is also composed of round logs
joined to the side walls with saddle notches. The body of the roof, which is unconnected to the body of
the structure, consists of approximately nine hewn wood planks laid horizontally side by side and nailed
to parallel running round logs on each side. Additionally, corrugated tin covers the body of the roof. A
small wooden chimney with a wire mesh-covered opening protrudes from the northwest corner of the
roof. The structure measures 7 feet 8 ½ inches (2.35 m) x 8 feet (2.45 m) x 5 feet 5 inches (1.63 m). A
door is cut from the center of the south-facing front and measures 3 x 4 feet.
The interior of the smokehouse is quite small where standing erect is not possible for someone of
average height. The plank floor of the interior has been heavily disturbed. A small shelf is located on the
interior east wall. One characteristic of a smokehouse is the presence of a large diameter hole on an
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exterior wall. The hole allows for the insertion a pipe into the structure and carries smoke from an outside
stove/fire. Investigators were unable to locate such a modification on the building nor at any location
around the perimeter that may have housed an outside stove or fire. The heavy accumulation of forest duff
and sediment around the structure's perimeter may have obscured views of such features.
Artifacts located near the building include non-diagnostic metal buckets and corrugated tin
sheets. There is no material evidence of glass or barrel hoops that would at least suggest the presence of a
still. Additionally, when distilling moonshine, one needs a source of heat to cook the mash as well as a
source of continuously cold running water to condense the vapors into liquid. The location of the still
makes the latter extremely problematic as the nearest water source is 400 feet to the east. However,
discounting the claim because of a lack of archaeological evidence may be unwise. Federal agents
reportedly destroyed a small twenty-gallon still. The interior of the building is large enough to house a
distillation unit of that size. Additionally, the steam concentrating in the copper worm of a small still can
be cooled in a five-gallon bucket as long as the water is refreshed several times during the run. A full
excavation of the smokehouse is needed to determine the use(s) of the building before any definitive
answers can be reached.

Figure 53. South elevation of the smokehouse south elevation. View is to the north.
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Figure 54. West elevation of the smokehouse. View is to the east.

Figure 55. Interior of the smokehouse.
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Figure 56. Metal buckets near smokehouse.

Root Cellar
The root cellar is located 35 feet directly southwest of the smokehouse (Figures 57-58). A large
dugout of a berm and several large, corrugated tin sheets are all that remain of the root cellar. Two to
three feet of forest duff and sediment is present in the interior of the excavated space which obscures the
depth of what once stood at the location. The area measures approximately 9 feet 10 inches (3 m) x 21
feet (6.5 m) with a natural entrance on the north side. Earth comprises a portion of the back and sidewalls.
Four corrugated tin sheets are present in the depression which may have functioned as either the north
wall or a part of the roof structure that is no longer present. A large metal drum barrel is situated east of
the structure (Figure 59).
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Figure 57. The root cellar. View is to the south.

Figure 58. Overview of root cellar (left) and smokehouse (right). View is to the west.
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Figure 59. Large steel drum barrel east of the root cellar.

Guest Cabin and Breezeway
Claim: A guest cabin is connected to the lodge by a breezeway.
The survey crew was unable to locate definitive evidence of a guest cabin or breezeway.
Investigators did observe and record a rectangular depression 75 feet northeast of the lodge (Figure 60).
The area measured 15 feet (4.6 m) x 11 feet (3.3 m). The geometric shape of the depression does indicate
the presence of a structure in the past. Researchers found no evidence of a foundation or any type of
construction debris near or in the depression therefore a structure type could not be determined.
Although there is tentative archaeological evidence to support the oral history of an additional
building on the property there are no such indications for the breezeway. The historic photograph shows
no such structure on either the north or east elevations of the lodge. There is no physical evidence to
support a theory of a building to the south or west leaving the depression as the likely location of the
guest cabin. The construction of a 75-foot breezeway between the home and the depression would require
structural posts for support. The thick layer of forest duff, again, presented a problem for investigators as
ground disturbances associated with prior construction may be obscured from view. Until researchers can
undertake more intrusive ground-disturbing activities such as excavation the presence of a guest cabin and
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breezeway cannot be determined. Investigators documented the presence of a large tree stump and a nondiagnostic steel drum/barrel within the depression. A map with existing features observed is shown in
Figure 61.

Figure 60. Team member Reina Sherman stands outside a depression 75-feet northeast of the lodge. A tape
measure outlines the edges of the depression. View is to the north.

Figure 61. Google Earth image of buildings on the Doody property.
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Features
Historic Dumps
The first of two refuse pits is situated directly north of the lodge (Figure 62). The deposited trash
is associated with the agricultural and mechanical activities at the homestead. The area measures
approximately 3 x 4 feet. All surface artifacts located are non-diagnostic and include kerosene cans,
corrugated tin, and various metal pieces. The depth of the midden is unknown.

Figure 62. Automotive dump.

The second dumpsite is situated southeast of the lodge (Figure 63). The deposits are associated
with the household. The area measures 6 x 6 feet. Surface artifacts observed include a baking pan, food
tin can, an evaporated milk can, and a milk-glass shard.

Figure 63. Household dump. View is to the east.
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Water Channel
When surveying a forested area northeast of the privy, investigators located a northeast-southwest
running natural spring. Following the course of the spring for 100 feet southwest the team observed an
artificial, likely hand dug channel diverting water west (Figure 64). The modified ditch ended in a small
wallow (Figure 68) approximately one hundred yards from the lodge. Protruding from a displaced root
wad within the spring was a length of lead or galvanized one-inch pipe (Figures 65-67). The end of a
vertically embedded 3-inch pipe was also documented in a nearby seep associated with the channel. The
extent to which the smaller pipe ran could not be determined. Galvanized steel pipes superseded lead
pipes and fell out of favor by the end of World War II tentatively dating the manufacture of the pipe to
before 1945.432
In a homestead that is devoid of any type of plumbing in the home or outbuildings, the pipes
remain an oddity. There are many reasons why homesteaders would choose to divert a water source
nearer to the living space, the most obvious being that of hygienic and household practicality, which for
the Doody’s included hooch production. Investigators observed no evidence that alcohol production took
place at the location. Anecdotal evidence may indicate otherwise. Besides the twenty-gallon still allegedly
housed in the smokehouse federal officers also destroyed two others: a fifty-gallon still and a twenty-five
gallon still. The terminating point of the channel is an ideal location for the larger of the two stills as it
would require a consistent supply of cold running water to condense the alcohol vapors emitted during the
mash cooking process.
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Figure 64. Drainage of the hand dug channel. View is to the west.

Figure 65. One-inch pipe in root wad. View is to the west.
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Figure 66. One-inch pipe protruding from root wad. View is to the east.

Figure 67. A three-inch pipe in a nearby seep.
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Figure 68. Wallow one hundred yards from the lodge. View is to the east.

Field
Claim: Josephine increased moonshine production after Dan’s death in 1921.
A historic field that remained undocumented until 2018 is situated along a footpath 85 feet
northwest of the main house (Figure 69). The lack of native and invasive plant species that dominate the
surrounding forest as well as the rectangular shape of the site are both solid indicators of an abandoned
agricultural field. The area is approximately 1/8 of an acre measuring 50 x 114 feet (15 m x35 m). A
length of barbed wire (Figure 70), patented by Joseph F. Glidden in 1874, is located at the northwest
corner of the field.
Soil and pollen analysis to determine crop type was outside the scope of the 2018 investigation.
However, oral histories recount that the base of Josephine’s high-quality booze was a special blend of
home sown grains. Assuming that the field was dedicated to grain production rather than vegetables or
fruits, planted at a full capacity twice yearly (summer and winter growing seasons) and dependent upon
which grains the Doody’s sowed (wheat, barley, rye, etc.), the field had the potential to produce 450 to
950 pounds of grain yearly.433
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To put the yield into the perspective of alcohol manufacture, according to modern recipes, two
pounds of grain are required for every gallon of whole-grain mash produced. The output of alcohol is
expected to be approximately 20% of the still’s capacity. Josephine’s three stills had a combined capacity
of ninety-five gallons requiring thirty-eight pounds of grain to produce nineteen gallons of liquor.434
95 x 20 x.01 = 19 gallons
19 x 2 = 38 pounds of grain.
The liquor output can increase by ten to fifteen gallons if the cooked mash is infused with sugar
and distilled again in what producers call a “double run.” In 1923 the going price of illicit alcohol was
between $15 to $25 a gallon.435 Using the median price of $20 per gallon Josephine’s income potential for
one run equates to $380 equivalent to $5,644 in 2020. On a double run producing an additional twelve
gallons of liquor, her earnings may have reached $620, equivalent to $9,200 in 2020.
In 1928 federal officers reportedly destroyed twelve barrels of mash and eighteen gallons of
moonshine. The Fraley narrative did not specify the size of the smashed containers, an important bit of
information when trying to deduce Josephine’s production capabilities. The holding capacity of wooden
barrels can run anywhere from one to fifty-three gallons. If the destroyed containers were of the fiftythree-gallon variety, the profit potential for one run was enormous.
636 x 20 x .01= 127.2 gallons of liquor
127.2 x 2 = 254.4 pounds of grain.
127.2 x $20= 2,544 (37,558.55 in 2020)
Outside of the field providing enough grain for a large manufacturing operation and the reported
twelve barrels of mash there is nothing to suggest that Josephine increased her illicit operation. The size
of the destroyed stills is one indicator of conservative production. The distillation of alcohol in the 1920s
was a time-consuming and labor-intensive process often taking days for large runs. Even in the modern
era, the process takes five to seven hours for a small five-gallon still to produce a high-quality product.
The labor time can be reduced to produce an inferior beverage by boiling the mash faster at higher heat.
The technique requires still parts, such as the condenser, to be much larger to collect the rapidly
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accumulating vapor and the operation must be watched at all times to prevent burning of the mash. Given
the narrative of Josephine’s daily habits of fishing, hunting, and taking care of visitors as well as the time
needed to produce quality moonshine large production with the stills on hand seems unlikely.
Secondly, the raid of 1928 took place in February that has an average temperature of 38 degrees.
Yeast, a necessary ingredient for fermentation, becomes inactive at 40 degrees. However, the mash can be
stored below the 40-degree threshold for up to six months before the mixture begins to spoil. To promote
proper fermentation, the mash needs to be housed at a consistent 58-75 degrees for seven to twenty-one
days before production. Other than the main lodge there were no heated facilities to store twelve 53 gallon
barrels. This suggests either a much slower pace of manufacture taking place throughout the year with
mash stored for later distillation or alternatively, that the twelve barrels were of a much smaller size and
stored in the heated home. In either case, the output of Josephine's moonshine business would be limited
by storage space and weather. Moreover, investigators observed no glass containers or remnants of
multiple wooden barrels that would suggest that large-scale illicit alcohol manufacturing was taking place
on the property.
Lastly, Josephine was responsible for feeding several live-in workmen, a plethora of visitors, as
well as herself by 1928. The budgeting of nutritional resources would have been within her particular skill
set. Assuming that the entire field was dedicated to growing grains and given her practical portrayal in the
Fraley narrative it seems implausible that Josephine would set aside ½ of her reaped harvest for the
production of alcohol. The more likely scenario is that Josephine continued to engage in small-scale
alcohol production and, in true homesteader fashion, preserved a small portion of each harvest by creating
mash and producing moonshine throughout the year as a steady source of income. Until more intrusive
archaeological investigation techniques such as excavation and soil sampling are undertaken, the
questions surrounding the field and extent of Josephine’s alcohol manufacturing will remain speculative.
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Figure 69. Agricultural field, view to the west.

Figure 70. Barbed wire at the northwest corner of the agricultural field.
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Culturally Modified Trees
Numerous larch trees (Larix occidentalis) marked with what looked to be trail blazes are scattered
throughout the western half of the homestead (Figures 71-74). Historic trail blazes are cuts made in the
bark of a tree and/or removal of a section of bark by an ax or knife carved by hunters or loggers along
informal trails. Blazes are a common sight throughout the many forests of Montana and thus not a
particularly alarming observation. However, blazes are not normally confined to one species of tree. At
the Doody homestead, where lodgepole pine and fir are the dominant tree species, blazes appear primarily
on larch, save one lodgepole pine. A stand of four larch is situated near the root cellar and smokehouse.
The largest stand of larch, numbering twenty, is situated approximately 30 feet off the path. Seventy-five
percent of those trees are similarly scarred on the north side of the trunks. The discovery led investigators
to posit the theory of a possible secondary historical use of the Doody homestead by Native Americans.

Figure 71. A stand of four blazed larch near the smokehouse and root cellar. View is to the south.
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Figure 72. Blazed lodgepole pine.

Figure 73. A blazed larch at the northwest corner of the lodge. View is to the southeast.
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Figure 74. A blazed larch. View is to the south.

Tree scarring (bark peeling) is a Native American practice dating back thousands of years to
reach the nutrient-rich cambium layer lying just beneath the bark. The practice is associated with the
historic dietary and medicinal needs of indigenous inhabitants. As a resource, the Native American tribes
consider pine a one-stop shop for all their needs. The limbs are used to construct shelter, the bark used to
make baskets or boiled down and drank to relieve inflammation. The sticky cambium layer relieves pain
when applied as a topical salve, relieves cold symptoms when infused into teas, and has uses as a diuretic
and astringent among many other applications too numerous to list.436
Native American use of the pine tree is ubiquitous throughout the Rocky Mountains.437 Groups
also harvested other tree species, such as the larch, although much less so than the pine. The bark of the
larch has little to no use as a construction material and is void of any dietary attributes. However, the
cambium layer produces a sweet-tasting gum that when dried and ground is useful as a leavening agent in
flour. The medicinal uses of the cambium are similar to pine and can be chewed to relieve headaches and
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sore throats, applied to cuts as a protective dressing, and infused into teas to relieve coughs and
congestion.438 However, the applications of larch are limited when compared to pine. With the
overwhelming number of pine in the area why then did someone specifically harvest only larch? The
answer may lie in taste preferences.
What differentiates larch from pine is that the cambium layer of the larch is sweet while pine is
extremely bitter. The few food tins and other debris located in the refuse piles of the homestead indicate
that the Doody’s followed a typical American diet of meat, grains, and an increasing amount of sugar by
the 1920s. As homesteaders living off the land for decades Dan and Josephine undoubtedly possessed a
working knowledge of medicinal plants and may have known of the cambium layer. Given that the
medicinal qualities of pine and larch cambium are somewhat similar, it follows that the Doody’s would
choose the sweeter of the two. There is also an outside chance that the sugar content of cambium can be
useful in the alcohol distillation process by kick starting the fermentation process or to increase the
quantity of produced alcohol.
Dendrochronology is the science of dating events by using the characteristic patterns of annual
growth rings in timber and tree trunks. By dating the trees theories can be tested as to when the cambium
layer was harvested and narrow down the possibilities of who did the scarring and for what purpose.
Experimental archaeology can test the validity of the use of cambium in the distillation process. Further
investigation is needed to further explain the CMT’s presence on the Doody property. A map with
existing cultural modifications and features observed is shown in Figure 75.
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Figure 75. Google earth image altered to illustrate the locations of features.

Diagnostic Artifacts
Tractor
Located north of the lodge is a Fordson tractor (Figures 76-79). Henry Ford introduced American
farmers to the Fordson in 1918. Manufacturing of the F series took place between 1918 and 1928. Ford
shut down U.S. production of the machine and moved his operations to Europe in 1929. U.S. manufacture
of the Fordson resumed in 1938 with the 9N model and produced until 1946. The Fordson tractor was the
first lightweight, mass-produced tractor on the market and durable enough to also haul lumber, coal,
brick, or snow.439 Prior to 1930 and the advent of modern single-fuel diesel engines, tractor designers
engineered the machines to run off three fuel types: gasoline, kerosene, and alcohol.
The Doody tractor is a Fordson Model F manufactured in 1926 as evidenced by the engine serial
number 557608.440 The tractor has a 4.1L 4-cylinder 20hp distillate engine and a twenty-one-gallon fuel
tank.441 Josephine most likely fueled the tractor with kerosene given the number of empty cans observed
near the automotive dump. The machine has a manual three-speed transmission with three forward gears
and one reverse. Standard tread steel wheels measuring 42 x 12 inches grace the back of the tractor.442
Non-diagnostic metal pieces and a spool of barbed wire lie directly in front of and next to the tractor
respectively.
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Figure 76. Fordson Model F tractor. View is to the northwest.

Figure 77. Fordson Model F tractor. View is to the southeast.
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Figure 78. Fordson Model F tractor. View is to the east.

Figure 79. Fordson Model F panel detail.
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Disc Plow
A disc plow is situated northwest of the agricultural field (Figures 80-81). Disc plows have three
or more individually mounted concave disks that are inclined backward to break, raise, turn, and mix soil.
The plow is particularly well suited for the opening of new fields or in soils that are hard, dry, and rocky
as the discs themselves will not break. Cut depths can reach up to one foot (30 cm) but are inconsistent
throughout the cut.443
The Doody disc plow has a single angular gang arm mounted with fourteen 18-inch discs spaced
0.65 feet (20 cm) apart. The plow is a pull-behind model mounted to the rear of the tractor by a single
arm. The manufacturer of the plow was not determined. The purchase date of the plow may coincide with
the arrival of the tractor sometime after 1926, with use continuing until 1931 and the time of Josephine
Doody’s departure from the area. Several replacement discs are situated near the plow.

Figure 80. Disc plow. View is to the south.
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Figure 81. Replacement discs.

Mouldboard Plow
A mouldboard plow (Figure 82) is situated at the northwest corner of the agricultural field. The
mouldboard is a basic plowing implement that has been in use in Asia and Africa for over 5000 years.
Although adapted to European style farming nearly 500 years ago the basic design of the plow has not
changed. The basic components are a share, a sharp steel edge component to slice the ground, attached to
a mouldboard plate, a gently curved steel piece that lifts the furrow, inverts it, and then pulverizes the soil.
The inversion and pulverizing of the furrow slice bury the surface growth as well as crop residue and
ensures uniform incorporation of fertilizers throughout the field.444 This type of plowing is well suited for
moist soils and cuts at a uniform depth of 10 to 20 centimeters. Although made of rigid steel the
mouldboard plate is prone to breaking when striking stones or roots.
A criticism of early Fordson tractors was the tendency of the machine to flip over when a pull
behind plow hit a stone or root. The plow itself would stop dead but the powerful Fordson engine
continued to move the machine forward causing the front end of the tractor to rise and eventually flip.
Henry Ferguson designed a duplex two-point handspring lift for rear-mounted pull behind plows for
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Fordsons to address the problem. Outside of the plow’s lightweight and impressive turning radius, the
main selling point was that when hitting a stone or root, the spring released the pressure on the tractor’s
rear wheels allowing them to spin freely rather than continue to pull forward. The design resolved the
flipping issue and the model exploded onto the marketplace in 1925. Several companies immediately
began to produce similar machinery. To get around the Ferguson patent manufacturers altered the design
to attach to the tractor between the front and rear wheels rather than the back end.445
The spring-loaded rear-mounted hitch on the Doody mouldboard plow is indicative of a Ferguson
machine. Roderick-Lean or the Sherman Brothers manufactured the plow between 1925 and the last
production year of the Fordson F in 1928. Ferguson would go on to incorporate his hitch patent into the
design of tractors manufactured in Europe in 1929.

Figure 82. Mouldboard plow. View is to the north.
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Moonshine Still
A piecemeal still is located approximately 430 feet north of the homestead on a slope in a
makeshift dump (Figure 83). Distillation units require three basic elements to produce alcohol: a container
with a tight-fitting lid, a heat source, and a worm (condenser). What materials individuals used in a still’s
construction and its configuration was limited only by the imagination. Images of confiscated stills in the
1920s show a wide-ranging variation of construction materials that included copper, and galvanized steel
to car radiators and entire gasoline tankers. Identifying stills in the field is difficult for this very reason.
The still located on the Doody property is only identifiable due to the undeniable punctures left
behind by a hatchet. The setup consists of a twenty-to-twenty-five-gallon copper pot, a galvanized
portable hot water tank, and a large, modified pot. The copper pot is crushed flat but bears the visible
mark of a hatchet. A large pot with handles sits atop the copper piece. The container is split vertically
through the center with the sides joined together with rivets and two scrap metal pieces leaving a ½ inch
space down the length of each side. The pots bear no manufacturing marks and are non-diagnostic.
A cylindrical hot water tank lies next to the pots. Rivets secure the top of the tank to the body. A
single line of rivets also runs down the length of the tank body. Portable hot water heaters were first made
available to the general public in 1898 and sold in various shapes and sizes.446 The Doody water tank has
no manufacture marks to determine make, model, or production date outside of the 1898 date. The two
elongated holes that pierce the body of the tank connect its use to the still and the federal raid of the
Doody homestead placing the date of manufacture and use between the years of 1898 to 1928.
The hot water tank and artifact assemblage give investigators a bit of insight into Josephine’s
manufacturing process, specifically the heat source. The contents of the water tank can be heated in one
of two ways: placement in a fire box or on top of a wood stove. The tank as well as the pots show no
evidence of exposure to an open flame pointing to the use of a stove. Additionally, the few discarded
artifacts scattered in the immediate vicinity of the still are associated with a cast iron wood stove and
include stove fragments and pieces, a tea kettle, and one lone kerosene can (Figures 84-88). Unlike the
still, the stove and tea kettle bear the unmistakable burns and warping caused by an intense fire. Federal
authorities raiding rural moonshining plants were under strict government guidelines to destroy all items
and equipment associated with the manufacture of alcohol. All evidence suggests that during the 1928
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raid officers destroyed the still with hatchets and set the stove alight with the use of an accelerant such as
kerosene, because of its association with the still. No other artifacts were present at the makeshift dump.

Figure 83. Moonshine still and remnant copper kettle; note hatchet marks in the boiler at left.

84. Tea kettle situated on the forest floor in the vicinity of the still.
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Figure 85. Cast iron stove fragments in the vicinity of the still.

Figure 86. Stove fragment near stove parts in the vicinity of the still.
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Figure 87. Stovepipe near stove parts in the vicinity of the still.

Figure 88. Kerosene can in the vicinity of the still.
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Analytic Takeaways
The archaeological evidence documented in the 2018 investigation supports much of the Fraley
narrative of Josephine and Dan’s lives. Further investigation is needed at the site of the suspected building
depression, the modified water channel, the smokehouse, the two historic dumpsites, and the CMTs to
further contextualize the daily habits of those living at the homestead. There is little doubt that Josephine
manufactured alcohol outside of the law for forty years, but the answers of how much and how often are
most likely lost to time. What can be stated with a cautious certainty is that Josephine’s proclivity for
manufacturing moonshine, although adding to her colorful character, was a normative behavior based on
an isolated homesteader’s practical need rather than wanton greed or immorality.
In this way, Josephine’s life diverged little from the women of Butte and Anaconda. The
circumstances of geography and environmental dangers differed but the economic isolation felt by all was
the same. Given the deplorable conditions in prisons of the time women faced dire consequences if
convicted of alcohol offenses. Judges, aware of the ramifications of harsh sentences for females often
chose leniency over strict interpretations of the law when meting out punishments. The supportive
communities in which the women plied their illegal trade were bonded first by harsh living conditions and
then by economic disaster. In essence the judicial leniency and community support of female
moonshiners and sellers combined, which allowed some women to achieve financial independence and
begin to live life on their own terms while offering others a financial life preserver until their economic
circumstances and employment opportunities improved.
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History Repeats (aka Conclusion)
In response to criticism of his portrayal of the Peloponnesian war Greek philosopher and
historian, Thucydides wrote… “it will be enough for me, however, if these words of mine are judged
useful by those who want to understand clearly the events which happened in the past and which (human
nature being what it is) will, at some time or other and in much the same ways, be repeated in the
future.”447 His observation of reoccurring human behavior patterns across the expanse of time is not only
astute, but in the case of 1920s alcohol prohibition in the U.S., his observation is absolutely applicable.
Modern humans are nothing if not creatures of evolutionary and behavioral habits. The patterns may
differ within the cultural distinctions of varying communities but the debates surrounding societal norms
of behavior, including the consumption of alcohol, will be continually readdressed and conclude in much
the same way.
Every century of American history from the 1600s to the modern age has birthed a sociocultural
war against the recreational use of alcohol. The names, faces, and places may differ, but the pattern
remains the same: restriction measures, followed quickly by mass non-compliance led to a renegotiation
of the place of alcohol in society and absorption of the substance back into the cultural fray. The cyclical
nature of the debate surrounding the recreational use of alcohol is not a case of forgetting the past but
rather the natural reordering of American society that champions morality but values profit above all else.
Each successive generation must decide for itself what rules will govern the consumption of alcohol. This
is the case for the first European colonists who set foot on the Atlantic shore, followed by the Dutch
Puritans; the frontiersmen venturing into the American West; the smugglers, bootleggers, and
moonshiners of the Prohibition Era; and the federal government. Regarding the alcohol question and
outside of fourteen years between 1920 and 1933, the United States has always maintained that profit
trumps morality. The year 1933 proved to be no different. In that year the Eighteenth Amendment was
repealed in order for the federal government to reclaim the means of modes of alcohol production,
creating jobs and infusing an immediate flow of cash into the economy that aided in the nation’s long
climb out of the Great Depression.
Alcohol prohibition in the 1920s only increased the desire for and value of alcohol in a time when
the divide between the haves and have-nots was at its widest point in American history. For the people
clinging to the bottom rungs of the socioeconomic ladder, the legal status of alcohol had no bearing on its
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economic stabilization properties. The black-market trade in alcohol produced jobs where before there
were none, sparked industry in towns on the brink of financial extinction, as well as equalizing the
earning power of women. The financial advantages of manufacturing and selling illicit alcohol in the
United States were also shared by war-torn foreign nations for the same reasons as individuals. Because
alcohol, no matter the social, cultural, or economic conditions of the time is always profitable. This was a
lesson that the lower classes and marginalized and disenfranchised groups had never forgotten and which
led to the resistance to anti-liquor laws of the 1920s.
The decision for many in the lower classes to engage in the trafficking of illicit alcohol or
manufacture had little to with a broken moral compass. The world had not suddenly come down with a
serious case of moral influenza. The continued selling of alcohol made economic sense, just as it had
before 1920 and was again after 1933. Had anti-liquor statutes not been in effect during the economic
downturn of the early 1920s, the pivot of individuals, towns, and nations towards alcohol revenue to shore
up their finances and local economies would have been viewed by most as a sound financial strategy.
However, booze was illegal, and a once practical choice was now a matter of law.
The recreational use of alcohol was not the only social conflict emerging during the decade.
Underlying the anti-liquor statutes was the issue of how authorities were to interpret the Fourth and Fifth
Amendments of the United States Constitution. Due to widespread national non-compliance, law
enforcement bodies engaged in reactionary and ruthless techniques that often trampled an individual's
guaranteed right to protection from unlawful search and seizure and due process when enforcing liquor
laws. For the American citizen, this translated into over 2,000 deaths and an untold number of arrests and
incarcerations. For these reasons, as well as with the emergence of legal associations such as the ACLU
the reinterpretation of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments [which began in earnest in the mid-1920s], has
evolved into how we recognize these rights today.
The tactics engaged in by authorities also had international ramifications. Ships flying foreign
flags were often targeted and boarded in breach of standing international laws and expected courtesies.
The seizure of the Canadian schooner the Emerald gave rise to an international incident that saw both the
renegotiation of international law and the expansion of the United States an additional nine miles into
international waters. The reactionary policing tactics, both on the land and sea, also prematurely escalated
violence and gave rise to organized crime syndicates, local, national, and international trafficking and
bribery rings, as well as widespread police and judicial corruption.
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A byproduct of law enforcement policies was an equally reactive resistance. The International
and domestic trade in contraband liquor ignited an explosion in the development of America’s
transportation infrastructure. Smugglers moving illicit cargo from point A to point B carved new roads
along the borders of the nation as well as into her heart. The avenues, many still in use today, are a
reminder that even a social process such as resistance inevitably leaves an indelible archaeological scar.
Thanks to the emergence of mass media, the explosion of transportation infrastructure development, and
the new affordable car in the 1920s the grey literature such as newspapers and road maps places the
historical archaeologist in an advantageous position to document both the physical transformations taking
place at the time and the social processes that drove the changes.
The alcohol industry continues to follow the economic pattern set down by the preceding
generations; the business expanding during recessions and stabilizing in times of plenty. Following
National Prohibition alcohol production in the U.S. remained relatively low until the late 1970s and the
passage of H.R.1337 that allowed the tax-free brewing of beer and wine in the home.448 By the 1990s the
craft beer industry began in earnest and joined the likes of larger manufacturers such as Anheuser-Bush to
quench the thirst of citizens. In the early 2000s and the beginning of the Great Recession craft beer and
brewing activity increased sharply across the nation surpassing the highest level of alcohol production
ever in the U.S. The number continues to climb in 2020.449 Moonshine stills, once a signature of criminal
activity legally grace the homes of thousands of homebrewers. Social media forums such as YouTube are
replete with instructions on DIY distillation units and alcohol recipes while reality television shows and
documentaries venerate modern moonshiners and mythologize those of the past.
The lessons learned by both the Federal Government and the public in the failed social
experiment that was National Alcohol Prohibition have not yet been lost to time and have been redirected
towards the legalization of marijuana. In 1996 California voters in direct opposition to federal laws
against the growing and use of cannabis, passed proposition 215 legalizing the drug for medical
purposes.450 In response, federal law enforcement took up arms and engaged in tactics not seen since
Prohibition. Using a shock and awe strategy DEA and ATF agents lobbed flash grenades and brandished
semi-automatic weapons in numerous well-publicized raids to subdue the growers and sellers of cannabis.
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By 2012 eighteen states followed California’s example legalizing medicinal use while four states
decriminalized the substance altogether.451 Two years later in 2014 four additional states decriminalized
marijuana and two others legalized the use of recreational cannabis, as did Washington D.C.452
In the same year, the nation’s leaders and lawmakers decided to no longer interfere with state
cannabis laws and quietly withdrew from the battle leaving the people to decide the place of marijuana in
American culture. In 2021 eighteen states have legalized the recreational use of marijuana and an
additional twelve states have decriminalized the drug. The overarching lesson taught by the prohibition of
alcohol seemingly taken to heart by both parties and applied to the fight to legalize marijuana is that the
most powerful and defensible form of social resistance available to the citizenry to affect social and
political change, regardless of class status, is to simply ignore the offending law en masse.
If Thucydides’ insight into the repetitive nature of human behavior continues to bear out, the next
battle for the right to ingest mind-altering substances is only a matter of time. If there are any lessons to
take away from National Alcohol Prohibition, they are:
1) Mind-altering substances whether they are alcohol or drugs are an evolutionary, societal, and
economic habit that authorities cannot eradicate through prohibition but may be able to successfully
mitigate through temperance; and
2) More importantly the lower classes along with disenfranchised and marginalized groups
outnumber those in the middle and wealthy classes. The disproportionate numbers alone mean that if the
lower classes are not on board with a newly established law then the statute will have little to no
authoritative voice and will be difficult for authorities to implement.
The prohibition of alcohol in the 1920s revealed just how much power those on the bottom rungs of
society have to direct the trajectory of a nation. Anti-liquor laws were directly aimed at those who were
seen as less capable due to their socioeconomic status. Despite this circumstance and through action
alone, those seen as ‘less than’ permanently altered the American landscape and expanded the
transportation network snaking its way across the nation, ignited the reinterpretation of Constitutionally
guaranteed rights, instigated changes in international law, and swayed the middle class to reconsider their
stance on liquor laws that eventually ushered in the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment. All of this was
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Alexander Campbell King Law Library, accessed September 2, 2021,
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accomplished by those that have been historically frozen out of the political process, a valuable lesson in
power indeed.
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Appendix A
Source Materials for Figures 3 and 29
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Figure 3

Capital Journal
“Smugglers Bring Whisky to Maine,” Capital Journal, September 9, 1922, 4.
Daily Interlake
“Rum Fleet Unable to Make Safe Landing,” Daily Interlake, June 4, 1923, 1.
Dillon Examiner
“Turns in Liquor Cache,” Dillion Examiner, September 2, 1925, 3.
Dillon Tribune
“Government’s Grand Assault on Demon Rum Hits Land Traffic,” Dillion Tribune, March 22, 1925, 1.
Eastern Oregonian
“Border Fight on Drug Ring is Real Thriller” Eastern Oregonian, August 23, 1922, 4.
“Jamaica on Trail of Illicit Booze Shipments to U.S.,” Eastern Oregonian, August 23, 1922, 9.
Great Falls Tribune
“Use Hollow Pillars to Conceal Whisky Smuggled on Ship,” Great Falls Tribune, May 16, 1921, 1.
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“Two Arrests Made Following Raid on Greek Booze Ship,” Great Falls Tribune, September 12, 1921,
3.
“$500,000 Rum Cargo Captured Near N.Y,” Great Falls Tribune, December 20, 1922, 1.
“$50,000 Booze Cargo Goes Overboard in Fear of Mere Tug,” Great Falls Tribune, January 17, 22, 3.
“Old Witch Town Balks Landing of Booze Cargo,” Great Falls Tribune, February 23, 1922, 1.
“Two Boats of Whisky Smuggled from Cuba Seized in New York,” Great Falls Tribune, March 4,
1922, 11.
“Liquor Cargo enters U.S. Port; Status of Dry Act in Question, Great Falls Tribune, August 21, 1923,
1.
“Booze Agents Make Big Haul in Battle,” Great Falls Tribune, March 12, 1924, 1.
“Canadian Whisky Bound for Mexico Finds Way to U.S.,” Great Falls Tribune, March 26, 1924, 4.
“Marine Raiders Grab Huge Rum Cache on Naval Vessel,” Great Falls Tribune, February 26, 1925:3.
“Cutter Seizes Rum Ring Ship and Rich Cargo,” Great Falls Tribune, May 12, 1926, 1.
Have Daily News
“Dutch Schooner Seized with Booze,” Havre Daily News, December 5, 1923, 1.
Helena Independent
“Rum Running on Great Scale Prevails, Yanks Pay Fortune for Booze,” Helena Independent, July
11, 1923, 1.
“Rum Outfit Owns Fleet, Great Base,” Helena Independent, August 11, 1923, 1.
Jamestown Weekly Alert
“Extending Enforcement Efforts,” Jamestown Weekly Alert, July 25, 1922, 4.
Powder River County Examiner
“Officers Seize Shipment of Booze from Canada,” Powder River County Examiner, June 6, 1920, 3.
“Huge Smuggling Ring Discovered,” Producers News, April 3, 1922,6.
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Figure 29

Butte Daily Miner
“Officers Raid and Arrests are Made,” Butte Daily Miner, November 17, 1924, 5.
Capital Journal
“Daring, and Camouflage Used By Montana Rumrunners Deception,” Capital Journal, January 25,
1921, 5.
Daily Interlake
“Rum Runner Shot on Reservation.” Daily Interlake, June 11,1923, 2.
“Charge U.S. With Lax Enforcement, Daily Interlake, May 1924, 3.
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“Prohibition Chief Tells Difficulties.” Daily Interlake, June 24, 1926, 2.
Dillon Examiner
“Turns in Liquor Cache,” Dillon Examiner, September 2, 1925, 3.
Diplomatic Press
“Dry Forces Win Four Canadian Provinces.” Diplomatic Press, October 25, 1920, 1.
“Wire Cutters are Loaded Down with Booze,” Diplomatic Press, June 11,1920, 4.
“Lewiston Man Shot to Death Near Havre,” Diplomatic Press, December 3, 1920, 1.
“Booze Car Headed for Shelby Caught,” Diplomatic Press, June 29, 1923, 3.
East Oregonian
“Booze Runners Burn Bridges Behind Them,” East Oregonian, October 4, 1920, 5.
“Booze Smuggled from Canada is Taken in Sidney,” East Oregonian, May 14, 1920, 4.
Eureka Journal
“Big Haul of Beer,” Eureka Journal, July 23,1925, 1.
Evening Herald
“Siphon” Pours Much Booze Over Border,” Evening Herald, December 4, 1920, 1.
Flathead Courier
“Airplane Seen Here May Be Bootlegger,” Flathead Courier, September 10, 1922, 1.
“Officers Shoot Tires Capture Bootleggers,” Flathead Courier, October 25, 1923, 1.
“Prohibition Director Talks to Kiwanians,” Flathead Courier, January 3, 1924, 1.
Glasgow Courier
“Automobile Load of Whisky is Captured,” Glasgow Courier, September 17, 1920, 6.
“Lewiston Man Killed by Thug,” Glasgow Courier, December 10, 1920,1.
Great Falls Daily Tribune
“Brings in Kegs 4 Cases Booze,” Great Falls Daily Tribune, June 3, 1920,10.
“Alleged Booze Smuggler Held for Grand Jury.” Great Falls Daily Tribune, July 12, 1920, 9.
“Officers Give Attention to Large Cities.” Great Falls Daily Tribune, September 5, 1920, 1.
“Officers Grab Whisky Smuggled in Coal Car,” Great Falls Daily Tribune, May 7, 1920, 13.
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“Holds Machine Under Suspicion Booze Traffic,” Great Falls Daily Tribune, June 10, 1920, 12.
Great Falls Tribune
“Whisky Smuggling Over Canadian Line Worrying Officials,” Great Falls Tribune, August 21,
1920, 5.
“Chouteau Officers Have in Jail 2 Men from Great Falls,” Great Falls Tribune, October 21, 1920, 8.
“Helena Officials Arrest Havre Man on Liquor Charge, Great Falls Tribune, February 14, 1922, 6.
“Detain Three on Complaint of Inspector,” Great Falls Tribune, January 7, 1922, 12.
“Deputies Find 12 Bottles in Brook’s Grip,” Great Falls Tribune, February 11, 1922, 10.
“Locate Barrels of Booze Under Hay Load Ruse,” Great Falls Tribune, March 5, 1922, 13.
“Wild Chase of Automobile Told to Jury,” Great Falls Tribune, March 7, 1922, 14.
“Three Auto Loads Smuggled Whisky Seized at Sidney,” Great Falls Tribune, May 15, 1922, 5.
“Zucherman Loses $4,000 Booze, Auto, and is Fined $150,” Great Falls Tribune, June 16, 1922, 10.
“Simpson Man is Fined for Smuggling Booze,” Great Falls Tribune, July 29, 1922, 4.
“Capture $10,000 Cargo of Booze,” Great Falls Tribune, November 22, 1923, 2.
“Believes Booze Gang Has Broken Up by Chinook Seizures,” Great Falls Tribune, December 2,
1923, 7.
“Canadian Arrested as Whisky Runner,” Great Falls Tribune, December 15, 1923, 4.
“Federal Force Claim Capture of Rum Runner,” Great Falls Tribune, January 15, 1924, 7.
“Four Men are Jailed, Car and Booze Taken from Butte Runners,” Great Falls Tribune, March 2,
1924, 2.
“Sadler to Face New Trial on Rum Count,” Great Falls Tribune, April 3, 1924, 10.
“Norton Captures Beer Car,” Great Falls Tribune, January 28, 1925, 10.
“Norton Rum Runners Takes Lackman with Cargo,” Great Falls Tribune, February 5, 1925, 3.
“City-Wide Rum Ring is Broken in Raids,” Great Falls Tribune, March 8, 1925, 14.
“Truck Loaded with Liquor Seized by Sheriff Norton,” Great Falls Tribune, July 29, 1925, 10.
“Norton Grabs Load of Beer Holds Driver,” Great Falls Tribune, March 26, 1926, 10.
“Officers Wound Man, Woman in Hi Line Liquor Chase,” Great Falls Tribune, June 30, 1926, 5.
“Liquor Runner Gives Up Load Without Chase,” Great Falls Tribune, July 13, 1926, 13.
“Beer Cars Escape Officers When Farmer Plays Decoy,” Great Falls Tribune, July 30, 1926, 8.
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“Federal Agent Seizes Auto and Beer; Arrests M’Clure,” Great Falls Tribune, September 4, 1926, 2.
Havre Daily News
“Wells Pleads Not Guilty to Liquor Charge,” Havre Daily News, August 5, 1925, 1.
“Liquor Runner Shot Near Sweetgrass,” Havre Daily News, June 4, 1926, 1.
Helena Evening News
“Two Havre Men Arrested for Bootlegging,” Helena Evening News, November 8, 1921, 1.
“Draws $100 Fine for Transporting Liquor,” Helena Evening News, November 1, 1921, 1.
Helena Independent
“Four Trunks Full of Booze Seized,” Helena Independent, July 21, 1922, 3.
“Battle Rum-Runners Near Helena, Liquor Car Makes Getaway,” Helena Independent, August 5,
1922, 1.
“Rum Car runs into Auto; Cargo Gone,” Helena Independent, July 26, 1923, 6.
Hope Pioneer
“North Dakota-Devils Lake,” Hope Pioneer, July 7, 1921, 4.
Mineral Independent
“Skidmore Called Bootlegger King,” Mineral Independent, February 5, 1921, 5.
“Officers Land Booze,” Mineral Independent, November 8, 1925, 1.
“Border Patrol Remain the Same,” Mineral Independent, November 18, 1926, 1.
Mountaineer
“Big Liquor Raids Made in Great Falls,” The Mountaineer, March 12, 1925, 1.
Plentywood Herald
“Sheridan County Officials Confiscate Moonshine Car,” Plentywood Herald. August 6, 1926, 1.
Powder River County Examiner
“Officers Seize Shipment of Booze from Canada,” Powder River County Examiner, June 6, 1920,
3.
River Press
“Secret Compartment for Booze.” River Press, May 9, 1923, 8.
“Sell “Moon” in Milk Bottles,” River Press, April 9, 1924, 3.
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Sweetgrass Sunburst
“Bobbed-Haired Whisky Runner Appears,” Sweetgrass Sunburst, June 11, 1924, 8.
“Federal Patrolmen Shoot Denton Man,” Sweetgrass Sunburst. June 3, 1926, 1.
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